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OREFACE

This guide to audio and visual resources fbr the study of
Hinduism is the result of initiative taken by Ward Morehouse,
formerly, with the State Education' Department of the University
of the State'of New York and now President of the Council on
InternationalandPublic Affairs, who brought the planning com-
mittee together and found the funds for the project. The fi-
nancial support came from the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the Ada Howe Kent Foundat n, the Council for In-
tercultural Studies and,Programs; the ouncil on Intern#ional
and Public Affairs, and the State Educa ion Department Ofthe
Uqiversity of the State of New York.

[The committee responsible for the comments'and evaluation
is David J. Dell, Columbia University;, David M. Knipe, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin; Robert A. McDecmott, Baruch C911ege of
the City University of New York; Kenneth W. Morgani-Colgate
University, Emeritus; H. Daniel Smith, Syracuse Uni;rersity.
They were chosen because of their experience in producing and
using audio-visual materials for the study of Hinduism, and
have given a great deal of their time for over a year to this
project because of their shared conviction that some important
aspecti of owledge abOut Hindu religious beliefs and prac-
tices can nly be communicated by sight and sound; that films,
videotap , slides, and records are riot merely supplementary,
.but are-necessary for the study of Hinduism.

The committee ism indebted to Frederick Blackwell, of
Washington State University, for considerable help with the

...sectron on Hinduism in the West; to Mary Frares Dunham for
her research and suggestions for the records; and to Gary
Michael Tartakov.for finding, viewing, and reporting on Slides.,
'The committee takes this opportunityto express its apprecia-
tion,to4the Columbia University South Asia Center for the use
of its audio-visual facilities and .1i.brary; to the Audio-Visual
Center of Washington State University for their&assistance to
Fr derick W. Blackwell; and, to ail the distributors who. gener-
ou ly loaned their films, Video-tapes, and slides.

The audio-visual materials included in this gaidevere
invited to those which are generally available and are judged
y the committee, after careful andisometimes prolonged con-

sideration, to be suitable for adult independent study or class-
room use. Much time ;rat given by the committee to viewing and
evaluating films which -are not included in the listings. In a
few cases, when it was agreed that the film was inadequate fdr
its'declared purpose, or a misrepresentation of Hinduism; and ,

it wa's known that the film is currently widely used, the com-
mittee evaluation is included. All descriptions and comments

v
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were discussed carefully by all members of the committee and.
finally approvedl'though sometimes with individual reserva-

tions and unease.

The films, videotapes, and. slides are presented in thpee

groups:' those designed for the study of Hinduism; those uSe-
full at least in part, as background for the study of HindUism
even if not designed for that'purpose; and thos.e prepared by

a sect for sectarian purposes. The recorded music did not
fall naturally into those categories.. The topical Index was
prepared in the hope that it might serve as a gUide for inde-
pendent study either by individuals or by groups outside aca-

demia, and perhaps save time for teadhers.
e)

This guide is published under the auspices of the Foreign

Area Materials Center,-University of the Statv of New York/
State Education Department, and the Council for Intercultural

Studies and Programs. In the hope that it might be improved
and brought up to date in the future, comments and suggestions
would be 'welcomed by the authors.
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This }work is designed for anyone seeking an' understanding
of Hinduism who recognizes the need to augment printed resources
with ,viSual- and audid materials. It is addressed to students,
teachers, and interested individuals--to anthropologists, musico-
logistst'sociologists, historians of religion, ant, music, danCe,
literature, and drama, to librarians and museologists, as well
as to many-outside academia who share,. the concern for a clearer
understanding of Hinduism. It also has ir-mind a variety of
professional audio-yisual people, media distributors apd pro-
ducers, film and video makers, and photographers who may find
this-guide Df some use.

It is intended to further our comprehension of.'a remarkable
religion that now, afterseveral generations of Western schOlar-
ship, is recognizid as a dynamic, complex and sophisticated ag-
gregate of'myths,lrites, symbols, and doctrines not readily
comprehensible from reading books about them.

'Unfortunately, because of the nature of our educational
experience, if we allow any time at all to religious sties
spend that time in classrooms reading and talking about religious
expressions X.or Y or Z. But religioUs activities, expressions
of religious experience, tho religious life itself, are not ade-
quately or accurately presented if they are only read bout and
discussed: these expressions should be seen, heard,Afelt, lived
with'if they are to be reestablished for uS with alfidelity to
the originals.

)

Hinduism has thousands of sacred texts which require Sanskrit,
Tamils Hindi, and other languages in order to analyze, interpret,
and discuss them; yet many honored Hindu teachers tell us that
Hinduism can get along quite well without any one of these texts,
that a 'scholar wh6 has the necessary linguistic skills and reads
all the texts possible in a lifetime might still never have the
faintkst notion of what "Hinduism" is as a religion.- In the study
of Hinduism, perhaps more than-is the case with any other, religion,
visual and audio resources are'indispensable. Despite the ease
of jet-age travel, it is still difficult for most of us, to go to
India; but films, slides, video and audio 'Materials can come to
us and permit Certain basic features of the religious life of
India-to declare themselves. Visual and audio materials cannot
replace,textual analysis, of course, any more than they Ean the
necessary general reading, but in a remarkable way they do manage
to put flesh on the bare bones of classroom discussions or inde-
pendent study,
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MOTION PICTURES
F lms, Video Resourdes,

Videodiscs

Films

S.

.1
The members of the committee have screened many more films

Phan are included in this lifting, but could not, of course, see
1

.
all the, films which have been made o the subject of India. An

earnest effort was made 4o cover thObe films which purpdrt to treatA

Hinduism or it cultural manifestations at a level appropriate to
.

' the learning needs of mature users, and which are genera y avail-
able to' the'ppblic through purchase or lending arrangemen s. Films

privately circulated, or not yet,availoble for general d tribution,

or designed for primary and secondaprschool audiences re not in-

cluded. Even so, there is clearly' an impressive number of films and
videottapes which deserve critical' attention.

The films are listed in three categories:

N'e

films which are primarily concerned with some aspects of,

Hinduism as a religious tradition

films'which are useful fop-the study of the cultural back--

ground or the cultural manifestations,of the Hindu religious

tradition

films which are useful foi the study of Hinduism in the.

West..

*Within each category the titles are listed alphabetically, and
the films are described and evaluated with special concern for
their relevance to clasiroom and independent study situations.
There is a topical index and a title index for the films and

videotapes:4.4....

The range and sophistication of the films listed here make

it clear that.the study of Hinduism need no longer rely on 'tray-

elogues or generalizing and misleading surveys. The recent bur-
geoning of monographic documentary films makes it possible to
,view Hinduism through the focus of richly detailed, well-researched,
carefully edited. and narrated cinematographic prdductibns. The
potential of film monographs for independent leapning and for
teaching is increased enormously when they are accompanied by
users' guides. typical of the detailed studies are the films
produced by such expert Indologists as Fred Clothey, Joseph W.
Elder, Clifford R. Jones, and-H. Daniel Smithstand the videotape
series by David M. Knipe). Professor Clothey has examined the
Murugari cult of South India, widely celebrated there but generally
ignored elsewhere; his three monographic film studies illuminate

6
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the lively admixture of popular folk practices 4th-brahmanic.
traditions in this important regional cult. Each of Profeisor

' Elder's carefully designed.film monographs, in the South Asia
Series; presents a specific phenomenon for, detai eclex-

aminationt'against-a background skillfully portrayed. Professor
Jonei, series, Art and Ritual in South India, shows traditional,
Hindu 4tuaI in Kerala with special attention to the role of
music and dance in religiotis Ceremonies. Professor Smithls
Image India, The Hindu Way, is,a study' f the Sri-Vaishnava
Tengalai brahmans of Madras City, concentrating on ritual life
in that.community and offering authentic'insight into the ways
ritual enters into the Hindu way of life. These film monographs
provide much more detail and depth than is possible in intro-
ductory, travelogue-type films, and permit the user to view
selectively, rather than to be forced to view aspects of 'Hinduism
only as it is.presented in a generalized, popular film. And,
almost all films in these series have userso'guides to enhance
theii value to viewers, and to make them more useful to seriously
motivated independent learners.

When the review panel looked over the list of films and
videotapes discussed in this guide it recognized that even though
a good number of useful films.A4ve been produced in the last
decade, many gaps remain. While materials for the study of re-
gional Hinduism in'Tamilnadu, KeEpla, and Uttar Pradesh are be-
ginning to be available, other significant regions of Hindu India
have been passed over. With attention to ethnographic detail .

and a systematic approach to regional and sectarian variations,
we need to have films,of: popular, or folk Hinduism as well as
normative brahmanic ritesysignificant rituals associated with
a traditional orthoprax Hindu wedding; studies of the almost,
infinite variety of .women's rites; fhe universally practiced
placation rites of arati and related rituals; practices associated
with the consecration,of houses, temples, and images; agricultural
rites associated with planting and harveiting; studies of popular
ways of transmitting traditional values, such as devotional re-
citations of the Ramayana and the educational fynction of temples
and voluntary associations; acts of devoition to saints, espe-
cially to those holy persons whoare worshiped by significant
segments of the population, such as the Nayanmars and Alvars and
other more recent lines'of teachers and ecstatics; religious
practices at the major pilgrimage places and the major festivals;
the religious significance of the various deities in different
parts of India.

- VW'

Instructorshave-been developing highly effective techniques
for using visual resources since new material has become avail-
able Onifilm. Further, the equipment for classroom use has been
'improved, and college students, because of television, have be-
come "visually literate." Some teachers freely experiment with
the film format as it comes to them--showing only selected seg-
ments of a given film, or showing.a particularly demanding film

'9 r
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twice,-or projecting a film rich in_visual content first with-
out the sound track and later with the sound track.. -Others '

supply their own commentary in-replacement of a narration they .

feel is inadequate or irrelevnt to their course.objectiveS.
Some juxtapose two'films depicting similar or different tra
tions, to elicit discussion by students. Some make use of
campus facilities for sowing films out of in i
formal settings, sometrines in carrels in libraries. Audio-
visual materials in7the'hands of resourceful instructors have
clearly become a stimutus to imaginative teaching.

It is Ironic that just when there has been an increase in
the quantity and quality of film resources, and their Imagine-
.tive use, the avai.kabiaity of filmsThas diminiph d markedly be-7.

i:
cause of budget cuts ,for Instructional purposes. .Far too many
administrators, anti some instructors, still-thi classroom
films are dispensable frills, not recognixing-thatthey are as
necessary as the printed page, or the traditional lecture, for
the study of the religious ways of mankind.

. , I

Video ResoUrces

.tile film materials have increased in quantity and quality
in the last:ten years; video resources for the study of Hinduism
are still in an embryonic stage. Any film can readily be con- .
verted to video, an a. number of distributors now offer both

video and film versi s for sale. For this reason, in our al-
. phabetical evaluation h film and video resources are listed
toggther rather than separately-. The evaluatiOn panel is -aware
that however practical the merging of these two mediums may bey.

it scarcely does, justice to the potential ofvideo for transmit-
ting images of India.

Thus far the only substantial contribution to the study of
Hinduism'that employs vided's potential for independent learning
.1.b.the videocassette series produced by Professor David M. Knipe,
'Exploring.the Religions of South India, with nine of the fifteen

r programs devoted to Hindu phenomena. This lot- budget but imagi-
\, native and pioneer effort utilizes for the series films made in

India, 1157 slides, and numwous paintings, sculptures, and ritual
artifacts to illustrate discussions of the essential features of.

Hinduism. DI another, less technically advanced videocassette
series, Psyche and Symbol, a series-of ten programs of classroom
slide-lectures by ...Joseph Campbell, there is one program oh ('

Kundalini Yoga. Both of these series have been and no doubt,
will continue to be broadcast regionally to television audiences
on educational networks, but 'their primary circulation will oc--
cur in videocassette. form in univer iti , public schools, mu-.
seums, public libraries, religious i
in private homes. Approximately 40

--tict-e United States, Canada, and Austra

utions ancia eventually,
eges and unlversities in
a are nova using' the video-'

cassette series Explorincithe Religions of South Asia to supplement"
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or Itructure courses in Asian or world religions or to spotlight
specific dimensions of one religion such as-Hinduism.. (There is
nothing on Hinduism to match the scale of Japan: The Living .

Traditton, (the 16-unit,video course with study guide and texts
produced by Edwin 0. Reischader with Jackson Bailey through the
University of Mid-America with a'budget'of 111 million dollars
and access to the television and-film resources of the NHK netr
work in Japan.)

videocassette,The videocassette, like a medium -sized boOk but lighter min
weight, is much simpler and quiete\to operate than a film, and-
itch all the fast-forward, re1,5erse, and pause capacities of

iotapes. _This is of enormous consequence to, indepen4int ,

- learner unfamiliar with movie projection equipment9 and adapts
well' to small, informal study groups. Yet ;the videocassette ,is
not:limited to solitary viewers or to intimate groups. While a
single monitor/suffices for a small cla?s; linked monitors pro-
ducing the same picture from a single Cassette in a single player
can bi arrant for larger classes. Many universi es now have
"media" lectu e halls with television monitors t ioned between
every fourth or fifth raw at each side of the -hal .

1
1

Because o their flexibility for use in different situatifts,-
their.relatively simple operation by inexperienced users, and the
andreasing utilization being made of them by anthropologists;
-sociologists, historians of religions, and others who take vrdeo-
cameras into the fie14-and into the studie to produce new video
documents geared t6 the small screen mediuh, it is safe torpre- .

dict that growing numbers of institutions as well as private in- )

dividualS will consider assembling videocassette libraries. In
schools and colleges this makes, possible the deployment of tar-
-rels equipped for independent learning, with videocassette moni-
tors, audio equipment, slide projectors, and "even microfiche
readers. New video resources, including standard films.'ane
slides sets transferred to:videocassettei, tape slide presenta-
tions, music and chants, and archival materials can -be made con..
venifntly accessible ip these carrels,-and incorporated'as regular
assignments by instructqfp, liberating class sessions for disI.
cussio and other instrUdticihal strategies. SiMilar,carrels.can

.

Is

be pl ced ip public libraries, in museums,.--in religious ifstitu-
tions, and e'Ven--on a smeller, Tore informal, scale--in homes.
For, clearly, those who wish to learn at their own pace, by watch-
ing a' segment or a prpgram or a series in the convent t video-
cassette format,Xre not limited to the role of a conve tionally
matriculated student enroll din a typical'classsroomrco se, At
present, however, the major utilizati9h'of'yideocassettes is by
teachers in educational programs who refer students to video-
cagsette resources .4 the outset of a course in' order to -move'
the class quickly to an advanced level, or to encourage indel7,

. pendent study by students with special interests by referridg
them to resources available. when formal 'courses of'relevant study
are not available. N, .

/

.
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Videodiscs

-1,Just when audio -video carrels and.cassette libraries0.4re
beingestablisHed as vital new dimensions of our educational_
institutions., an'entirely,new advance may be forthcoming in

- mediaechn logy: the videodisc. Scheduled by MCA-Ph ips

'Company for marketing in late ,1977 or early 1978 (but with-the
-il

possibility of a dater date), withanother rival and incom-
.patible system being devel4ed by RCA, this audioTevideo..system,
,will 4ndoubt,dly transform information storage and retrieval
patterns_ as Pell as our_vtilization of media in education. The
vide6disc &s to videotape what)microfiche is to books. 'A disc.
whichAs-much like a phonograph record and costs under 410 when
mass71produced, is played on a turntable eXpedted to market for

,-under S5001-the latter being plugged into a standard television
set., The player utilites a micropower laser be to pick up .

and transmit from a single disc 54,000 separate fmages,-

544000 color slides (10 times as .mmy'as,are-tutrently,available%-
'on India), or 54,000 pages of text (10,years each of 10 academic'
fournals)-, 15 .hours of audit, material, or 3 minutes of,film or
video material. A remarkable capacity _of, the MCA -Philips system ,
(but not the RCA) is that of retrieving -by index dial and freezeJ.

. ` framing any one 54,090 images; as well as placing in slow
motion forward or reverse, any film or Video sequence, In a few

.
years these s9htemelmay;well be in our homes, departmental of-
fices, univeritty libraries, and'pubAc institutions. They 411
be remarkablyripexpensive considering their value and versatility:
One cannot help but be impressed with the thought of a videodisc

. library 9f instructional filmvirideo, slide, .and Audio materials,
easily'seored, ineradicable., any segment of which can be located

and transmitted for teaching, research', or independent learning.

a.

.

STILL PHOTOS
-S1 des & Filmstrips,

and Microficite

.
Slides & Filmstrips

4 4

- The committee also reviewed for evaluation a number of cow.'
mercially available slides sets and' filmstrips, Generally, the
subject matter of these fell naturalay into-the same three

categories as did the films: _ materials iesigned primarily for
the presentation of Hinduism as a teligious tradition; mate-
rials.relevant to-the study of Hinduim's cultural background;

and materials deriving from Westernerg' qxperiende of Hinduism. /

The first category represents' sets of still shots depicting-
.

ceremonies in the triple and at home,ifestivals, pilgtiMage
sites and practices associated theret4. yogic postLftes and'
gestures used In meditation

therewith.'
41d in related spiritual and

/
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bodily disciplines; and deities pit tUred_in sculpture and paint-
ing. Often such materials were acbmpanied by useful pri ed
guides. The second category contains sets of photograph of'
artistic monuments, archeological sites, theatrical per ormances,
and'village life. Often designed for special aUdiences--viz.,
art historians, archeologists, ethnologists or anthropologists---
these resources nevertheless are also relevant to tbe,needs Of

'an interdisciplinary approach to the'study of Hinduism; such 1

users' guides as are furnished with these sets were deemed help-
'ful, more or less, to the instructor or independent learner
focusing on Hinduism. MaterialsAWthis category often presup-
pose considerable background in he study of- Ninduism: The third
.category boasts only one set at.the time of this review, a sdt

. of slides produced and distributed by the US-based ISK ON .(Hari
Krithnas) presenting interpretative illustrations Bhagavad
Gitas teachings. v,

Given the marked preference by many instructors r
it is surprising that there are not more sets targetedto the
needs of their specific classroom presentations or kodueed fOr
the design of'topieallytfocused independent learning packages.
There are few, if any, 'monographic sets of slides.availa*e; here
,the produiction of slide resources has..not kept pace with the
creation of cinematographic studies: Hence, those who depend.
-exclusively on slides are faced with Limitations; the resources
,do not exist - -or have not yet been Made commercially available--
for the study in depth of a particular; Hindu phedomenon or the
localized expression of a cult. 'Yet to many instructors, how-

yever precise and scholarly may be recqlitly available cinematic
resources, the use of films in their oWn_instructional,programs
remains unwieldy, intruAive, and impractical.

Films and slides pErform different_functions. While films
can represent action ad'give the viewer a sense' approximating
that of a participant in the filmed event, motion pictures den-
erally -pnnot be stopped' for special consideration of a frame.
To do so breaks the continuity;. films are programMed'for action
and pace, and they are normally intended to be shown without
,interruption. °Slides, by contrast, not only permit, but invite,
expanded.explanatiori of visual details and discussion of various
concepts,or activities related to the subject shown. Further,
slides sets may be utilized, at the instructor's discretion, to
show only the most pertinent visual data, facilitatingiomission,

411 of irrelevant'view$,. Hence, to many instructors, slides' adapt
more flexibly to their classroom or independent learning programs.
Some instructors use fixed visual'images very sparingly and with
great discrimination--displaying oniy_four or five, or a dozen
or so, slides in a singleNpresentation to'fit the,top46 under
consideration; a few instructors with rear-projection facilities go
are known to leave a gihgie picture--of a temple, of a sacred 4 '"w

site, or a consecrated image, of a mystical symbol, or of a ritual
moment--on-screen for an entire class period, while the. lecture

ar



or discussion evolves, in order to impress that picture firmly
in the minds of the'students. In showing slides, moreover, the
mechanics are less obtrusive (especially if the projector is en-
closed in .a booth to eliminate the sound, while tie controls re-
main at the lecturn). "A tray of.slides, carefully selected ahead
of time, provides an experienced instructor with easy visual

cictfo

or sophisticated lectures withsbut infrequent reference
t esi Many instructors find tTat slides are easily adapted
to their CARI, style of teachfng. Finally, in a time of "on endemic
"bud nch," judiciously purchased slides sets, _Obtained for

perm isition throucfi special instructional or library
budge eem more practical to those with limited funds than the
perennial questsfer discretional monies to secure films on a re-
peated rentalbasis.

. -

Were minimal acquisition costs the only factor to'consider,.
then, of- course, filmstrips would be the obvious solution for
visual enrichment of instructional Programs. But filmstrips pre-
sent problems unique to the very format which permits their low
cost. Because they are pictdes programmed onto a roll of 35mm. .

color film, the order of the pictures determined by the producer
of the filmstrip must be followed.'It is. both difficult and dis-
tracting to skip around since the intervening frames -must be

passed. While most secondary schools use filmstrips regularly
in their instructional prOcirams, college instructors rarely do.
Hence the equipment required for using fildstrips is not always
available in'cbllege classrooms. And, most importantly, very
few commercially available filmstrips are geared to college level
learning needs; by and large filmstrips are designed for and most
pertinent to primary and secondary school learning levels. NoneT
theless, some filmstrips have been noted in our list of slides.
These smear to have some value, albeit limited, to college level
instructors and adult independent learners. And there are a few
filmstrips cued to'a tape or to a record which, to some, may pro-
vide ready-made illustrated lectures whether employed in class-

room or study-carrel.

The evaluation Panel was impressed by the sheer numbers 'of

slides and filmstrips available. As such, ihese should offer a
major resource for the study of Hinduism or for learning about
Hinduism's cultural setting. In addition 'to the commercially
available visuals, it iswidely known that many prOfessional
Indologists who teach courses on Hinduism possess what amounts

'collectively to a vast archive of photographs which, if more
easily accessible, to other instructors, could supplement mate-
rials currently the market. An effort'to bridge the avail-
ability gap was made.some years ago io the "India-Hinduism" set

promoted by Professor Charles Kennedy with the assistance of the
American Academy of Religion as part of the Asian Religions Media.,

Resources Catalogue. 'In addition tothis one set on Hinduism,
the project also made available sets of slides on other Asian
religious traditions. Further efforts along these lines, at
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leastas relates to Hinduism, might be undertaken, with special
attention to the production of monographic slides sets.

Microfiche

Each.4"x6" microfiche plastic card can provide immense
'quantities,of information', is cheap to produce, is easily stored,
and retrieved, is very durable, and, when used with a viewer,
can be projected for easy reading. J1icrofiche can repibduce
.anything that can be photographed: manuscripts, books, docu-
ments, pictures, charts,,maps. Microfiche retrieval systems,
have been developed that are compatible with computer technology.
Most libraries now provide Microfiche viewers and can give in-
formation about microfiche resources. Microfiche is especially
useful for providing copies of materials that would not other
wise be available, and for independent study. For clasro9m
use the resolution of projected microfiche is not as good as
with slides, and if'not projected viewer must be,provided for
each student.. ,

A massive microfiche program has.been undertaken by the
Institute for the Advanced Study of World Religions at the State
University of NeW York, Stony Brook." .Their duplicating work
includes a complete set of.the Sanskrit manuscripts from the
University of Pennsylvania and extensive materials on BUddhism.
The Institute has duplicating facilities for microfiche and
helps scholars secure copies of rare books and manuscripts,
charging actual coSt. for their services. In addition to this
program, the Association for Asian Studies, South Asia Micro-
form project, has been reproducing materials for archival pur-
poses. Also, the University of Chicago Press has experimented
with publishing in microfiche. Similarly, the Inter-Documenta-
tion Company in Switzerland is-a major source for microfiche
materials, and has.produced a large South Asian photographic -

archive for the American Committee for South Asian Art.

HOweer, there are significant adVantages in the use of
microfiche for visual materials which have not yet been fully
exploited in preparing materials for the study of Hinduism.'

ti

RECORDED .S O.UND

Records and Audio Tapes

It ie difficult to iMagint that any non-Indian could have
a sense of what Hinduism Means to a Hindu without an awareness_
of the roles that music and chanting play in the religious life
and thought of Hindus. What is required is not merely an in-
tellectual awareness but a faMiliar appreciation, gained through

15
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repeated attentive listening, of.the chanting of the Vedas; the. -

singing of devotional hymns;,the.meditative instrumentalHmusic,
such as that of the vina, the Sitar, and the flute, expressing
praise, longing, and awe; the closeness'to.the natural world re-
vealed in the rhythms, the morning and eviing rag's, the music
for the rites of passage; the joyous and instructive kirtanas
and bhajanas. This is highly sophisticated religious music, re-
quiring sophisticated listening lest the subtleties be missed.
At its best, Hindu religious music is not background for rituals
nor a deviCe for manipulating emotions, but is religious aspira-
tion and insight fittingly expressed.

1

Fortunately,' within the pdst quarter of_a century a consid-
erable number of recOrdings of Hindu religious music have becom
available in the West, making it possible for anypne seriously
inteNsted in understanding HindUism to study and become familiar
with some of the many kinds of music that are a part of the
every-day life of the Hindu. In the classroom the students can
.be introduced'to carefully selected, illusVative pasiages which
may be repeated often enough to get pait the initial sense of
strangeness. For independent learning the records may be uti-
lized in study carrels or played at home. The recordings men-
tioned in this guide are but a few selected from a much larger
number currently available; ;and represent those which have re-
mainedin stock with leading distributors over the past several
years and which will probably remain available-from the sameloi-
liable sources for some time to come. -Whenever possible, the
date of the actual recording has'been noted. The list, though

,brief, provides a beginning-from which'it is possible to commence
exploration* the music traditions associated with Hinduism

In addition to musical selections, notice has also been
given to four or five recordings which feature chants Or reci-
tations of sacred texts. There is an obvious need for more
learning resources when it comes to the spoken word,-so central

to the tradition of HindU education and piety. The two-albums
of Vedic chanting ,alreSdy available may be Sufficient for most
instructors offering introductory surveys of the Hindu religious
tradition, but more advanced students will find the seleCtions

wanting. It may require special future projects to provide ser-
viceable renderings of.theVamayana and of the Bhagavad Gita for
students studying these teatts, whether-in translation, in the
original Sanskrit l or in vernacular versions. And, as yet, there
is nothing available to capture the sounds of the poetic,utterr
ances typical of regional bhakti movements.

From time to time taped lectures by, or interviews with,

luminous English-speaking Hindu figures have been made available.
The very nature of such recordings makes many of these produc-
tion4of transitory, ,historical interest at best; however, ad-
dresses and homilies by such personalities as Gandhi,
ARadhakrishnan,and other famous persons'are preserved in audio

6
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archives in the United States, Canada; Great Britain, -and India.
Veil though some instructors feel that recorded messages, espe-
cially lectUres by voices unfamiliar ,to their students, are of
limited pedagogical value, the need continues for procurement
and. dissemination to interested parties of the spoken word so
,that the views of contemporary exponents and- interpreters of
Ninduism as a living faith may be heard by new generitidns in
classrooms and Study carrels. In addition to the commercial
supplierp of recorded materials listed in the "Sources" section--
of this guided interested readers are reminded of the retrieval
potential ofithe audio archives of the Library of Congress, the

r
New York Pi 1i¢ Library, and at Stanford, Syracuae, Toronto, and
Yale Unilio

A POSTSCRIPT TO BUYERS/DISTRIHU-
TORS/PRODUCERS OF FILMS AND OTHER

LEARNING RESOURCES

This guide, represents an attempt to'alert instructors in
the classroom and adults using independent learning recces
to what is available and, among*the available material to rec-
ommend what appears to be most useful::-The criteria invoked for
evaluating the materials reviewed become apparent in the descrip-
tions and comments attached to each entry in our list.' In retro-
spect members of the panel feel some discoveries were made in the

Wse 6f the project which should be made explidit to those who
hase, dist4bute, and produce films and other learning.re-

sources. While what we say will come as'no surprise to profes-
sionals in educatipnal technology and learning resources supply.P
services, still their articulation here may have some force.

3

Perhaps the most significant. conviction to impress the panel
as it emerges from this review is that there is, indeed, an audi-
ence for college-level or "adult"-targeted learning resources.
The needs of sophisticated, visually literate; and intellectually
disctiminating users should not be overlooked when planning pur-
chase or production of mOerials. Among those who may wish to
learn more4about a religion or culture other than their own are,
not only College-level-students ranging in age.from their late
teens 16 their mid-seventies but also independent learners of all
kinds -- retired persons seeking personal enrichment, professionals

- preparing .themselves for foreign-area assignments, members of .

_ voluntary studY-groups (churches and synagogues, civic or fra-
ternal organitations) sel ng materials for learning Units, and
independent' learners in or less formal., credit or non-credit,
"college without walls" grams. The needs of such potential,
customers--whether they do their work on a college campus, in a
public library, at a local museum or historical tociety, or at
home via closedcircuit television or independently- -are differ-

; ant from and more demanding than those of people who use materials

1r
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'produced for mass market consumption. The demands for materials_
to suit the needs of mature learners is likely to increase rather

,N than diminish in coming years.
('

It may also be worth noting the trend toward, and the posit

tive response to, "monographic" studies of things Hindu and Indiln.
One of'the members of the screening panel observed some years ago
that we already had all the encyclopaedic, "once-Over-lightly,"
panoramiC surveys` of Hinduism we need--whether they be book or
non-book resources; what is needed are'more focused'and in-depth;
monographic studies of particular phenomena of Hinduism, or of
regional expressions of Hinduism, to illuminate specific manifes-

tationkof the tradition. Instehd; the 20-30 minute generaliza-
tions 'treating "Hinduism" continue to find favor among those

_.- planning purchases and/or production of new film-resources. -,

Granted that there will always be a ready audience for tDe Com-

pact presentations of introductory or review approaches to a'
tradition; it is this panel's hope ehat this recognition will ,

be balanCed by a'practical response to what pertains to the tar-

get needs of mature and informed users. ;* '

Time and again the panelists found themselves impressed by

the importance of "Users' Guides" with films, slides, and f lm-

strips. This discovery, too, deserves candid affirmation. 1-

mospinvariably the well-Wkitteri, carefully documented guide -

as idietinguished from an:uncritical blurb--increases immenseiy
the uses to which a resource may be put in the hands of an in

telligent viewer. While distribution of pririted materials with

-audio-visual rentals can, admittedly, become 'a formidable problem
involving additional labdr and reprinting expenditures, the guide
promotes a wider use and enhances immeasurably the value of the
audio-visual materials as aids to learning. the panel wrestled

.with, but did not fully resolve, the following:important ques-

tions: who should write the users,' guidf.to a film or slides
set? ...to whom should the guide be addressed? ...should a guide

identify Every ambiguous visual? ...should guides contain *dis-

cussion questions"? ... how extensive should be recommendations

for further, rkadings?
Rti

The panel also observed that the length of a film .was air

most always independent.of the quality of reporting or of the

authenticity of content. Mass-audience films seem quite regu7
latly to aim at a length compatible with commercial broadcast-
ing segments (27-28 minutes, or half,, or twice that time). In

too Many cases the reviewers found that this hrtificial imposi-
tion of length involved senseless padding, insertion of dazzling

but mindless yisual.effects, and incorporating imaginative but
meaningless studio shots or irrelevant footage. By contrast,

the pariel recommended filmsof anywhere from 8 or 9 minutes to 45

minutes. The evaluation, quite obviously, had to deWith peda-
gogical dependability of the documentary, not with its length.

,
Aside from that 4ine qua non, the only concern most instructors!

18
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might be expected to have in regard to the. length of a film is
that in-0 classroom session it allow-ample time for contextual
references to matters already covered in course work and for a
cl"ass diecussioh after the film is viewed.

Panelists also reflected in retrospect that it w4s not
ordinarily the high-budget, glossy, "wel'-made" documentary
film, which garnered their praise. Quite the contrary (see en-
try'"HINDUISN:' THE SONG OF GOD," infra), the documentaries,
slides sets and other learning resources which most consistently,
found faillor with these *reviewers were those which, while camera-
work and certain technical phases of production were normally
left o professional cinematographers, involved the expertise
of content specialists and/or experienced classroom teachers .

whO had over a period of some yearS cdttinually dealt with
Hinduism as ,an academic adventure. Some of the best resources
presently available were done on a "shOe-stting" budget, withhitting .ratios'! of 3:1 or even 2:1, or less. These resulted
From projects in which. a sole scholar thoroughly familiar with
the material went out into the field with one Indidh cameraman,
returning with raw footage of incalculable pedagogic worth.
This is not to say that -such productions are faultless, nor
that they could not have been considerably i roved at all -
stages by consultation with' skilled "mediCifoeVialists," or
technically enhanced by utilization of sophisticated equipthent
such as is written into the generous budgets of more amply en-'
dowed projects. Consequently, the panel would urge that 1
future production projects more serious thought be given to
implementing from the very beginning a reciprocal working col-
labOation betwean professional media, experts and the content
spedialists with classroom experience. Such a feciprocal work-
ing collaboration should be fostered at othej project stages
as well: too often films are stocked at libraries or acquired
by institutions through audio-visual purchasing agents only on
the ba'sis of promotional materials circulated by distributors
or on the recommendations published for media specialists by
other media specialists. All too rarely is advice or opinion
sought from the experienced instructor who, in addition to prO-
viding a perspective based on field trips to India, is a conte
expert intimately familtiar with the educational needs and goals
of students in the clas oom or study carrel.

The present lists with evaluations may provide the first
clear evidence for those who plan, produce, distribute,,and
purch'asefilms and other learning resources just what eXpecta-
tionsClasAoom specialists have fop,learning resources focus-
ing on Hinduism. The present stateflent, by way of a "Postscript"
to this project, may also be,the first time a call for col-
laboration has been issued, a* invitation that is more poignant.
for being so long overdue.

I



FILMS AND VIDEOTAPES

HINDUISM AS A I &LIGIOUS TRADITION

ALTAR OF FIRE

This important film presents in rich detail and splendid cine-
matography _a 3,000-year-old Vedic-ritual performed in a Kerala
village in 1975 by Nambudiri brahmans: It was mane possible
through the dedicated cooperation of Indian, Ame ican, and
EUropgan-scholars and the recant but still, vit Vedic ritu-
alists df southwestern India. The Nambudiri br hmans recim-

'structed, probably for the last time, the ancient -VM1-Cifte
of the agnicayana, "the piling of the'fire-altar." It may not
be the "world's, oldest surviving ritual " -as the guide proclaims
(one thinks of Notth Asian )ear rites, certain shapnic rites,,

'etc.), but to watch this film unfold the details'of this 12-day
rite, involving thp constant activity of 17 priests and the
sacrificer himself', the production of the vast bird-shaped
altar out of. more than a thdusand bricks, the preparation and
performances of the sacrificer, the soma rituals, and the dra-
matic kindling of Agni himself, is .to enter an archgtc spiri-
tual legacy as if transported to a long-71one era..144.th an

extraordinary blend of_ sophistication and primordality, the
ritual presents itself with unforgettable4mpact., Above all,

the power of the oral tradition reSounds'throughout this re-
ligioui drama;

.

Cdmments: This Vedic ritual has, miraculously survived into
the moder:lage as one of the 'great spiritual creations of man-
kind, compatable to other treasures of religidus'art,'archi-
tecture, literature, and music. This is the first available
film to portray the significance of the Vedic heritage. Two
black-and-white predecessors, Professor Staal's Vedic Ritual
in Sputh India, on the upanayana and preparation373773EFT:
fice, and Professor van Buitenen's excellent Vajapeya, another
soma rite filmed during its reconstructed performance in Poona
in 1955, have not been available. Altar of Fire is therefore
a tour de force, but one that requires careful-preparation on
the part of the instructor or independent 'student. The major
shortcoming of the film is the lack of discussion of then basis
of the agnicayana in the central Vedic mythology. Therefore
the film is recommended for advanced students whohave read at
least an introduCtory' work on Vedic religion. A brief guide
i,s available now, and Professor Staal is preparincra book.on
the ritual with an accompanying set of records. ,

45 minutes; color; 16mM; 1977; sale $500; rent $32

Robert Gardner and Frits Staal
University of California
Extension Media Center '
Berkeley, CA 94720

20
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THE AVATAR: CONCEPT AND. EXAMPLE

(1
As the title indicates, this film explores the concept of the
avatar in'the Hindu tradition, with dual focus on a traditior41
exemplar, ,Krishna, and the contemporary figure, Sri Kurobizdo.
Utilizing the Bhagav4d Gita, the first third.of the film pre-
sents Krishna as the Divine Spirit present on earth and as
"restorer of dkarma." The remaining two-thirds of the film
turns to the figure of Aurobindo, explains'his teaching in re-
gard to the avataf-concept, and advances the claims made for

this
status ad avatar of the present age. The film maket use

of animated diagrams to depict aspects of Aurobindo's thought;
1' ands records statements by leadi British disciples of Aurobindo.
) TA ,concluding footage shows t Aurobindo Ashram at P dicherry
4 iigSouth India and the nearby topian city of Auroville.

Cammrts:),,,This,film was made by the Open University, Great
Btitain, fOf 'students enrolled in a course on world religions,
_and presupposes familiarity with writings by and about Aurobindo
through a series.of assigned readings. Others using the film
will find it more intelligible if they are similarly acquainted
with Aurobindo's teaching and mission. The general approach to
the concept of avatar in this film is limited, on the one hand,
to the doctrine enunciated in the Bhaqavad Gita and, on the
other, to the person of Aurobindo as hypostasized by his devo-
tees. For e traditional interpretation of the Hindu concept
of avatarar see Sectarian Hinduism: The Lord Vishnu and His
Worship bsee below); Professor MCD9,gmott's booklet, Modern_
Hinduism: Gandi and Aurobindo, wh2Cliwas written to accompany
this film, is published in England by The Open University press.

25, minutes; color; 16mm & videotape; 1977
Robert McDermott and Nuala 04Faolain--Manrs-Religious Quest

Open university Educational Enterprises
1717 Massachussetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036

11t==

A CONTEMPORARY GURU: RAJNISH
AIL

This film provides a useful:Whsight4ntolone of the many con-
temporary personality cults of India by furnishing vignettes
of its leading figure, Rajnish,,interspersed with statements
elicited from some of his devoted disciples. The stated aim
of the presentation is to examine the role of the guru and the
place of ecstasy and possession in the process of an individual's
religious transformation. Most of the filmed footage has as its
setting Rajnish's ashram in Poona. There Rajnish is recorded

=preaching in English to an assembly: of Indian and European de-
votees, and the camera mites some of the many techniques recom-
mended by the spiritual master for "becoming One."' The practice

4
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of cultivating ecstasy through movement, by dancing and whirl-
ing, is vividly portrayed at a grOup gathering; there are a
number of shots of devotees in trance while other, less dra-
matic forms of "dynamic meditation".are also shown. The honor
accorded to the persqe of Rajnish, in addition to the reverence ,

paid to his portraits and symbols, provides eloquent testimony
to the phenomenon of guru-bhakti, an enduring presence in popu-

lar a,phenomencin to which this video program af-
fords a memorable introduction. A late sequence contains an
interview with a follower who has founded a-Rajnish Center in

Australia.

Comments: This is a clear, coherent, and visually effective
presentation. It may be used profitably as an introduction to
the non-rational dimension ofospiritsal discipline; it contains
good footage of devotees in ecstasy.' The film may also have
specific topical interest for many, were due to the growing
numbers of Europeans and-Americans A!) o are becoming disciples

of Rajnish. ;
-.r

30 minutes; color; 3/4" vjdocassette; 1975; sale $45
David KnipeExploring the Religions of South India

South Asian Area Center
1242 'Van Hise Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

V
===

DEATH AND REBIRTH IN HINDUISM L
"....there is anything that -ties together the great religious
traditions of India t is the unshakable belief in transmi-
gration, a belief that birth, youth, old age, death, rebirth

succeed one another in a process...." So observes professor
-David M. Knipe near the beginning of this presentation. He

moves beyond this range of concern almost immediately to focus
on that complex of hopes, ideas, and practices reflecting the
trust that the seemingly inexorable process can be haltedif
not once and for all, ,at least temporarily. Death rites and
funerary practices of Hinduism reflect this trust. most clearly
inasmuch as the ritual's "seem to be aimeeat staving off redeath.,
of the departed person in an afterlife. After a brief discus-
sion of the vocabulary associated with dtath/rebirth in Hinduism
(karman, samsara, moksha, dharma), the bulk of the presentation
is given over to a review of cremation (antyeshti) and post-
mortem memorial (shraddha) rites, drawing examples from various
areas of rural and urban Indian practices.

Comments: It should be clearly understood by potential viewers
of this program that the reference to "rebirth" in the title is
only an allusion to the ideolagical structure which gives poi-
gnancy and dimension to the death rites a4d memorial celebra-
tions so punctiliously performed, and which provide the.main

22
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emphasis of the study. For other treatments of related topics,
see the Topical Index under Ancestral Offerings, Death, etc.
It should also be noted thet_this.program was designed to be .

used to complement another in e same series, The Life Cyci..e
in Hinduism: Birth, Initiation Marriage, (q.v.), dealing with
other life-cycle celebrations. cause this presentation is
rich.in'detail and 'represents a depth study of a specialiied
topic--death and funerary rites--it may have a variety of uses

i

both fok the independent le ner and the classroom student:-'
It. provides a suggestive, o en-ended approach to the complex
topic both in its Hindu set ing and ih,the larger framework .of
a history of religions approach to such matters as death and .

eschatology.
i

30 minutes; colors 3/4" videocassette; 1975; sale $45
.David Knipe -- Exploring the Religions of South India

.

South Asian Area Center
1242 Van Hise Hall
University Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

=7:LIZ

FLOATING IN THE AIR, FOLLOWED BY THE WIND

Shot in Kuala Lumpur Malaysia, by a medical research team,
this film present's se ral young Hindus, men and women,carry-
ing a heavy peacock-adorned construction, with'metal spear4 .

stuck in the devotees' flesh. The film shows elaborate pfepa-
ration for the trance state necessary for this grueling act of
devotion. Led by the guru (fakir), lope devotees dance into a
,trance state and then allow a small ear to pierce their
tongues. The film shows many scenes of trances, insertions
of-spears duting these trance states, andan interesting view
of the, guru and his son, age 11, with a spear in his tongue
during an ecstatic dance. The guru carries a60-pound Vea:
cock" of arrows and spears dug deep into his chest and back,
with no apparent ill effect. Interviews with this boy and
other ecstatics reveal the range of the devotees.' motives for
t ei Vows; the participants offer fascinating accounts of
th ecstatic experiences.

Comments: This film is extraordinary, both visually and con-''
ceptually. It effectively shows the power of the Murugalcult,
and its ability to sustain the rigors of such demanding ec-
staticpractices. There is careful attention given'to the
spiritual-psychological preparations necessary for these de-'
votions. The background music is.effective and the script is
informative, although the effectiveness of the film is marred
by a few mispronounications and a few inaudible words., It may
well supplement the more general,film Murugan, -and the films
on temple ritual Skanda Sasti, Pankuni UttaraM, and Yakam.

a
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34 minutes;.colorl. 16mm; 1974; sale 0390; rent115.25
Michigan State University College of Human Medicine--
Biological Communications

Indian-a University,- Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, IN 47401

sant

. FOUR HOLY MEN: RENUNCIATION IN HINDU SOCIETY

4 The film begins with man-on-the-street interviews of ordinary
people in India answerirk questions on whetherfthere aretrue
holy men,(sOlius) in India and what their place in society is
or should be. The lives of four purportedly holy men are por-
tisyed,to illustrate the range of lifestyles encompassed by
this ideal in...contemporary India. The people shown-are 1) -

a follower of 'the Ramakrishna sect devoting his life to service
in a Ramakrishna Mission hospital; 2) the head of a traditional
Indian monastery; 3) ksannyasi (recluse); 4) a scholar-activist
in si Hindu - oriented political party.

Comments: The opinions expressed by those interviewed to the
film are interesting and varied, and surprisingly intelligible.
The lifestyles portrayed are indeed within theHindu ideals of
good religious existence, without reaching the extremes we have
been led to expect of Mahatmas anol avatars or yogis and gurus
on the banks of the Ganges. _The cilm is afgdbd starting point
for discussions of religion in India, and an antidote for those
who identify Hinduism with personality cults focused do je*rage
Yogis. By recording the speakers in vernacular languages', with
English subtitles,, this film provideSan ithediacy which is
rare 4A...educational films. The guide for this"film, as for all
of the films in the University of Wisconsimseries, ranks with
the best in. the field.

37 minutes; color; 16mm; 1976; sale 5140; rent S17
Mira Reym Binford, Michael. Camerini, Joseph Elder
U. of Wisconsin Contemporary South Asian Film Series

South Asian Area Center, 1242 Van Hise Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

.16

fOUR'RELIGIONS (PART I AND PART It)

With the aid af an interview with Arnold Toynbee, this film
explores the similarities and differences between Hinduismi
Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity. Although the film 'shows
some of the dissimilarities of beliefst practices, and insti-
tutions of these religious traditions,. Professor Toynbee
'nevertheless argues that allreligions reveal an underlying
unity of aim and effect. In addition to the full, 60-minute

24
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versionlthis film,is,also available in two parts (I. Hinduism
and Buddhism; II. Christianity and Islam)." The Hinduism sec-
tion, which is'available separately, is consideredftre.
.Hinduism (1,,5 minutes) includes shots of the Indus Valley, re-
ligious, practices in BanaraS, yoga practice, temple-worships
and groups of workers. It also explains the cow as a symbol
of peace and, -in the interview with Professor Toynbee, stresses
the "t6lerance of Hinduism."

Comments: Thig film is partly misleadin, and has, been super-
seded by recent surveys such as are cited in the Topical Ihdex.

60 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1 61'; sale $595; rent 360
James Beveridge and Arnold Toyhbee

Benchmark Films
145 Scarborough Road
Briarcliff Manor,:NY 10510

= = =

THE GODDESS BHAGAVATI: ART AND RITUAL IN SOUTH INDIA

This depicts the construction through ritual of an image of
the goddess Bhagavati in five colors using powders on a man-
dala upon the floor. This art is preserved in the Ambalavasi
ritual community of Kerala, where the film was made. In the
course of the film, the importance of art in ritual is dis-
cussed, and the musical and tantric ritual accompaniment to
the rite is shown. The film includes the important steps in
making the room=sized image--tracing the mandala upon the
floor, sketching the proportions of the image; filling in the
five ritually-significant colors, making the breasts of the
goddeg$ with mounds of rice, and ritually awakening her with
a mirror before the eyes. A Nayar "shaman" priest performs,
an acstatic dance with ritual sword, reaching a trance state
in communication with, the goddess.

Comments: This' is a vivid and colorful film with good cine-
matography and narration. However, the, viewer should be fore-
warned.that the subject matter and contents of the film are
difficult and require considerable pedagogical support. A
guide (in_progress) may help to alleviate the difficulties.
The film maker, Professor Jones, considers this film to be
prefatory to.The-Worshild-of the Deity Ayyappan and' The Serpent
Deities, which are in the same series. In .fact, seeing the
three together helps answer some of the questions laised in
each.

15 mi tes; color; 16mm; 1976
Cliffor Jones--Traditional Art & Ritual in South India

Bullfrog Films Inc.
Box 114
Milford Square, .PA 18935

or
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HIMALAYAN SHAMAN: NORTHERN NEPAL
HIMALAYAN SHAMAN: SOUTI4RN NEPAL

. ,

These two)films by anthropologists show healihg shamans at
work, the first in northern Nepal,goingiabout his'tasks with
great eclat in costume and using his body as'a medium for
several spirits, the second in southern end. more hinduized
Nepal approaching his wotk by combining, local traditions and
spells with what he saw,done in an army hospital during World

'War II, as well as.Viith what hed learned from Tibetan lore
and Hindu Ayurvedic practices. Neither film it explicit about
the Hindu context of these .folk specialists, but-both ..mention
Caste and/v untouchability.

Comments: These are fascinating vignettes of village -level
medical prat,ices, affording insights as to how magic rites
and margin0Wreligious specialists combine to present
vealing pictate of "popular," "folk" traditions in action.
89th films consistently avoid technical language, wgrE"h-is
an asset for,widertpectrum audience appeal but a liability
for thoie'who wild like to know more about specifics. The
.Northerh film isA;i0ter in focus, With an excellent portrayal
of the archaic shaman's ecstatic dance and as relation to the
community. The Southern film lacks information on the history
of shamahism ihrel4tion to the indigenous religious life as
well as the roles of shamans in traditional major religions
at. the village level. ,k

0

15 minutes; color; 16mm; 1968; sale 5175; rent S9
14 minutes; color; 16mm; 1968; sale 5175; rent $9
John and Patricia Hitchcock

International Film Bureau
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60604

Malt

HINDU DEVOTIONS AT DAWN

A middle-aged Sri- Vaishnava Tengalai brahman man in Madras is
ML_shown in his daily morning worship. He applies his sectarian

marks, orients himself in sacred space and time, relates him-
self to the deities and the elements; and recites the sacred
gayatri mantra.

Comments: The narration of this film is not descriptive; in-
stead, Professor Smith accompliihes effectively,a recapitula-
tion of the devotee's thoughts during his devotional practices.
The simplicity and power of personal piety in Hinduism are
wellarticulated in what might otherwise'be dismissed by the
outsider as a routine and colorles% operation. Professor
Smith's film is readily intelligible to all levels of viewers
and a user's guide is available. For a similar treatment,

2L
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see Srtnivasan's The Hindu Ritual Sandhya, where this ritual
is Shown performed in slightly different style by a.man of a

'different sect.
4

10 minutes* color* 16mm 1969; sale $110; rent $6
H. Daniel

minutes;
indta

,FiIm Marketing Division of Film RentAl Library
Syracuse Univer sity
1455 East Colvin St., Syracuse, NY 13210

==1Ct

HINDUFAMILY CELEBRATION; 60TH BIRTHDAY

Filmed in Madras among the Tertgalai Sri-Vaishnavas, this
colorful portrayal of a celebration honoring a.man Who has
just completed his sixtieth year centers on an. elaborate
ritual setting. Together with his wife, and undet the di- ti

rection of the family priest, -the sacrificer makes fire of-
ferings, undergoes a ritual bath, renews his marriage vows,
and exchanges gifts. The extended family of the celebrant
helps to create a festive-occasion. 4

0

Comments: This brief film is a good illustration of the fine
detail in Hindu ceremonialism. It is also a study of a rite
not generally known, even to Indologists. A,4-page user's
guide is available on request.

9 minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; sale $100; rent$6
H. Daniel Smftp--Image India

Film Mar Ling Division of Film Rental Library
Syracuse University
1455 Edst Colvin St., Syracuse, NY 13210

HINDU PILGRIMAGE

This film treats the important Hindu practice of pilgrimage
both as an outward journey and an inward experience. Pro-
fessor Knipe nikies important, all -India pilgrimage sites
(tiTthas). as well as_some sectarian centers and certain re-
giqnal spots. He concludes his presentation by reminding his
viewers that aOilgamage is made not only to sacred places
but also to objects such as-trees or rocks. The bulk of the
presentation focuses on activities in the town of Pandharpar,
Maharashtra, where pilgrims are shown congregating, joining
processionso'particitiating in group singing, and witnessing
dramatic performances, after which they eventually "see" the
image-of Krishna in the form of Vithoba at the popular tem-

'ple there. Shorter vignettes,areeplso provided of other
groups of pilgrims making ancestril. offerings at the town of'
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Gaya, and of pilgrims visiting shrines in and around the city
of Kashi (Banaras) and elsewhere.

*
comments: This is a helpful account of the subject; it is
clear, coherent and. accessible to the independent learner.
It includes careful attention to correct theoretical notions
of pilgrimage.

36 minute; color; 3/4" videocassette; 1975; sale $45
David Knipe--Exploring the Religions of South India

South Asian Area Center
1242 Van Hise Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI - 53706

HINDU PROCESSION TO THE SEA

This film shows the procession of a small group of devotee's
to the sea for the annual (February or March) bath of an image
of Lord Vishnu.' After various religious and social activities
in the procession, a small image substituted for the actual
temple image is immersed in the sea. Worshipers plunge in the
Water at the same moment, the sins of a lifetime being removed
.by such a bath.

Comments: This,is an excellent illustration of bhakti and
show's a wide diversit*,of devoteeg,' who joyously participate
in this festival' bath. The film succeeds as an understatement,
putting devotion in the realm of the everyday., It might be
useftil to contrast this film with a more awesome production
like Yvonne Hanneman's Murugan.

8 minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; sale $100; rent $6
H., Daniel Smith--Image India

Film Marketing Division of Film Rental Library
Syracuse University
145511East Colvin St., Syracuse, NY 13210

===

THE'HINDU RITUAL $ANDHYA

The film concentrates on an orthdox Smarta brahman in Maharashtra
performing his sandhya, the personal ritual traditionally rec-
ognizing the junctures of day and night; i.e., dawn and twilight.
The stages of sipping water, breath-control, application of
ashes and secta4an marks, offering water, etc., lead up to
the central recitation of the gayatri mantra and the recogni-
tion'of the deities.. The conclusion of the film claims to
find the archaic-origins of sandhya in man's uncertainty re-
garding soldk rhythms and renewed contact with the sun.

2v
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iE
Comments: The film is well produced, with good use of slides
in cutaway sequences. The Sanskrit recitations 4 the.ritual-
ist underlie the constant narration--this lack of synchronized
sound is slightly disconcerting. As there is somewhat more
historical detail here than in the film by Professor Smith on
the same subject (Hindu Devotions at Dawn), this filM is per-
haps better suited for advanced students. The two together
provide a useful comparative study of the same ancient rite
in twd different regions, and both have acdompanying guides.

0
19 minutes; color; 16mm; 1972
Doris Srinivasan -

Inquire: Columbia University Press
Center for Mass Communications
562 West 113th Street
New York, NY .10027

z = = =

THE HINDU SACRAMENT OF SURRENDER

Re-enacted on film here are the rites of initiation into a

Sri-Vaishnava Tengalai sect in Madras, South India. Although
both brahmans and non-brahmans may be initiated, the princi7
pals here are a shudra husband and wife, both of whom go through
five solemn purifying rites (pancasamskaras) under the direc-
tion of the family priest. The film presents in sequence brand-
ing of the initiates' shoulders with the sacred symbols of Vishnu,
application of red and white marks to various parts of,their
bodies, the giving of a secret name and a special mantra, and
the instruction in sacrifice or "surrender."

Comments: Professor Smith's film briefly portrays an Impor-
tant area of Hinduism seldom discussed and not previously
photographed, namely the initiation of a believer into a sect
or cult (rather than into a stage of life or monotheistic'
order). A brief glimpse of initiation with branding:may be.,
seen in Wedding of the Goddess (Part Two). The slow pace of
the film lends credence to the solemnity of tile ceremony. As
the user's guide rightly cautions, this film is recommended
for the advanced viewer who has a strong background in the
general structures of Hindu ritual Life.

8 minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; sale $100; rept $6
H. Daniel Smith--Image India

Film Marketing piyision of Film Rental Library
Syracuse University
1455 Fast Colvin St., Syracuse, NY 13210

= = =

HINDU SACRAMENT OF THREAD INVESTITURE

Professor Smith's film of the upanayana in a Sri-Vaishrlava'
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Tepgalai community in Madras, South India, captures the life-

cycle rite of investiture with the sacred thread, or initiation,
"second bii.th," of a brahman .boy. A ritual bath, fire offerings,
symbolic and act401 tOnsutei; investiture with thread, garments
and staff, and the many stages of religious instruction are em-
phasized as the boy achieves his twice -born status in the Hindu

community.

Comments: This is an excellent study of what still remains from
Vedic religion as one of the most significant rites of Hinduism.

Through careful and sensitive cinematography and narration the
details are presented as a concrete whole. A 6-page user's

guide is available on request. Professor Knipe' The Life Cycle

in Hibduism provides a comparison with its attentionito the

same ritua in North India. .

14 minutes; color; 6mm; 1969; sale $150; rent $10
H. Daniel SmithImage India

Film Marketing Division of Film Rental Library

Syracuse University
1455-East Colvin St., Syracuse, NY 13210

= = =

HINDU SACRAMENTS OF C,HILDHOOD:' FIRST FIVE YEARS

This film'cover8 samskaras,the important life-cycle or transi-

tion rites, during the first five years of childhood. Follow-

ing two prenatal rites intended to secure a son and assure his

safe delivery, a Tengalai Sri-Vaishnava brahmart boy, in the

company of his family and the family priest, undergoes the birth

ceremony, the name-giving ceremony, the rite at the first feed-

ing with solid food, and the ritual tonsure that marks the com-
mencement of the boy's education.

Comments: This is an excellent presentation of six of the

samskaras survivtng in contemporary Hinduism from Vedic reli-

gion. The cinematography and narration are 'clear hand baZancedt

and a wealth of detail is vividly projected. A user's guide is

a /ailable on req4est. For comparison and contrast with these

South Indian rit4als, the same rites performed in North India

may be seen in Professor Knipe's The Life Cycle in Hinduism:

Birth, Initiation, Marriage.

25 °minutes.; 'color; 16mm; 1969; sale $100; rent $16

H. Daniel Smith--Image India
Film Division of'Film Rental Library
Syracus University
1455 Eatt Colvin t., Syracuse, NY, 13210

===
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HINDU TEMPLE RITES: BATHING THE IMAGE OF GOD

This film portrays an annual festival, performed early in March
in a small Sri-Vaishnava Tengalai village temple 30 miles from
Madras. The images of Vishnu and his consorts Shri and Bhti a're
given-summer libationsof mantras, curds, milk, honey, coconVt
water, and powder. The dressing of the deities is.shown, as is
the offering of prasada, food given to the gods and returned as
consecrated to the handful of villagers present. The special'
worship, a shower bath for the gods, is inserted into the norma-
tive puja routine.

Comments: This is an effective presentation of the'common pat-
terns of puja as the occasional or special ceremony and it de-
tailsigraphically the color, drama, and dignity of temple worship.
In conjunction with the viewing of the $4.1m it would be helpful
for the student to read general materials on the structur?of
ordinary and eXtraordinary Hindu puja and to have some knowledge
of the history and iconography of Vishnu.

13 minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; sale $140; rent V9.
H. Daniel Smith --Ima e I dia

Film Marketing Di is n of Film Rental Library
Syracuse Universit
1455 East Colvin St., Syracuse, NY 13210

= =

THE HINDU WORLD

Utilizing views of ancient temples, shots of statues, and
scenes of,Hindu religious rites, this film undertakes i brief
survey of the historical and cultural factors contributing to
the development of Hinduism. It mentions the caste system,
the belief in reincarnation, and the fact that religion exerts
an influence on the Hindu way.of life. Some attention is also
given to the "yogas" which provide mental and physical disci-
pline, and which have left their indelible traces on Hindu

_civilization.

Comments: The above description of this film's contents is
not unlike what is found in most film catalogs at the many
rental libraries listing the title. It makes the film seem
much more attractive. and relevant as a resource for learning
about Hinduism than it is. A critical consideration of the
st tement may raise some questions about the pedagogical trade-
fs in the utilization of an 11- minute film covering the

'Hindu World." 'Temple architecture, the social and religious'
significance of temple institutions, India's heritage of _re-
ligious art,*the meaning and techniques of ritual behavior,
the intricacies of over 3000 years of history, the milieu of
the social and cultural complex in 4hich HinduisM as a reli-
gion has continued to thrive--to what degree can any one, let

31
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alone all, of these factors be identified, examined, and il-
luminated in the span of 11 minutes? As for the dynamics of
castein village and urban settings, in classical or contem-

porary times--what kinds of analyses or even examples does such

a brief, panoramic treatment permit? The same must be asked in
regard to the many ideological structures and belief systems,
here merely mentioned in pasqing. The trade-off for the con-
venience of brevityor modest rental fee of such a production
as this is to settle for intolerable generalizations and im-

precise oversimplifications. The result is to present not the
it ndu world" but a fantasy creation, at best a name-dropping
es ay. This film, despite its popularity at secondary school
'levels, cannot be recommended for college=level learning pro-

grams whether of independent or classroom structure--on the
contrary,' using such a production as this must be clearly Con-

demned. It can generate only facile disregard for the com-
plexities of a culture; it can only perpetuate a lamentably
superficial approach to the study of the social and spiritual
dimensions of the Hindu way of life. The evaluation committee
feels there are preferable alternatives now readily available
in film for use during the introductory phases of the study of
Hindu religion and Indian culture, for which see the Topical

Index.

11, minutes; color; 16mm; 1963; sale $136
Robert M. Perry

Coronet Instructional Films
65 East. South Water Street
Chicago, IL 60601

= =

HINDUISM

This *film presents the so-called "three,ways" of Hinduism
(jnana, karma, and bhakti) and a fourth section on "modern

Hinduism."

Comments: Although this was once-the most widely used film

for general survey courses, it is now dated and cannot be rec-
ommended. For more adequate survey films, see the Topical In-

dex.

18 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1962; sale $145; rent $20

The Great Religions Series
National Film Board of Canada "
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

=
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HINDUISM: PART I
HINDUISM: PAX II
HINDUISM: PART III

These are three, half-hour cinescopes (16 mml. b/w films made of
a televised presentation), addressed to Hinduism as a system, ,-.
of religious thought. They are themselves' part of a larger/se-
ries called "The Religions of Man." The series, written byand
featuring Huston Smith, later became a book by the sage name,
and that book has been for over two decades one of tht most
widely used popular surveys of the world's religions in the ,

English-speaking world. The television series of which these
three illustrated lectures formed .a pa t was famous, in no small

adegree due to the winsome charm and dis ming, enthusiasm of the
well-informed Professor Smith. 'The cine cope film versions of
the program were for many years staples n film rental libraries
and television archives, and they asst ed those who saw them
to approach religious.traditions other than their own with sen-
sitivity to important ideological i sues and awareness of basic
human values.

Comments: These programs--at least the three on Hinduism--have
long since been superseded not only by more recent, target treat-
ments of selected Hindu phenomena and the specialized foci these
imply, but also bl%modern techniques of production technology
which make these eiAly efforts seem dated by comparison. There
are many copies of these programs still in circulation through-
out the country and these prints are evidently still used by
community groUps and in secondary schools for the Study of Hindu-
ism. While the _distributors may justly be proud of Huston Smiths
series for t4t,positive contributions that series made tothe
general public's sensitivity to the religions of the world, the
films should be gracefully withdrawn from circulation. They have
served their pedagogical purpose admirably; they are now largely,
of historical interest only to serious students of the religions
of man. For reference to recommended films see the Topical Index
under such specific entries as: Worship,' Symbol, Samskara,
Ritual, Pilgrimage.

90 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1955; Sale Discontinued; Rent $9.50
Huston Smith, NET--The Religions of Man

Indiana University Audio Visual Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47401

=

HINDUISM: MANY PATHS TO GOD

This film includes: Biba, a holy man or sannyasin, in northern
India; extensive footage of the Ganges from the foot of the
Himalayas, past Rishikesh and Hardwar to Banaras; and shows vast
crowds at the Ardha Kumbfla Mela, a major festival at Hardwar.

.33
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It presents an intervi,i with an Indian historian, Professor
Romila Thapar, concerning p lytheism/monotheism, and explores

Western questions concernin the Ganges, e.g., its pollution,
holiness, power. This film provides a substantial presentation
of the festival of Durgi wi h excellent fodtage of Durga devo-
tees, a holy man at Vrindav na walking in the footsteps of
Krishna, and closes with sc nes of Banaras and the Ganges and

a passage from the Bha avad Gita.

Comments: This film, made
positive effects of a subs -t
4cippt narration. The empha
contributes tc the general
corisidered to be a comprehe
Though relatively successfu
duism, this film i ).lustrate
panoramic treatment; for mo
the Topical Index. It is a
and enjoyable viewing on an

xpressly for television, shows the
ntial budget., expert crew, and
is on meditation and reflection
ppear of the filmibut should not be
sive presentatiorfof Hinduism.
as a general introduction to Hin-
the overall limitations of a brief
e specific aspects of Hinduism, see
propriate for beginning students
level ?.

29 minutes; color; 16mm; 1973; sale $350
Howard Enders, ABC TV

Xerox Films
245 Long Hill Road
Middletown, CT 06457

= = =

'HINDUISM: WHEEL OF KARMA,

This film is an attempt to summarize he religious praxis of
Hinduism, but makes no inroads into its social context. It in-

cludes many stock scen s--wedding, cremation, yoga adept in

action, temple worship street scenes, and temple shots--against
a background describi g Hindu religious practices as an attempt
to escape the cy of births and rebirths. It.also discusses
mantra and prang yoga as methods.

Comments: This film is simplified and somewhat patronizing--
....Water, mountains, trees; stones, animals, yes even the cow,

are treated as 'holy' " - -and it fails to make valid distinctions
within Hinduism regionally, communally, historically, etc., in
favor of stressing the "tolerance" and "variety" within "the
one Hinduism." The mispebnunciation of several words represent-
ing central concepts within Hinduism is only one of the clues
revealing that little expert help was sought or gained in the

production or planning of this film. -`This film, like the others
in the series (recently revived by the new distributor), attempts
toe prove that Hinduism, like all the great religions of the
world,,is founded on the golden pile.

34
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21 minutes; color; 16mm; '1968; sale $315; rent $29
Lew Ayres--Altars of the World '

Threshold Films
i2025 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood, CA 90068

HINDUISM AND THE SONG OF GOD

This colorful film opens with a miscellany of shoWtaken at
various sites throughout the subcontinent to giveihn impres-
sionistic view ofoIndia. There follows a central expository
section based ona Gita-derived concept that those who adher
to Hinduism may be classified as belonging to one of three
groups; that anyone who is a Hindu follows'one of three "yoga '--
jnana, karma; or bhakti. Each group, or "yoga," is generally
identified in the narration to the accompaniment of striking,
and sometimes illuminating, pictorial Sequences (e.g.,depic-
tion of a Hatha Yogf adept, footage of pilgrimage activities,
a scene showing tuleAi-worship). Most of the shots are of
recognizable, upper-class urban models. A closing section at-
tempts to convey something of the dynamics of contemporary
Hinduism: here some footage of Sathya Sai Baba is presented--
material of special interest to stud9lts of modern "personality
cults" and to the growing numbers or-followers of this contem-
porary charismatic figure.

Comments: This film divided the evaluation panel between those
who regarded it as an adequate, if glossy, general survey of
Hindu ideals, and those who judged it to be so superficial as
to be misleading and distorting. All .greed that this prize-
winning and widely-advrxtised film is visually appealing, and
that it would invariab be warmly received by a class unfamil-
iar with things Hindu and Indian. For the serious and percep-
tive student, the problem is that itis too pretty: all is
sweetness and light, sunshine on blue waters, fresh flowers with
best saris, polished brass, and improbable smiles--all froht and
center for the camera. Even the man reclining on a bed of nails
is smiling! Because all of the complexities, cdntrad'ictions,
and details' essential for an adequate understanding of the Hindu
religious tradition have been ignored in this production, this
film cannot be recommended either for independent learning or
for classroom utilization. The panel feels that there are so
many other) more responsible films on specialized aspects-of-
Hinduism now available that it is no longer necessary to coon'
tenance the inadequacies' of such a highly generalized interpre-
tation of ,Hinduism.

30 minutes; color; 16mm; 1975; sale $325; rent $35
Elda Hartley--Films for a New Age

Hartley Productions, Inc.
Cat Rock Road
Cos Cob, CT 06807.
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HINDUISM IN ZUTH INDIA c

This presentation throws its fdcus on the "distinct civiliza-
tion" of South.Inslia. According to the guest lecturer, Pro-

'

fessor George V. Hart III, the predomin4nt religion in the area

of he Deccan ("South India") is an amalgam of imported north-
ern, Vedic religious forms andO.deas with ancient southern,
Dravidian notions and practices. The first half of the program
consists of the recommendationlof certain theOretical frame-
works within which to view the great diversity of South Indian

phenomena: those which.recognize the incorporation of agri-

cultural Motifs into a world-view; those which uphold social
.stratification Into Oste according to pollution ideologies;
those which perceive women as personifications of power both
benign (or "ordered ") and threatening' (or "disordered); and
those which maintain in certaih forms of temple worship the
symbolism of royal presence and celebrations. The last half

of the program consists of 4 ceremony in which a Telugu-speaking
brahman (Professor V. Narayana Rao) directs a young man who per-

forms worship to the elephant-headed deity Ganesa oranapati,
and a,brief resume of a story told among Shaivites of"a famous

<saint, Sirutondar, one of the 63 Nayanmars.

Comments: This cassette provides an understanding of North-
South regional differences in India, and also, in a segment of
a rite in Telugu ale, Sanskritof the interaction of the Sanskritic
with the vernaculaT traditions. The segment of the Ganapati
ritual excerpted gives a good sense of pace for Hind4 rituals.

The focus on the Nayanmar saintly tradition is .unique in film

resources.

/ 30 minutes; color; 3/4" videocassette; 1975; sale $45
David Knipe -- Exploring the Religions of South India

South Asian Area Center
1242 Van Hise Hall
-University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

IP

OLY MEN OF INDIA: THE SADHUS

Hardwar, city of holy merof Various sects, is the setting for

most of the .scenes in this film: scenes of religious special-
ists engaged in individual study, yogic exercises, worshiping
alone or in groups at an ashraM. Particularly memorable are
close-ups of a number of faces4 and the sequence devoted to the
bodily contortions of A practitioner of Hatha Yoga.

t7

Comments: This film is essentially a series of disconnected
shots held together only thinly by a narrative line. It is not

a useful film, since it is nullified, by its general "Barnum &

Bailey" approach to Hindu mysticism and its often misleading

narrative. However, used intelligently and under the proper

N
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circumstances, it could become an effective pedagogical tool.
For example, in the study of Yoga, one could use this film
without sound, excerpting its fo9tage of the Hatha Yogin doing
his contortions. Or one could show it, accompanied by one's/

. own commentary, simply to give an insight Into the, value placed
upon "the holy man" and his extraordinary life style in India.

. But potential users are advised that other, more responsible
treatments of.these topics are available; see the Topical Index.

10 minutes; color; 16mm; 1968; Discontinued
Lew Ayres,(Doubleday Multimedia)
_JR (Although discontinued by the distribut9r,

this film is still available through
university film rental libraries)

= = =

HOW A HINDU WORSHIPS: AT THE HOME SHRINE *.\\

This film is perhaps the most important of the eleven in the
Image India series. In focusing upon domestic worship it por-
trays' one of the most significant, yet one of the least known
dimensions of Hinduism. Filmed in the city of Madras in a
Sri-Vaishnava Tengalai brahman household, a middle-class office
worker, assisted by his wife, performs his daily early morning,
worship of the image of Vishnu in the home shrine. This
griharchana is detailed and explained it's complexity,
step by step, the narration blending with descriptive comments
on the underlying mythical and philosophical basis, for the
puja. Specific attention is given te.the vyuha doctrine of
the Vaishnavas, the belief in the five modes of being of Vishnu,
the image'itself, and the arca mode of the deity being rep-
resented in the film as the object of worship.

Comments: This is a first-rate presentation of the structure
of household worship, and one suitable for wndergraduate, gradu-
ate, and general audiences in the classroom or, in independent
learning situations. The accompanying guide, with a plan of
the shrine itself, is helpful in following the procedures of
the ritual. This film is an excellent supplement to cinema-
tographic treatment of temple wdrintp, and demonstrates the
great importance of household shrines in the religidUs life of
many Hindus.

18 minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; sale 5190; rent S 0
W. Daniel Smith- -Image India

Film Marketing Divisiaart of Film Rental Library
Syracuse University
1455 East Colvin St.,-Syracuse, NY

= =
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INDIAN HOLY MEN: DARSHAN

The film-begins with a series of unexplained views of presum-
a40 holy men. There are only a few sentences of narration in
this part, summarily contending that in India 'each follows a
discipline suited to his nature.' Then come quick sketches of
four.men reputed in India to be holy. The first man portrayed
is the head of a Radha-Krishna sect in Vrndavan. He is shown
ritually bathing in the earlrmorning, attended by his disci-
ptes,to whom he gives a lecture in Hindi On Brahmananda (the
highest bliss) and detachedly seated in a courtyard feeding
pileons and parrots, swirling about him. The second holy man.
is a shakta who is deaf and mute, but divinely happy in his
worship and dance to the goddess in his Himalayan shrine. The
third holy man is a recluse who ives in a cave (not shown) on
the upper Ganges, and the last aintains a Shiva temple made
holy by his deceased guru.

Comments: Except for the opening scenes, this is acceptably
filmed and narrated. It makes no attempt to show what the
populace thinks of these men, except to show that they do have
thein followers and reputations in society at large. ,The filT
is uncritical of these men and their pursuits, and does not
attempt to give any detailed information about their ritual or
beliefs. There is no guide with the film. For these reasons
the film Four Holy Men may be preferable for educational use,
but this film is certainly suitable as a supplement to it.

28 minutes; color;,16mm; 1972; sale $225; rent $35
Satyam Shivam Sundaram and Florence Davey

New Line Cinema
853 Broadway, 16th floor
New York, NY 10003 4

1211:612

AN INDIAN PILGRIMAGE: KASHI

This film gives.a4lowerview of a typical pilgrimage to India's
holiest city._ It' 061.0 two middle-aged, middle-class couples
enroute, approaching the various holy places in Kashi, perform-
ing sacred rituals such*-sofferings for ancestors, and puja on
the Ganges. These four /Al rims are given elaborate instructions
by a priflt on how to condu the various rituals and how to make
their pilgrimage most efficagious. The film shows pilgrimage as
d social as well as religious .

t

Comments: ;This is a vis ually rich, varied, and entirely authen-
tic presentation: it is particularly helpful in showing the
blend of the ideal ritual form with a touch of pragmatic sham
in religious practices (e.g., one priest's clever schemes to
raise the honorarium for his prayers for the pilgrims' ances-
tors). This film is iffeal for any course in Hinduism, and

9
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particularly useful in a part of course treating pilgrima,
holy ;lieges, and religious practices. Only general knowledge

Dt

is required to benefit from this film; it will probably gener-
ate considerable discussion. It is highly regarded due to its
clarity of conception and 'excellent narration. See also An
Indian Pilgrimage: Ramdevra, in the same series.

30 minutes;-color; 16mm; 1969; sale $115; rent $15
Michael Camerini and Mire Reym Binford

South Asian Area Center
1242 Van Hise Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

= = =

AN INDIAN PILGRIMAGE: RAMDEVRA

This film traces a group of pilgrims who travel from Bombay to
Ramdevra's grave in Rajasthan. Speaking in Hindi (with English
subtitles), the pi+grims reveal a wide range of motives for
this pilgrimage, including family, health, business, and thanks-
giving. At the pilgrimage site, the grave of the fifteenth-
century Rajasthani saint-hero, Ramdevra, the pilgrims present
their symbolic offering (a small silver statue of a horse, rep-
resenting Ramdevra's martial powers) and receive prasad (food
blesed by the god). The pilgrims also participate in a mela,
a large fair annually held near the pilgrimage site, thus show-
ing the easy blend of sacred and secul.3t in the typical Indian
pilgrimage. The film also explains the significance of Ramdevra
in the interplay of Hindu and Muslim elements in manyIndian
cults.. It also shows the role of bhajans (devotional songs) in
sustaining and spreading a cult such as Ramdevra's.

Comments: This film succeeds admirably on many counts: in
addition to being a completely authentic presentation of a pil-
grimage, it sheds considerable light on religious practice,
thakti, religious symbolism, Hindu-Muslim relationst and devo-
tional music. It shows a remarkablesequence of a woman in an
erstatit trance as well as several sequpnces which candidly re-
vibal the pilgrims,in devotional singing and enjoying religious
and secular delights of, the pilgrimage sites.

26' minutes; color.; 16mm; 1974; sale $105; rent $15
Michael Camerini and Mira Reym Binford

South AsianArea Center
1242 Van Hise Hail
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

=

THE INDIANS AND THE SACRED

Although all1 of the seven films in Louis Malle's series include
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brief treatments of Indian religion, tills is the only one
which has religion as its primary concern. The film shows a
devotee of Murugan, the temple complex at Madurai, local a
priests, holy men and beggars, as .well as the faithful per-
forming puja and various rituals. Malle frequently lets the
camera rest on a quiet Indian street scene or an immobile
face while he expounds his theories, suppositions, and una-

\bashed confusion concerning the vatieties of Hindu theory and
practice.

1

Comments: The opehing sequence of this film, which shows an
ecstatic devotee of Murugan, with numerous spears piercing
his flesh, well reveals Malle's attempt to eqpphasize, without

. explaining, the sensational and apparently negative aspects
of the Hindu religious tradition. Consistent with Malle's
thesis, this film treats religion as both-the'cause of and the,
way of escape from_the poverty and misery of Indian life.
Malle frequently refers to devotees as fanatical, and 'to Hin-
.duism as pessivistic,_and he provides no context by which to
render intelligible the seemingly bizarre and destructi'e be-
havior of the devout Hindus shown in this visually ric 'but
uninformed film. A knowledgable instructor could o itably
use this film's rich visual resources. This largely negative
treatment of Hinduism represents an interesting contrast to
effusive treatments such as Hartley's Hinduism and the Song of

God.

50 minutes; color; 16mm; 1972; sale $795; rent $75
Louis Malle--Phantom India

New Yorker Films
43 West 61st Street
New York, NY 10023-4.

= = =

AN INTRODUCTION: EXPLORING THE RELIGIONS OF SOUTH ASIA

This film serves as an introduction not only to the series
Exploring the Relidiont'of South Asia, but to the geography
and races, languages and cultures, sights and sounds, people
and activities, and a host of other factors to be kept in mind
by anyone who would seriously undertake a .study of religions
in Sduth Asia. Focusing on India, Professor Knipe suggests
that there are four "widely shared" concepts, or configura-
tions to remember'when studying the "montage" of religions
there: (1) the enduring folk traditions, or "popular," grass-
roots religions; that it, practices which persist just beneath
the surface of the literary, "establishment" doctrines of the
Great Religions; (2) the pervasive concept of samsara;-. (3) the
religious basis for society found in such classical Indian ex-
pressions as varnasramadharma, and perpe ated in the communal 1. # 0"

divisions of Hindu society known as ati or "th caste system";
and (4) an understanding of the religiou basis of the individual
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as "in process" through life stages toward a transcendent ...If

ideal of perfection. These ordering principals apply, per-
haps unevenly, to the five religious traditions presented in
this series:... Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism,10Islam, andAris-
tianity.

Comments: The- latter part of this introductory program pre-
views.how the other tapes in the series will contribute to
the difficult and far-reachtnTjob of surveying the religions

' of South Asia; it is perhaps relevant primarily to the needs
of

i
t ose who will utilize these other tapes. And, for those

.

Ito complete the entire "course" of tape presentations, a
reviewing of this section of the introductory program_

is highly recommended.

30 minutes; color; 3/4" videocassette; 1975; sale $45
Knipe -- Exploring the.Reli ions of South .India

South Asian Area Center
1242 Vail Hise Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

= = =

or

KUNDALINI YOGA

This is one of a series of videotapes of Professor Joseph
Campbell lecturing with slides .on myths and symbols in'HOmer,
Dantet_the Tibetan Book of the Dead, the traditions of the 14

NAwaho Indians, and from a contemporary woman undergoing psy-
cnbanalysis. C.G. Jung's Man and His Symbols and Campbell's
The Mythic Image provide the bibliographic core of the course.
Part T. of the series,."The Visionary Journey," is concerned
with th- .sychological journey of the self,upward in kundalini
yoga, wnward in t11 Tibetan Book of the Dead, and both di-
recti. s in Da te. While jhe series is meant to be, taken as
a co se, Prog 6 alone includes concentrated discussions of
Hindu phenomena. Yoga, the seven chakras, the Sri-yantra,
Shiv44 the Goddess, etc., are illustrated and presented in
this program.

Comments: Professor Campbell is a convincing le turer. The
discussion of the chakras, which_takes ut. the bo if the pro-
grail., is sustained and substantialfor an undergra uate

AN.dependent learning situation, and includes the San krit
terminology% Professor Campbell knows the material well and
presents comparative illustrations that encourage the viewer
to consider broader contexts,-although many may dispute the
"univer ity" claimed for the South Asian symbols under dis-
cussion Upfortvately, the production is limited technically
to tha of a taped lectu'e, confined to the lectuter, his back
to_th camera hal t time, pointing-to static slides on a
scre This 1976 ptoduction does not once use contemporary
Ng! techniques to,allevi.;t0. the lecture format, and a viewer

41
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accustomed to variatio4and mobility feels trapped in a, simu-
lated lecture-hall audience. .ProfeSsor Wendy Doniger 0,Waherty
has,prepared an excellent'study guide 'hich should be read in

advance.

57 minutes; color; 3/4" videocassette; 1976; pale $275
Lynn Madlener and Joseph Campbell--Psyche'& Symbol

Teletape Associates'
2728 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94704

= = =

THE LIFE CYCLE IN HINDUISM: BIRTH, INITIATION, MARRIAGE

This program focuses on-the rites which, mark events associated
with birth, initiation, and marriage among orthoprax, brahman-
ically-oriented Hindus. Knipe's subjects are North. Indians
drawn largely from the Middle and well-to-do classes. The sub:.

titles in this program are especially'helpful as precise identi-
fications for the "transition nit s" depicted: anaprashana or
"first feeding,", chudakarana or al tonsure," panayana or.
"initiation," and vivaha or "marr e"--all of which samskaras
are shown. Two central points of program are: 1- these
ancient brahmanical rites of passage at still performed atten-
tively by families throughout India, -and, (2) one finds homoge-
neity in their celebration whether observed in the North or the
South of India, whether done by rich or poor, or whether per-
formed among educed or uneducated'Hindus.

Comments: the visuals are memorable and Knipe's narration is
intelligent and clear, making this brief treatment a forceful
resource for the indep4ndent learner or for the classroom u-

dent. It is particularly relevant for an implicit demons r tion
-of hinduism's enduring commitment to the pattern of a dis rsed
domestic cult centering in the home rather than to a congrega-
tional/form of worship primarily. dependent upon attendance at

temple celebrations. While some viewers may find he tonsur
rite performed on a 3-year-oldgirl extraordinary and the m
riage ceremony of two 12-year-olds irregular, Knipe ndea = s
to put theinto a larger contextual framework. V in-

terested in other films on'these and other rites assage,
or transition, may consult the Topical Index under Sa ras,

Sacram s, Children, Education, Initiation, Marriage,
etc. ,..should be noted that this videocassette was designed
leg be used in combination with Death, and Rebirth,in Hinduism,
# 15 in the-- series Exploring` the Religions of South_Asia.

30 minutes; color; 3/4" videocassette; 1974; sale $45
David Knipe--Exploring ,the Religions of Sbuth India

South Asian Area Center
1242 Vane Hise Hall

-' University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

===
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LIVING HINDUISM

0

This film suggests that in order to understand the "incorri-
gible inclusiveness" Of Hinduism it is helpful to recognize,
on the one hand, the ;'ground structure" (little traditions)
of. Hindu folk religion and, on the other hand, the "super-
structure" (great tradition) of the pan-Indian, literary and
doctrinal teachings of establishment Hinduism. The film em-
phasizes popular elements such as celebrating the presence of
'powers in trees, stones, water, fields, planets, animals, and
serpents. The film treats Hindu religious specialists -- shamans,
musicians, priests, pandits, mahants, and yogis. Attention is
given to the place of women in living, Hinduism, to the impor-
tance of sectarian Hinduism, and to tantrism. These are elabo-

-rated upon later in the series, most notably in films #3, #4,
and #5.

ComMents: This program is particularly useful for the intro-
duction it affords to basic categories and terminologies which
are encountered in most advanced treatments of Hindu religious
and social life. The setting given them here is intelligently

30 minutes; color; '3/4" videocassette; 1975; sale $45
David Knipe -- Exploring the Religions of South India

South Asian Area Center
1242 Van Hise Hall
University.of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

,MAJOR RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD

This broad-specil&bm survey looks briefly at Hinduism, move4._
quickly on to View Buddhism as a world religion, then shifts
to the origin, spread,"and pretent strength of Islam before
attention turns to the two religions given most attention,
namely Judaism and Christianity. In the treatment of Chris-
tianity, equal treatment is given to Roman Catholic, Greek
Catholic, and Protestant branchesof Christianity. Scrip-
tures, general ideologies, and crucial rituals are stressed

Atn varying degrees for each religion sdfveyed.

Comments: Distributor's rental. records show that this film
is still used, notably in pubic high schools and church
groups. This is unfortunate; to compfiess five of the com-
plex religions of the world into 20 mites necessitates over-
simplification and superficiality. Because of the greater
emphasis given to Judaism and the three major forms of Chris-
tianity, only two or three minutes are devoted to Hinduism- -
clearly insufficient for this massively complex religious
culture. Such films cannot be recommended for groups6br in
dividuals interested in learning about Hinduism.

43
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20 minutes; tolor; 16mm; 1954; sale $290
(b/w version, sale $175) -

Encyclopedia gritannica Educational Corp.
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, 1L 60611

$

MONTHLY ANCESTRAL OFFERINGS IN;HINDUISM

This film depicts the tarpana offerings performed to satisfy
the needs of the ancestors or "fathers." The ritual, occur-
ring each month On the new -moon daa (amavasya), is conducted
on the roof of a middle-class Sri-Naishnava Tengalai brahman
home in the city of Madrks with the aid of the family reli-
gious teacher (acharya). Explained in the narrative and ac-.
companying user's guide are the celebrant's self-purification
`prior to the ritual, the laying out of a grid of darbha grass
as a "seat" for the visiting deceased, the offerings of sesame -
seed water to maternal and paternal ancestors of both sides of

fthe amily, and the greeting of the ancestors by the celebrant.
The ritual concludes with payment to the priest who oversees
the ceremony.

Comments: The film focuses tightly on the details of an im-

portant rite surviving from Vedic religiOn, and one not pre-
viously filmed. The narration is clear and detailed and places
the rite in the context of Hindu doctrine. Two recent studies
of offerings, to ancestors may complement the filM: Indian Pil-

grimage: Kashi in the Univtrsity of Wisconsin film,s,pces, and

Death and Rebirth in Hinduism in the Ex lorin hethe ll ions of

South Asia video series.

8 minutes; color; 16mMf 1969; sale $100; rent $6
H. Daniel Smith -- Image' India

FilM Marketing Division of Film Rental Library
Sytacuse Ugliversity
1455 East Colvin St.,_Syracuse, NY 13210

MURUGAN
4

This film depicts public highlightsAof a 25-day festival ceie4
brated in Jaffna (Sri Lanka). The god is Murugan (historically
associated with Subramanya Skanda, Karttikeya, and Kumara), a
deity popular in South Indi whose cult is prominent among
Tamils in Sri Lanka. Shown ere are colorful and memofable
sequences including processi ns and varieties of'personal acts
of devotion ihcludihg remarkable footage of fire-walking and a
ratha festival with hundreds of men carrying a huge chariot.

-4 4
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Comments: This is one of several films now available for learn-
ing about the cult of the popular South Indian god, Murugan--§ee
also Floating in the Air, Followed by the Wind; Pankuni Uttar5m:
Festival of Fertility; Skanda-Sasti: A Festival of Conquest;
and Yakam: A Fire Ritual in .South India. This one is particu-
larly useful for demonstrating the presence of this growing cult
in Sri Lanka, and for giving a vivid poitrayal of the popular
mass response to such ceremonies and public functions.

23 minutes; 'color; 16mm; 1976; sale $300; rent $40
Yvonne Hanneman

Focus International Inc.
505 West End Avenue
New York, NY 10024

= =

PANKUNI UTTARAM: FESTIVAL OF MARRIAGE AND FERTILITY

Depicted here are highlights of an annual, one-week celebration
in the village of Palani in South India. The festival marks the
marriage of Murugan (Subrahmanyam), an event which attracts half
a million pilgrims each March/April to this popular hill- shrine --
one of the five sacred sites of an ancient and still- gro4iing cult.
The film shows both the official liturgies which occupy profes-
sional priests, musicians and other religiousrpecialists, and
the variety of activities of the multitudes d wn there by the
spectaclesof processions, possessions, and pious acts of extreme
devotion.

Comments: This film is an authentic, informed interpretation of
Hindu religious practice, with an excellent account of cultic
d,ktails, though perhaps too advanced, or too technical, for some
unprepared viewers. The film requires considerable advance pre-
paration for best utilization. Instructors and independent
viewers will find detailed direction in the .excellent, but de-
manding, essay which is available from the film maker.

20 minutes; cotOr; 16mm; 1970; sale $225; rent $25
Fred Clothey--South Indian Festivals Series

Department of Religious Studies
University cif Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
4

PILGRIMAGE TO EMPLE

= = =

A middle-aged Tengal i brahman man visits the temple at Sripe-
rembudur, 25 miles south of Madras in South India. This is
the town whey Ramanuja, the famous Sri-Vaisnava philosopher -
saint, was bo n in the twelfth century, and the date is th
celebration f the saint's birth. The pilgrim is shoe bathing

43
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and then entering the temple. He proceeds through the chambers
of the temple moving clockwise and.inward until he reaches the
inner shrine and makes his offering. The narrative and user's
guide stress this as "a journey of self-discovery and spiritual

renewal." ,

Comments: The film accuratelly emphasizes the individual nature
'of Hindu pilgrimage -and the details of the inner cham-
bers, and shrines of a typical Hindu temple are combined effec-
tively with the devotional experience of the solitary devotee.

But this solitariness is also somewhat misleading and perhaps.

romanticized. What is missing is the noise, confusion, earthi-

ness of a temple in festival times such as this. A good sup-
plement is the film Indian Pilgrimage: Ramdevra and a treatment
of pilgrimage in South Asia in general is provided in Hindu
Pilgrimages in the Exploring the Religions of South Asia series.

14 minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; sale 5150; rent S7

H. Daniel Smith--Image India
Film Marketing Division of Film Rental Library
Syracuse University
1455 East Colvin St., Syracuse, NY 13210

= = =

SECTARIAN HINDUISM: THE GODDESS AND HER WORSHIP

This program explores the "power and energy of the universe"
recognized as "the Goddess" (devi). More than merely the mate
or consort of one of, the great male gods such as Vishnu or
Shiva, the shakti-manifestation is more comprehensively to be
understood as an ancient, pervasive, yet elusive, identity
given to sacred powers of bursting fertility, vibrant energy,
and primal matter. The goddess when personified represents
the fecund and teeming universe which has quickened and nur-
tured the vibrant Hindu religious imagination. Sita, Sarasvati,
Parvati, Lakshmi, Durga, Kali, and Sitala are among the many
female deities representing the great and mysterious theme of
the Goddess. The conclusion of thefilm presents two living

figures regarded as incarnations of the goddess--Ananda Mayi
Ma and Sarada Devi.

Comments:' This film is a sophisticated and thought-provoking

presentation. It is most useful for advanced students already
familiar with some of the major forms of Hindu piety and with

some of the.major figures of Hindu mythology.

30 minutes; color; 3/4" videocassette; 1975; sale $45
David Knipe--Exploring the Religions of South India

South Asian Area Center
1242 Van Hise Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

= =
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SECTARIAN HINDUISM: LORD SIVA AND HIS WORSHIP

The'first part of this film depicts two widely popular symbols
of the Hindu god Shiva--the upright phallic form known as the
lingap'and the image of the recumbent bull called Nandi. The
striking polarities of Shiva's character and Shiva worship are
surveyed in the second part of this program. Attention is also
given to Parvati, Shiva's consort, and to Ganeshat Shiva's
ubiquitous son. lk third part of the program shows how worship
of Shiva is performed in a contemporary temple in Banaras. The
fourth section surveys the different 'kinds of shrines, temples,
and sectarian communities throughout India generated by the
worship of this extraordinary divinity. .

Comments: This remarkably rich and versatile resource is use-
ful as introductory material, as recapitulatory review, as en-
richment of the study of Hindu myths, and as.an example-of Hindu
sectarian developments. This film is highly recommended.

30 minutes; color; 3/4" videocassette; 1975; sale $45
David Knipe -- Exploring the Religions of South India

South Asian Area Center
1242 Van Hise Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, 53706

( a ==

SECTARIAN HINDUISM: LORD VISHNU AND'HIS WORSHIP

This is an introduction to that "profound amalgamation" of
Vedic and indigenous, non-brahmanical elements now coalesced
into the deity known as "Vishnu." The first section presents
historical, textual, and archeological evidence for recon-
structing what may have been early forms of worship of this
deity, followed by the various postures and attendants which
characterize this deity's depiction. A third section focuses
on the 10 avatara ('incarnations')'of the Cosmic Lord, Krishna,
Rama.and on their companions. A final section provides some ;

glimpses of Srirangam and Khajuraho, pilgrimage sites in the
Vaishnava tradition. -

Comments: While this program lacks the coherence and convid-
tion of some of Knipe's other videotapes, it is nonetheless
useful for a recapitulatidh of miscellaneous materials Ampor-
tant for an introduction to Vishnu and his worship. And, most
importantly, it demonstrates the breadth of the phenomenon of
Vishnu-worship by showing that it is more than is guessed at
after a one-time 'reading of the Shagavad Gita.

30 minutes; color; 3,44" videocassette; 1975; sale $45
David KnipeNowloring the Religions of South India

South Asian Area Center --

1242 Van +Ilse Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

ilia
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THE SERPENT DEITIES: ART AND RITUAL IN SOUTH INDIA

This shows a ritual in the worship of serpent deitiesfilmed
on location in the Pulluvan (low caste) community of Kerala.

.
The worship, in which women play a very active role, involves

inducing two young, prepubescent, bare chested girls to become

spiritual mediums: They are encouraged to enter the trance
state while seated in an elaborate five - colored mandala of

powdered colors in an intertwining snake pattern, sit(pated

beneath a manaapam. Music and dance are used to enhahce the
ritual. In trance the girls dance in spirals sweeping awt$1,

the mandala with broomsoof straw. A second mandala is drawn
featuring the image of the demon Bhutamas, and again the girls,
having been asked if the deities are satisfied, destroy the
image and tear down the straw birds and coverings of the awn-

ing. Details of the construction of both images are shown.

Comments: This is a vivid, colorful, and imporkant film; but

one that is not pedagogically successful witho4t considerable \'

background. For a further understanding of thk themes in the

film, and of regional Hinduism (Kerala), this !might best be

shown with its companion films in the series.!

18 minutes; color; 16mm;.1976
4

Clifford Jones--Traditional Art & itual in South India
Bullfrog Films Inc.
Box 114
Milford Square, PA 18935

= =

SKANDA-SASTI: A FESTIVAL OF CONQUEST

This film depicts a'festival occurring yearly in South India
celebrating the victory of Skanda (Murugar /Subrahmanyam)
over.the force of evil embodied in the derdon Sasti, followed
by his marriage to the goddess (depicted in the film Pankuni
Uttaram in the same series). The film giVes,close attention
to tht rituals, pageantry, and social milA.eu of the popular

holy celebration. The high point of the ?public events are a
reenactment of the battle between the denjon and Skanda,in

which the demon is symbolically transforMed whenrvanquishar
in the jousting.

Comments: Like other films in this seriie the ritual complex,
very difficult to grasp simply by watching the'film and at-

terding to the narration (which is at times difficult to fol.:-

ldW). The public events are well filmed, and will sustain the

interest of, even uninformed groups, but in general, the fill'
is most important as a visual record of important aspects of

the seven-day ritual. It thus serves as a supplement to the

guide/monograph which supplies considerable detail andexplana-
tion of the ritual and th, importance of Skanda. This film

4 3
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proviaes a valuable balance to the more general film Murugan
by Yvonne Hanneman which shows the public ceremonies, and the
film Floating in the Air, Followed by the Wind which shows
the individual acts of devotion of the Murugan cult; it also
should be seen in the context of the other two films in the
series: Yakam and Pankuni Uttaram.

i7 minutes; color; 16mm; 1970; sale $225; rent $25
Fred Clothey--South Indian Festivals Series

Department of Religious Studies
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

*WM

SWAMI KARUNANDA: FROM WATERLOO, AUSTRALIA

The locale of this film is Rishikeih where, more than three
decades ago, Sivananda founded his Divine Life Society and
where, some years later, he accepted an Australian man for
discipleship. This film is a profile of Swami Karunanda,
depicting his life at the ashram, his expertise in Hatha
Yoga methodologies, and his total renunciation of his former
self and commitment to his new vocation.

Comments; The film honestly raises--and leaves curiously and
subtly unanswered--the question of whethei this is flamboyant
play-acting or genuine commitment. It might be pedagogically,
useful to show this fiirksalong with such films on Hinduism in
the West as Hartley's Evolution of a Yogi.

28'minutes; color; 16mm; 1971; Discontinued; rent $19
Yavar Abbas--India Called Them

New York UniveMity Film Library
41 Press Annex
Washington Square, New York, NY 10003

THE SWORD AND THE FLUTE
ti

This is a film montage of Mughal and Rajput miniature paint-
ings focusing on the Mughal period of Indian history, with
musical and narrative accompaniment. Most of the scenes de-
picted in the miniatures dwell on asceticism, love and its

'" allegorical religious implications, and the divine love of
Radha and Kridbna and, briefly, Shiva and Parvati.

Comments: This is an aesthetically rewarding film; colorful
paintings and musical accompaniment by Ali"Akbar Khan, Ravi
Shankar, T. Vishvanathan, and Chaturlal enhance the setting
for this articulate presentation of the allegory and ideals
of Bhakti. This film requires careful preparation with

S
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attention given to the importane of aesthetics in Indian re-
ligion and the frequent allegorical use of the arts. Although
it has been in use for many years it is still one of the most
effective film presentations of`-themes in Bhakti.

24 minutes; color 16mm; 1959; sale $325; rent $30
James Ivory

Film Images -- Radium Films
17 West 60th Street
New Yprk, NY 10023

===

TRANCE AND DANCE IN BALI
/ 1

This is a 1937-39 film by Bateson and Mead on a remarkable
Balinese ceremonial dance dramatizing the cosmic polarities
of life and death, In the conflict between the witch and
the dragon, actor-dancers achieve a state of trance and turn

Nilltheir krises (sharp-pointed steel dagger against themselves.
In the early stages of the ritual dance t death-dealing
witch enchants young girls into spreading p ague 'killing
newborn babies, etc., reminiscent of the disease goddesses
of folk Hinduism. Kris-bearing. warriors attack the witch-
goddess, whose glance withers them. Two by two they attack;
she does not resist, but her effortless power subdues them
into convulsive trance states. A priest revives them to a
somnambulistic state, but still' they are in trance. Women
with krises also go into trance and, contorted in agony,
turn their krises against their chests. The men in trance
seizures do the same. Inceilse then calms them and those that
become AO violent are disarmed, by the onlookers. So strong
is the pressure of the point against the breastbone, the
krises are seen to bend, permanent L-shapzs, yet no one
is hurt. The last part of the film constitutes a revival of

the dancers (including the man who played bhe part of the
witch-goddess) from trance stages. Holy water and incense
are used and offerings are made. -

Comments: This is a landmark effort in the history of eth-
nographic film, and remains a rare and remarkable documentary

on ail aspect of folk religion in Balinese Hinduism. Virtu-
ally nothing of Indian Hinduism is evident, yet the scholar
with & knowledge of folk Hinduism in South Asia (e.g., of
disease goddesses)' will perceive myth-ritual connections and

perhaps some thematic South Asian origins. The trance-dance
itself, however, is uniquely Balinese.

20 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1951; sale $135; rent $9.50
Gregory Bateson and Margaret Mead

New York University Film Library
41 Press Ann x
Washin quare, New York, NY' 10003

= =
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VISHNU'S MAYA

This film presents a staging of the parable of Narada, who
goes to Vishnu for instruction and while performing a chore
becomes involved in completely worldly existence, including
marriage and family life. Finally, events of nature fbrce
a reawakening; Narada then realizes the illusory quality of Ili
phenomenal existence. The entire film was shoton location
near the Ganges.

Comments: Though the source of the story may not be readily
found in ancient texts, this highly rwanticized parable is
authentically Hindu and pedagogically' effective. It contains
fine cinematography and is well acted by Benaras Hindu Uni-
versity professors of music and arts, though some viewers may
find the Indian accent difficult to follow. It is also use-
ful as an idealized portrayal of the worligy functions of a
village brahman priest. Interestingly, the viewer is caught
up, like Narada in the myth, by the myriad details of society4_,/
rituals, economics, and politics.

30 minutes; color; 16mm; 1976; sale $350; rent $45
Thomas Ball

Saraswati Films
12429 Cedar Road
Cleveland Heights, OH 44106

= = =

WEDDING OF THE GODDESS

The first part of this film is largely background information
concerning the famous Chittarai festival occurring during the
months of April and May in Madurai. The stories of Minakshi's
wedding and the founding of Madurai are given through explana-
tions of the various temple paintings. The film illustrates
the importance of the Nayak Kings (17th Century) and local
history in determining the form and style of the two rituals
celebrating Minakshi's wedding to Shiva and the coming to
Madurai of Minakshi's brother, Alagar, a manifestation of
Vishnu. The film emphasizes the importance of the temples
of Minakshi and Agar in folk Hinduism in trit Madurai area.
PartfTwo provides a day by day chronicle of the Chittarai
festival showing both the. festival of Minakshi and her wedding
to Shiva. The footage also shows the festival procession of
Lord Alagar to the edge of the city and back to his rural tem-
ple. Other scenes in the film 41clude drawing a diagram of
the Vastu Mandala, initiation wrth branding into a trance-like
stage, and large crowd scellis in which people spray Lord
Alagar with water in fulfillment of vows. Still shots from
painting and sculptures and filmed interviews with festival
participants,, add other interesting dimensions to the film.'
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Comments: These highly informative and visually attractive
films can be shown separately, but are more effectively shown

together. The film is also useful for showing the interplay

of politics and local tradition in the dynamics of a ieli-

gious festival. The initiation with branding compares well

with Hindu Sacrament of Surrender, and the wedding of the
goddess Minakshi is comparable to Pankuni Uttaram.

Part I: 36 minutes; color; 16mm; 1975; sale $130; rent $17

Part 40 minutes; color; 16mm; 1975; sale $145; rent $17

Mira Reym Binford, Michael Camerini, Joseph Elder
South Asian Area Center
'1242 Van Hise Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

emV
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THE WORSHIP OF THE DEITY AYYAPPAN: ART AND RITUAL IN SOUTH ASIA

This film concentrates on the artistry of rituals in the
Tiyattu ritual cycle celebrating the worship of A ppan.

As in the first film in the series' he agavati,

an image is constructed with the powders of fiv symbolic -

colors, to the accompanimentof tanbr# rites ind music.
There is a complex ceremonial dance resulting in trance,
during which the priest (identified by the narrator as a
shaman) walks back and forth through the hot embers of a fire,

ritually destroys the colored-powder picture, and performs

as an oracle. Attention is given in the film to the place

of the ritual in this Kerala religious community.
woe

Comments: This is very colorful and well filmed, and i5 an
important glimpse at the powerful combination of music, sym-

bolic art, and dance i the achievement of trance in Indian

religious practice. I is important to note that the fire-
walker is an adept at t is ritual, and not an untrained ec-

static. The films in this series are vivid, and a general

audience may respond well to them, but if they are to provide

an effective learning experience they should be shown only
after considerable advance preparation in ritual, symbolism,

and-trance. 'The films in this series may well be viewed to-
gether while this particular film might also accompany Float-
ing on the Air, Followed by the Wind, and Himalayan Shaman.
A guide to the film is in preparation an will, be most welcome.

20 minutes; color; 16mm; 1976;
CliffordJones--Traditional Art & Ritual in South India

Bullfrog Films Inc.
Box 114 ..

Milford Square, PA 18935

ZS=
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YAKAM

This filmollows the details of the complex procedures in an
annual series of ritual fire offerings to the god Skanda (as-
sociated with Subrahmanyam /Murugan1. Within an inner temple
sanctum the ptiests-consecrate themselves and the offering
chamber and then proceed to offer 101 symbolic oblations into
the altar fire. The film sets the ritual in the larger set-
ting of the Skanda-Sasti festival (see the film Skanda-Sasti
in the 'same series) held yearly-at the Tiruchender.temple on
the Bay of Bengal in Tamil Nadp (Madras State).

Comments: This film provides the most detailed ritual of the
series and tries to'bring out the influences and interaction
of Vedic, tantric, and ritual medicinal practices in Hindu
tradition. Each step of the ritual is detailed in the mono-
graph prepared to accompany the film, as av the important
aspectS of consecrating' the chamber and thf officiants: The
complexity of the ritual and its compression through the medium
of film make it virtually essential to study the guide closely
and see the film repeatedly if the processes of the ritual are
to be understood.

10 minutes; color; 16mm; 1970; sale $175; rent S15
Fred Clothey--South Indian Festivals Series

Department of Religious Stuglies
University,of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

= =
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CULTURAL BACKGROUND FOR THE STUDY OF HINDUISM

APU TRILOGY: PATHER PANCHALI; APARAJITO; THE WORLD OF APU

This classic trilogy. traces the struggles, tragedies, and com-
mitment to life of a typical Bengali family with a sensitivity

1

which has established Ray_as India's foremost film director.
Whether seen separately or as a trilogy, these are superb films- -

and an excellent presentation of living Hinduism.

115 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1955; rent $85 (minimum)
113 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1956; rent $85 (minimum)
106 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1959; rene$85 (minimum)
Satyajit Ray .

Audio Film Center, 34 MacQuesten Parkway So.
Mount Vernon, NY 10550

= = =

BAL4SARASWATHI

Filmed at a private performance in the early sixties when
Balasaraswathi was Dancer in Residence at Wesleyan University,
thit short film captures something of the presence and ar-
tistry of India's most respected exponent of the classical
Bharata Natyam dance of South India. Its authentic music and

-delicate'reflection of mood, ech in its way evocative of the
spiritual power of this form oY dance as a religious event,
combine to make this a remarkable documentary.

20 minutes; color; 16Mm; 1963; sale $200
John Frazier

Center for Arts
Wesleyan University
Middletown, CT 06457

t
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BALI TODAY WITH MARGARET MEAD

The emphasis is on the arts in Balinese village traditions
with brief and uninformed attention to Hinduist--only,late
in the film come authentic.,glimpses of cremations, ancestral
offerings, and a wedding.

la minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; sale $225; rent $30
F

Elda Hartley and Margaret Mead
Hartley Productions
Cat Rock Road
Cos Cob, CT 06807

II =St
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BANARAS

This MTh presents effectively and poetically the sights,
sounds, rhythms, and moods'of.the holy city of India, with
attention to worship at shrines, in temples, and on the m,
bathing ghats. , The musical background, without narration7

`"allows .the viewer to receive authentlor impress- of Banaras..

N

22 minutes; b/w; 16mm;'1972; sale $135; rerit $13-
Michael Camerini,

South Asian Area Center
1242 Van Hise Hall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

BISMALIAH KHAN !AI
= = =

This film portrait' of the renowned Indian virtuoso is
set entirely in Banaras. The film tries to put 'shenai music
into its HindU religious and cultural setting. It incltides.
fo Of the ghdts, street sceaed in Banaras,. muiVal train-

\_ in children, unusual shots -c".ra traditional Hindu wres-
i, tl arena and gymnasium, shenae^performances in temples, and
marriage processions.;

e28 minutes; b/w;
4
16mm; 1967; sale $165; rent 19.50

- James Beveridge and Tom Slevirp
Audio-Visual Center.
Indiana University
Bloomington; IN 47401

= =

BHOLDAN YATRA
AVILNL,

rhiSis a composite of newsreel footage closely following
Vinobha shave's foot pilgrimage around.India (beginning in
1951), inspiring the giving of millions of acres of land for
the landless and carrying the message of Sarvodaya (univer-
sal uplift) to the nation. Even Jayaprakesh Narayan is
briefly present in this historic footage. Bhave provXdes
a direct link between Gandhi and the present ruling govern-
ment of India. The print viewed was in poor condition.

22 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1957
(Sge Government of India under Sources of Information and
Md1erials for distribution of this film)

ro,
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This documentary film was considgrid derogatory apd offensive
by the Indian government. The narrative and film editing do
strongly emphasize overcrdwding and poverty, and may tend to
reinforce'many widely held prejudices and. negative conceptions
of India. However, the camera work is memorable and visually
stimulating, and there is a lengthy though poorly explained
sequence on the activities associated with Durga pirja.

01 99 minutes; color;. 16mm; 1968; sale $900; rent $90
Louis Malle

',Pyramid Films
Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90406

CAVE TEMPLES - -HINDU

While the narrative .of this film make f rash and misleading
statements, still this may be used for its fine footage of
Hindu religious sculpture of the late classical .timas in a

number of caves. the sculpture is beautifully filmed and
correctly identifieds_ with some attention given to myths,and
deities represented as-well,as tp such art-historical styl-
istic marks as coiffures and ornaments.

I

= = =

11 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 195?
M. Bhavnani and P. Nurami

(See Government of India under Sources of information-and
Materials for distribution of this film)

COURTSHIP'

Z..21=

The courtship patterns of four cultures -- Sicily, Iran, Canada,
'1/4 and India--are examined. The'15-minute section on India re-

cords. negotiations of a fatherless Kerala Shaivite family to
arrange the eldest son's marriage. It is vfficiently rich in
ethnogwphic.details to elicit questions alSout family life

11111r

soclik-71%elationships,,frgedom and authority, and love and
ri. Good for enrichment purposes.

30 minutes. b/w- 1962; sale $330; rent $30 A6

National Film Board of Canada
National Film Board df Canada
1251 venue of the Alericas
New Ybrk, NY 10020

AO
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DEVI

A haunting film by Satyajit Ray about an elderly Bengali wid-
ower who dreams his daughter-in-).aw is an incarnation of the
Goddess ("Ma," the beneficent aspect of Kali): He begi to
worship her in his simple -faith, but her life is brought t
tragic end when she can no longer sustain the ordeal her
spreading fame thrusts upon her. Increasingly treated as an
object of worship, literally idolized and the recipient of
daily puja, the loses her-mind and commits suicide. The film
raises interesting discussiopossibilities about the role of
religion, the extremes of bhakti, and obedience to elders.

96 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1961; rent $75 (minimum)
Satyajit Ray

Audio Film Center
34 MacQuesten Parkway South
Mount Vernon, NY 10550'

= = =

DISCOVERING THE MUSIC OF INDIA

This film introduces with immediacy and charm not only Karnatic
(southern) and Hindustani (northern) forms of Indian music, but
also identifies and demonstrates several Indian musical instru-
ments as well as explains and performs some basic elements of a

Bharata Natya dance repertory. The obvious studio setting does
not detract from the artistry of-the performers nor the commen-
dation they deserve for succeeding in their difficult task of
addressing themselves to people totaljy,unfamiliar with the
South Asian musical arts.

22 minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; sale $275; rent $18
Bernard Wilets

B.F.A. Educational Media
2211 Michigan Ave., P.O. Box 1795
Santa Monica, CA 90406

= = =

DISTANT,4 THUNDER

Saqrajit Ray's color feature film cuses on life during the
'Beeotal famine. The struggles of a or Brahman and his wife
to eke out a living appropriate to t eir caste status, the
interaction of caste and money in vil age Bengal, arid the im-
pact of famine, war, and modernization under the British on
traditional Indian values are beautifully and poignantly por-
trayed.

100 minutes; color; 1mm; 1973; rent $125
Satyajit Ray
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Cinema 5 - 16mm
595 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

FESTIVAL TIME

A Madhya Pradesh panorama following the easons h rustic
scenes and festivals including Raksha ndhan, anir sthmi,
Ginesh Chaturthi, Dussehra, Diwali, Id, Kumbhmela at Ujjain,
Republic Day, Shivaratri, Muharram, and Holi. This film iir
on the cultural activity of festivals and holidays, and not
at all on religious "significance. Still, despite the. sim-
plistic narrative and film design it does give quick visual
impressions of the major holidays in their proper eequence in
the year. 4

16 minutes; color; 16mm; 1973
G.L. Bhardwaj

(See Government of India under Sou4Fes of Information and
Materials for distribution of this film)

GANDHI

=size

As an authoritative and memorable presentation of Gandhi's
life and significance, this film is second only to the 80 --
minute version Mahatma Gandhi: Twentieth Century Prophet
(q.v.). It contains footage of the Salt March (1930), the
trip to England (1931), Independence Day (1947), and Gandhi's
death (1949).

27 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1958; sale $160; rent $15
CBS--Walter Cronkite,

ContemporaryAMcGraw Hill Films
1221 Avenue-of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

GANGES RIVER

Tfacing the river from its origin in the mountains to the
mouth beyond Calcutta, this film attempts to show the river
not only as a geophysical reality but also as a spiritual
entity, One of three or four films on roughly the same topic.

17 minutes; color; 16mm; 1955; Discontinued; rent $8.25
Edward Levonian

Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47401

5
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GANGES: SACRED RIVER
AW

To many in India, the Ganges is the symbol of life. This film
travels with the flowing waters from the source high in the
Himalayas, through the plains, past pilgrims, along banks where
ceremonies are perforfied, and finally into the sea. Preferable
to older black-and-white productions, this still does not ade-
quately address the importance of the Ganges in Hinduism.

27 minutes; color; 16mm; 1965; sale $360 (b/w $220); rent $21
(sale) Erluclopedia Britannica Educational Corp.

425,N..Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611
(rent) Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp.

1822 Pickwick Ave., Glenview, IL 60025

16==

GAZIPUR

A colorful village panorama with no narration, but a fine sitar
performance r: especially for the film. A guide details the
caste and occuation of the people shown. The footage covers
harvest, women's work, activities inside small village hpuses
including eating and preparing meals, school scenes, etc. Armed
with the guide and his own knowledge Of baste and Hinduism the
teacher can use this film effettively.

20 minutes; color; 16mm; 1975; sale $300;. rent $ q5
Bruce Holman,

Interbrook Inc.
545 8th Avenue
New York, NY

= =

GURKHA COUNTRY

Intendea as a "guide" for anthropological. fie
study. of the Magars in a Nepalese mountain v
brief shots of shamans' rites and cures, the
of rice to an infant, a wedding, and ritual
Magical practices and a form of puja to a g
by a small tyke and stones) with chicken, r
offerings, comprise-rare footage of tribal
sions that are an essential but seldom pho
of Hinduism.

work, thi?
ley includes

first feeding
ayment to a guru.
dess (represented
e, and turmeric

eligious expres-
ographed dimension

19 minutes; color; 16mm; 1967; sale S25; rent $12.50
John and Patricia Hitchcock

International Film Bureau, Inc
.332 South Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 6060-4

=
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HOLY HIMALAYAS

This old blackland white film is unusual, if not unigue in
showing the upper reaches of the Ganges and the pilgrim route
north from Hardwar to Uttar Kashi: Kedarnath, Bhadrinath,
and Tapovana lake. The emphasis is more on the scenery than
on the pilgrimagerbut it is one of the most sacred-pilgrimage
areas in Hindu India, cherished because of the beauty of the
Himalayas.. The print viewed was in poor condition.

12 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 197
K.L. Khandpur and N. Bhavnaali,

(See Government of India under Sources of Information and
Materials for-distribution of this film)

===

IMMINENT DEITIES

This film has many liabilities, but it does succeed in cap-
turing the natural power felt at Mamallapuram ("Mahabalipuram")
and in reflecting the stateliness of Tanjore, in both places
lingering over the architecture and sculpture found there with
some commendable attention to detail.

30 minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; s)le $465--
BBC .Production .

Time-Life Films
100 Eisenhower Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652

= = =

INDIAN VILLAGE LIFE: TWO VILLAGES IN ORISSA PROVINCE/

This film presents a visually attractive and informative view
of the efficiency and complexity of day-to-day life in a fish-
ing village and a flaming village. There is no narrative or
guide accompanying the film, and only one scene focuses on the
religious devotions of a woman. However, the film may be very
`useful for the clarity with which it Auggests the technical
sophistication of traditional India.

16 minutes; color; 16mm; 1973; sale $230; rent $23
Julien Bryan .

International Film Foundation
475 Fifth Avenue, Suite 91
New York, NY 10017

---

AN INDIAN WORKER: FROM VILLAGE TO C.ITY\

This film is essentially a re-edited version of Village Man,

tit
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City Man, and is made by the same team of people as the South
Asia Film Series. T s version is shorter and the narrative
is geared to adeR6iPs ecialist audience. .

.

18 minutes; color; 16mm; 1977; sale $250; rent $25
Michael Camerini and Mira Reym Binford

International Film foundation `-

475 Fifth Avenue, Suite 916
New York, NY 10017

=IR=

INVITATION TO AN INDIAN WEDDING

This film treats marriage as a contemporary social event with
brief nods to religion as tradition, custom' or sacred fire,
sacred chant, etc. It covers, in brief skits, the meeting
of in-laws, checking horoscopes, interviewing the bride and
groom to be, etc. The steps of a wedding are outlined'(not
defined as to locale, caste, or sect), including,tying the
thread, tying dhoti and sari together, and going round the
sacred fire. The level of narration is high schoolish and
the print viewed was wolortr Still, the film does suggest the
social activities typical of contemporary middle and upper
class weddings.

20'miriffes; color; 16thin; 19?
Ramesh Gupta .

(See Government of India under Sources of Infolmaiiiin and
Materials for distribution of this film)

4

KAILASH AT ELLORA

This film succeeds in conveying the greatness of this enormous
t le dug out of a single stone outcrop. There are good tech-
nic 1 explanations of the temple construction. The Ramayana
and he Mahabharata friezes, the statues of Vishnu, Shiva, and
other , and the interior of.the temple complex are bell filmed.
Unfo unately the prints currently availWe are more than
twe y years old.

20 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 194?
Clement Baptista

(See Government of Ind a under Sources of In ormation and
eMaterials for distribotilon of this film)

=LC=

KALEIDOSCOPE ORISSA

A well -made film that may be of more interest to students of

61



37 minutes; color; 16mm; 1967; sale $450; rent S
Pilgrim Films

Interpational Film Bureau
332 S: Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604

r ( .

arts and' handicrafts than of religion; This kaleidoscopic
treatment of Orissan crafts includes some information about
caste employments, footage on painting in the Vaishnava tradi-
tion, and the autumn ceremony of Karttikeya, in which his im-
age_is constructed and then after a procession "drowned and
abandoned to the waters."

25
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KAMBAN RAMAYANA

An important'film 011 the religious theater in India, showing
the setup and enactment of a shadow-puppet version of the
South Indian Ramitana by Kamban.

30 minutes; b/w; 16mm;' 1974
Clifford Jones--Traditioal Art & Ritual in South India

Bullfrog Films Inc. \
Box 114
Milford Square, PA 16935

\ .===
ae

. KHAJURAHO

"Living evidence of the unseen hammerc. and chisels" of the
eleventh century Orissa,Ithis old filret\treats these ornate
abandoned temples as art and as a recoz of bygone civiliza-
tion and only peripherally as religion. The erotic imagety
of the sculpture is neither overlooked nr prominently dis-
played. The black anolodhite camera work As excellent and
very well blended with £he background musi.) and narrative.

20 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1956
Mohan Wadhwani, V. Shirali, and Zul

(See Government of India under §ouL4ces of Information and
Materials for distribution of this

= =

KONARAK

This old film shows the design and sculpture of the famous
sun temple. It opens with air shots of Konarak nd pilgrims
on the beach, a pilgrim camp, and the start of t it cir-
cumambulation of the temple. The camera then pro eels on
its own, -*arming sculpture of deities, mithuna f gures
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(embracing couples), animals large and slit etc. The temPle/2
is called the crowning achievement of Orista temple architec- j
ture and the Black Pagoda. The, camerawork effectively shows
many fine details of the sculpture and is especially apt for
giving the narrative effect the friezes.

21 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1958?
Rishikesh Mukerjee and Hari S. Das Gupta

(See Government of India under Sources of Information and
Materials for distribution of this film)

KUCCHIPUDI--PART 'ONE

This film focuses on the traditional devotional dance drama
named after Kucchipudi village in Andhra Pradesh. While the
film concentrates on the performance aspects of the dance and
its preservation in modern times as a secular art, it does
give information on the religious traditions of the dance'and
its poet-saint. originators of the 16th century. Among the
performances shown is a brief solo dance of th't Dasavatara
(ten avatars) and a fully'staged dance skit of the story myth
of Prahlada.

20 minutes; color; 16mm; 1.973
M.Y. Kulkarni and T.A. Abraham

(See Government of India under Sources of Information and
Materials for distribdrion of this film)

===

KUTTIYATTAM: SANSKRIT DRAMA IN THE TEMPLES OF KERALA

This unique film on a form of Sanskrit theater preserved by
the temple community of Kerala discusses the place of the
theater in the temple and shows the elaborate ritual prepara-
tion of the performers including makeup. It concludes with
footage of two live, full costume performances.

27 minutes; color; 16mm; 1974
Clifford Jones--Traditional Art & Ritual in South India,

Bullfrog Films Inc.
Box 114
ilford Square, PA 18935

= =

LAND OF THE INDUS

This film moves down the Indus river in what is now Pakistan
showing ancient peoples and traditional life styles and is
important for several minutes on the excavations of Mohenjadaro

lb
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and the Indus civilization.

28 minutes; color; 16mm; 1974; sale $240; rent $22
John,Frank and John Herr

Center for Instructional Resources
State University College
New Paltz, NY '12561

A'LOOK AT THE CASTES

In spite of thy/ highly editorialized cinematography and nar-

;
ra ive, this film has useful footage illustrating Mallets
th sis that caste is largely invisible unless you know what
you are looking at. Although the various sequences are not

i., well related, there is excellent camera work and an excep-
tionally good view (without any useful explanation) of a
funeral and cremation and rites afterwards.

52.minutes; color; 16mm; 1967-8; sale $795; rent S75
Louis Malle--Phantom'India

New Yorker Films
43 West 61st Street
New York, NY 10023.

= =

MADHUBANI PAINTERS

Madhilbani village in North Bihar, while typical of Indian
villages in many respects, claims to be part of the Mithila-
of oldwhere Sita and Rama were married.' The women there
have preserved a unique style of folk art: brightly colored
paintings with bold two-dimensional designs of religious
subjects. Ramayana and Krishna Lila scenes are popular. De-
tails of completed pictures are shown and the manner of paint-
ing is portrayed. A colorful and agreeably narred and
filmed presentation.

18 minutes, color; 16mm; 1971?
S. Bannerjee and V. Shilli

(See Government of India under Sources of Information and
Materials for distribution of this film)

===

MAHATMA GANDHI: TWENTIETH CENTURY PROPHET

Of ttie half-dozen films on Gandhi, this is unquestionably
the best: it includes a long passage on the Salt, March
(1930) and excellent footage of his funeral and memorial
services. For a shorter version of comparable quality, see
Gandhi.
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82 minutes;-b/w; 16mm; pot fOr sale; rent $40
-Ideal Pictures
34 MacQuesten Parkway South
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

=ME

MIRACLE OF ALI: THE MIDDAY SUN

A superbly filmed presentation of the BalineT "a people
intoxicated by the arts," with an attempt to ortray "the
religious roots of all thehrts." It emphasizes musics
carving in stone and wood, painting, and dance traditions,
the last including legong, an ancient spear dance and the
Ramayana-based monkey dance.

52 minutes; color; 16mm; 1972; sale $600; rent $28
BBC Production

Xerox Films
245 Long Hill Rd.
Middletown, CT 06457

ism
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MUSIC OF NORTH INDIA: FOUR INDIAN MUSICIANS/

This set of fOur films includes portraits of the performances
and lifestyles of four musicians: Bhimsen Joshi and Pandit
Jasraj, vocalists; Vijay Rao, flute; and Amjad Ali Khan, garod.
The film on Pandit Jasraj especially brings out the importance
of religion as a source of inspiration for music and for its
sponsorship by the wealthy. Notes accompany the films and a
monograph with general background information on Indian music
has been produced by Marie Joy Curtis, and is available from
the New York State Education Department Bureau of Mass Com-
munications.

29 minutes each; color; 16mm; 1970; sale $400 each; rent
$40 each
James Beveridge Associates

c/o Edna and Friends
18 West 45th St., Rm 503
New York, NY 10036

A MUSICAL TRADITION IN BANARAS

This film sets the professional life of an Indian" tabla player,
Panchu Mahar; in the larger context of his personal life.
Filmed in Ba aasiand a nearby village, it includes interview
footage and informal performances, as well at insights into

_Ids teaching and personal philosophy.
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40 minutes; color; 16mm; 1974; sale.$225; rent $17
Roger Hartman

South Adian Area Center
1242 Van Hise Hall
University of Wrsconsin, Madison, WI $3706

ME=

NEPAL: LAND OF-THE GODS

1. The Tantric Universe
2. Tibetan Heritage
3. Sherpa Legend

A series of three films made in the Kathmandu and Kungu val=
leys of Nepal. Cinematography is excellent but the narration
is unimpressive and often quite erroneous. The Vajrayana
Buddhist footage including rituals, meditation, and intAviews
with monks, predominates, but The Tantric Universe includes .'

attention to the unique blend of Hinduism and Buddhism in
Nepalese tantrism. Images of Ganesha, Hanuman, Vishnu, and
Shiva are shown, as well as animal sacrifices to Kali.

22 minutes; color; 16mm;
19 minutes; color; 16mm;
1 minutes; color; 16mm;

1976; sale $290; rent $ 0
1976; sale $290 ren
1976; sale $290; r

(all three, sale $800; rent $140)
Focus International
505 West End Ave.
New York, NY: 10024

1113=

5
NON- VIOLENCE -- MAHATMA GANDHI AND MARTIN LUTHER KING: THE TEACHER
AND THE PUPIL

This film effectively juxtaposes footage of the American civil
rights movement, especially in Selma, Alabama, with footage of
the Satyagraha movement. King's indebtedness to Gandhi is
made explicit through his own speeches. Their views and their
deaths by assassination are drawn out as parallels. A'study
guide is available.

15 minutes; color; 16mm; 1971; sale $200; rent $25
C. Grinker ag* M. Koplin

PicturarFilm Distribution Corporation
111 8th Avenue
New York, NY 10011
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NORTH INDIAN VILLAGE

A study of Khalapur, a village northeast of Delhi, with focus
on the Rajputs. Of interest to the study of Hinduism are sub-
stantial footagerson marriage and betrothal ceremonies, and
brief it attention to a village temple, a muslim saint's shrine,
a brahman's daily rites, anupanayana prelude to a marriage,
and the festiv1,of Holi. Excellent on caste roles, occupations,
service exchanges (e.g., the regulation of social behavior in
caste rankings at festivals), and women's lives and roles.
Filmed 1953-59.

32 minutes; color; 16mm; 1959; sale $390; rent $17.50
John and Patricia Hitchcock-<:Cornell U. Film Center

International Film Bureau
332 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604

920=

ON THE FRINGES OF INDIAN SOCIETY

This film provides interGiews in and film footage of several
small communities in India: Bondo Tribe, Toda Tribe, Syriac
Christians, Cochin Jews, and the Aurobindo Ashram at Pondicherry.
The. interaction of the tribes with modernization and with Hin-
jduism is discussed, and the disruption of their-ways is indi-
cated. The footage of\the AurobindO Ashram has a background of
a barely audible rec6rding of The Mother. An aged resident of
the Ashram is interviewed and demonstrates his daily Hatha
Yoga exercise.

52 minutes; color; 16mm; 1967-8; sale $795; rent $75
Louis Malle--Phantom India

New Yorker Films '

43 West 61st St.
New York; NY 10023

PORTRAIT OF A 'CITY

A "mood" film with no narration in which the camera explores
the sights and sounds of Calcutta, India's largest city. The
expert hand of director Satyajit Ray is discernible in the
richly suggestive juxtaposition of images, the professional
style and pacing. An "enrichment" film at its best (cf.
Banaras by Michael'Camer ni).

21 minutes; b/w; 16 ; 1961
Satyajit Ray

(See Government of India under Sources of Information and
Materials for distribution of this film),

0**
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SINDRANATH TAGORE

Ray masterfully shows Tagore as he grows from childhood 'through

adult life to old age, and in the process illuminates the eat

events and intellectual currents which dominate the'first if

of the 20th century. Superb footage on Tagore's travels broad'

and of his estate in Bengal.

AID

54 miqutes;, b/w; 16mM; 1961; tale $300; rent $35

Satyajit Ray
Contemporary Films/McGraw-Hill
1221 Avenue of the,Americas
New York, NY 10020

=a=

RADHA AND KRISHNA AS SEEN THROUGH THE EYES OF THE PAHARI PAINTERS

"A long time ago on the banks of the river Jamuna....," so be-

gins this charming evocation of the life of Krishna as a theme

of Pahari paintings. Krishna's exploits are somewhat expur-
gated,' and the camera focuses more on- t"he beauty of the paint-

ing than on Krishna. Still, this c musically 'and

artistically delightful enrichme444 eligion course that.

makes it clear that Krishna's devotees think of his life as

something more than a simple:story.

22 minutps; color; 16mm; 1957

J. Bhownagri
(See Government of India under Sources of Information
Materials'for distribution of this film)

a =x

-RADHA'S DAY: 'HINDU FAMILY LIFE

The camera follows a young unmarried woman in Madras through
her dailyroutine in an urban, middle-class, brahman household.

Of interest, in addition to caste interactivities through the

day, are her devotions to Lakshmi in the home, a visit to a

Ganesha shrine with an acolyte,shrine to planetary deities,

and the decorating of thresholds and doorways. The film is

good on ethnographic detail.

17 minutes; color; 16mm; 1969; sale $180; rent $12

H. Daniel SmithImage India
Film Marketing Division of Film Rental Library
Syracuse University
1455 East Colvin St., Syracuse, NY 13210

6,3
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RAGA

This film focuses on Ravi Shankar and on his deep commitment
to his own tradition; esp'ecially to the impOrtance of the
guru-student relationship. Much of, the footage is shotin
India, and most of it ties into his religious roots. His de-
votion to his musical guru and-spiritual guru are explicitly
shown. There is godbfootage of the Banaras ghats. Concerts
and music lessons predominate in the rest of the film. George
Harrison amillphudi Menuhin make appearances. There is at-
tention to ephemeral nature of cult-, drug-, and rock-
influenced interest in Indian things. The film is vislialy
and musically very entertaining, and can make a good enWee
to the Close relationship of Indian arts and religion.

97 minutes; color; ;.6movi 1972; sale $1350; rent $125
Howard Worth

Cornerstone Films
470 Park Avenue South

e New York, NY 10016

= =

e'RAJU: A GUIDE FROM RISHIKESH

This film about a 9-year-old tourist guide in this famoUs
Ganges-pilgrimage town may give ari impression of the lifestyle

, and mystique of the place even though the camera dwells over-
long on the boy. Succeeds in a unique way in revealing re-
ligion as a business.

a

-0 , A 28 minutes; color; 16mm;,1967; Discontinued; rent $19
Inquire: Columbia University Press

Center:Joe' Mass Communications
562 West 113th Street
New York, NY 10027

= = =

SAI BABA (HIS LIFE AND HIS 4sSAGE)

This isa highly devotional film wholly accepting the works
and llfe of this modern day phenomenon as the miraculous deeds
of an avatar. The footage accurately depicts Satya Sai Baba's
style of public appearances and-the enormous crowds of fol-
lowers he has in India.

clp

. 30 minutes;,color; 16mm; 197,3; sale $275; rent $30
Richard Bock

Cornerstone Films
470 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

I
=2:313
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TANJORE

This film brings out that Tanjore is famous as the birthplace
of Tyigaraja and other famous musician saints of South India.
Th4s most of this brief film is of annual music concerts hon-

'1aring Tyagaraja, and the ,enormous crowds that .gatper for them.
It also contains glimpses Of temples and a chariot festival.

TANTRA

7 minutes; b/w; 16mm; ,
(See Government of India under Sources of Information and

ik Materials for distribution of this film)

This film includes unsual footage of actual rituals aaiociatd-
with tantra in a itlqn age of scenes intended to give the viewer
insight into the st," es of awareness and practice of tantra
(here called Invocat on, Initiation, and Union). Some tantric
art is included with footage of tantric practitioners. There
is no narrative explanation of what is shown. A discordant
musical sound track, trick photogeph, and footage of dance
and pleasing scenery iaggest possible interpretations of tan-
trism. -

26 minutes;.color; 16mm; 1968; sale $400; rent $35
Nik Douglas, Robert Fraser, and Mick Jagger

..Cornerstone Films
470 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

-.
=e-

TEMPLES OF BELUR AND HALEBID

A survey of the Hoysala-period temples of northern Karnataka
with closeups of the incredibly sculptural motifs.

-

I

14 Minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1959
Ezra Mir and Ravi Gabale

(See' Government of India under tpurces of Information and
Materials for distribution of this film)

t ===

THERAYATTAM

This film attempts through narration to show that dance is an
important form of worship. It depicts the elaborate dance of
the folk tradition of Kerala said rho be the forebear of the

7o
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4 Kathakali style. Ina festival lasting two or three days, the
performers portray numbers of gods and goddesses identified
with Durga, Kali, Shiva, Ganesha, and Aiyyappan. The cere-
monial makeup and costuming of the dancers is shown. In spite
of the narration the film does succeed in'showing the place
of the dance in thisfolk religion tradition.

18 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1959; sale $150; rent $20
-K.T. John

Film.Images
17 West 60th Street
New York, NY 100 23

THINGS SUN IN MADRAS
.

E.ctraordinary footage and less objectionable than Mane's.
usual-narrative. Fist, a ratha procession through the streets
showing huge crowds and the four-story temple chariot pulled --)
by human hands. This- vivid and sensitive cinematography is
followed by scenes of modern theatre and cinema in Madras.
Finally, there is a quarter -hour in 'a dance school showing the
training, self-sacrifice, and religious inspiration of the
Bharatanatyam.

52 minutesvcolor; 16mm; 1967-8; sale $795; rent $75
'Louis Malle--Phantom India

New Yorker Films
43 West 61st Street
New York, NY 10023

461

VIVLAGE IN INDIA: FIFTY MISS FROM POONA

One of §everal films available on Village India, this is rich.
in ethnographic detail and therefore useful as an enrichment
resource in a religion course when studying Hinduism for an
anthropological approach to the family and community setting
in which faith operates. 'Filmed in Maharashtra in the late
1950's. 'Compare North Indian Village.

20 minutes; b/w; 16mm; 1959; sale $140
Faili Bilimoria

National Film :rd of Canada
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

IBM=
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VILLAGE MAN, CITY MAN

This film provides an insightfill look into the living condi.,
tionS of a typical-village emigre who works in ATi aiban in-
dustrial complex, bunks with other men from his region and
status, and enjoys only minimum participation in village life,
while returning home to his village periodically to visit wife
and child id family, whom he supports throOgh his labors.
The film can 'be used to show the ways in which co-religious
nd other.ties preserve a sense of community in the urban

411,World, and how economic necessity keeps many families broken
into, their rural home life and urban economic components.

38 minutes; color; 16mm; 1975; sale $140; rent S17
Mira Reym Binford and Michael Camerini

South Asian Area Center
1242 Van HiseOHall
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

as=

VINOBA SHAVE: WALKING REVOLUTIONARY

Primarily.concerned with Bhave's Bhoodan Movement -.the attempt
to return the /and to working peasants--this film gives no
evaluation of this controversial pfogram. It ignores Shave's
life and writings but shows Ills continuity with Gandhi.
Vinoba Bhave--The Man (20 min.; b/w; GOI) is elbetter film
but generally not available.

39 minutes; color; 16mm; 1970; sale $425; rent $22.50
Pilgrim Films

International Film Bureau
332 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604

7 2
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HINDUISM IN THE WEST

CIRANJIVAN

The Foundation of Revelation considers itself a family (of
about 200) rather than a movement; this film is a record of
revelation (satsan ) by Father (Ciranjivan) on Mt. Tamalpais
(near Sap Francisco) in June 1970. It depicts the spiritual
leader and his relationship with devotees (in this case, his
children or- family rather, than devotees). 4The film has a
slight technical defect in that at spots the soundtrack is
hard to follow; but that does not significantly detract from
its purpose which is to convey the experience as thoroughly
as poqsible without one's actually having been there. The
film fs devotional in orientation.

23 minutes; Color; 16mm; 197 ?; available for loan through
the distributor, but not for purchase

The Foundation of Revelation
59 Scott Street,
San Francisco, CA 94117

EVOLUTION OF A YOGI

The film versipn of Alpert's Be Here Now. In his own disarm-
ing words, Ram Dass explains his'journey fromsdrugs to yoga.
The film shows his appeal as a guru.

28 minutes; color; 16mm; 197 ?; sale $300; rent $35
Elda Hartley

Hartley Film Foundation
Cat Rock Rpad
Coi Cob, CT 06807

THE HARE KRISHNA PEOPLE

The International Society for Krishna Coniciousness has pro-
duced this film (with considerable technical skill) designed
to describe the Hare ,Krishna people, their organization, their
factories, publishing, office work, art work for devotional
and commercial products, -and their communications studios for
recordings and movies. It shows devotees in characteristic
activities in Los Angeles,, New York, London, India, Mexico,
and at the New Vtindavana in West Virginia. The underlying
spiritual tone is enhanced by the musical background of the
typical Hare KrIlia chants,-rhythms, and bells, and by the
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continuous presence of typical Krishna art. The film ends wiqh
an American Krishna devotee commenting on Swami Prabhupada's
rendering of the Shagavad Gita, and a shot of Prabhupada him-
self in the Hare Krishna dance, with other devotees, at a tem-
ple.

30 minutes; color; 16mm; 1974; sale $395; rent $40
John Griesser and Jean Papert

Bhaktivedanta''Book Trust
3764 Watseka Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90034

HATHA YOGA DARSHANA: THE YOGA POINT OF VIEW 3

This fklm is technically oriented, dealing with one person
exhibiting and explaining physical yoga. The practitioner
(Haven 01More) ealplicates the spiritual significance along
with the health advantages of yoga. The two aspects--the
technical and the philosophical--are fused into an absorbing
presentation; however, one which 'would probably be of greatest
advantage to the advanced student or to those interested in
yoga.

30 4ninuties;- color; 16mm; 197?; sale $425; rent $35
-Jim Kaspar

Inquiry Films,
P.O. Box 60
NewtonCenter, MA 02159

HE TOUCHED ME

While there is a great deal of walking around and 4ots-of the
beautiful scenery at the Kripalu Yoga Retreat, there'is also
presentation of the basic structure and nature of this group,
including focus on its founder Yogi Amrit Desai and his guru,
Swami Shri Kripallianandaji. The film giveka considerable
amount of information, devotional in tone, About the yoga prac-
ticed for the inner-self--enough to make an interesting com-
parison with other groups, such as the followers of Satchidananda
whose karma yoga is meditatiOn in action, or the Hare Krishna
group, at New Vrindavana where karma_yaqa is work for Krishna.

41 i
4S minutes; color; super 8mm
Inquire at Kripalu Yoga Retreat ,'

Kripalu Yoga Retreat '-

Box 120
Summit Station, PA 17979

ease
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KRISHNAMURTI! A DIALOGUE WITH HUSTON SMITH

Many people regard Krishnamurti as an articulate exponent,
indeed an exemplar, of an imaginative and sensitive blending
of Western philosophy and Indian wisdom. This interview,
firmed in 1968, elicits from him reflections on freedom,
authority, relationships, the ideal and nature of love.

63 minutes; color; 16mm; 1971; Sale $600; rent $60
School of Theology, Claremont

Blaisdell. Institute
143 East 10th Street
Claremont, CA

LIVING YOGA

Focusing upon Swami Satchidananda, the film treats four paths
or yogas, separate from one another apparently like the spokes
of a wheel all leading to the hub, the oneness: hatha, the
way of the body; raja, the way of the mind (meditation); karma,
the way of service (meditation in action); bhakti, the way of
the heart (yo just love). In this yoga as seen by Satchidananda,
jnana (the WV9 the-intellect)_is-significantly absent (a
final scene has Satchidahanda'teIling his devotees to cut off
the head, that love comes from the heart, not the head). Al-
though it could be argued that correct knowledge, or jnana, is
implicit (as wisdom) in the other four f it'can also be held
that it is traditionally a separate yoga and deserves treatment
as such. Still, the film purports to treat Satchidanandes
views, not philosophical Hinduism as such.

20 minutes; coldr; 16mm; 196 ?; sale $275; rent $30
Integral Yoga Institute

Integral Yoga Institute, Satchidananda Ashram
P.O. Box 108, Pomfret, CT 06259

or Hartley Film Foundation
Cat Rock Road, Cos Cob, CT 06807

MAHAMILANA

This film is the record of the arrival of the immediate family
of Ciranjivan (the Father of the Foundation of Revelation group)
from Bengal, and their greeting by the members of the Founda-
tion of Revelation. The separation from Ciranjivan had been
long and filled with tribulations, and the film of the reunion
is frankly sentimental but also spontaneously joyous. It is a
good.example of the closeness of the spiritual family members
ofthe Foundation, and how that cohesiveness is expressed. At
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times folksy and homey, it is as well genuine and warm, 1:)e-
sented from the insider's viewpoint much as would be any home
movie of a family reunion. Much can be learned about the
Foundation from the film.

27 minutes; color; 16mm; 1977; available for loan
through the distributor, but not for purchase

The Foundation of Revelation
59 Scott Street
San Francisco, CA 94117

MAHTSHI MAHESH: JET-AGE YOGI

This film opens as the leader of the Spiritual Regeneration
Movement arrives in a helicopter at Rishikesh where, waiting
for him, are the.Beatles, the Rolling Stones, the Beach Boys,
and assorted disciples, theatrical and otherwise. The film
is an honest attempt to explore this contemporary phenomenon
of India and of the West. Maharishi Mahesh is interviewed in
part of this film, where direct questions concerning his method
and clientele are raised, and more or less responded to.

28 minutes; color
Inquire: Columbia University Pass

Center for-Mass Co cations
562 West 113th Streei-15-.'-
New Yorky'NY 10027

1111=111

NEW AGE COMMUNITIES: THE SEARCH FOR UTOPIA

An alternative lifestyle as presented through five communal
settlepents: Twin Oaks, near Richmond, Virginia, with no
dominant ideology; Koinonia, near Baltdoore, religiously on -L-
ented but undoctrinaire; The Farm, Summertown, Tennessee,
eclectically based 46n Hindu-Buddhist ought and led by
Stephen Gaskin; Ananda Coerative Vill ge, nea? Nevada City,
California, founded by Swami Kriyanand (born as Donald
Walters), disciple Of Paramahamsa Yog nanda; Findhorn, on the
northeast coast of Scotland, also spiritual but undoctrinaire.

. Informative and especially valuable for comparison of The Farm
and the Ananda Cooperative Village as similar but by no means
the same in spirituall approach and lifestyle.

40 minutes; color; 16mm; 197?; sale $400; rent S45
Elda Hartley

Hartley Film Foundation
Cat Rock Road
Cos Cob, CT 06807
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THE SPIRITUAL FRONTIER '

The spiritual frontier is the way of life exemplified by the
Hare Krishna people at their commune of New Vrindavana in
West Virginia. The initial sequence shows the temples,of
Brindaban on the Jumna, near Mathura in India, including the
temple where the founder of the International Society of
Krishna Consciousness, wami'Prabhupada, lived for twelve
years. Then, in 1965, he narrator explains, in response

f to his guru's order, h came to New 'fork City with the Krishna
mantra, and there he "urged his disciples to found an ideal
community," which would be "a spiritual frontier." New
Vrindavana is now "one of the largest religious communities,
covering some thousand acres in the foothills of West Virginia."
There are shots of the building in progress of new temples,
cabins, workshops, and of the classes, dancing,, and singing. -...4.-

The viewer with a background knowledge of Hiinduism will see
evidence of _the transplanting of a romanticized India, the
modeling of the devotees on the example of the guru, and of
the firm commitment of the devotees to a highly structured,
well-organized religious group.

27 minutes; color; 16mm; 1976; sale $350; rent $40
John Griesser and Jean Papert 4 Afr

Bhaktivedanta Book Trust
3764 Watseka "Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90034

SUNSEED

This is a popular and ambitious film ondNew Age groups or
. movements. It spends a great deal of time on-the late Murshid

Samuel Lewis, and varying amounts of footage on Lama Anagarika
Govinda, Swami Satchidananda, Ram Dass, Swami Muktananda, Yogi
Bhaja, among others in India and the United States., It is an
atmospheric film providing more mood and message than objective
information, with a considerable degree of sentimentality - -but

,\ it is valuable as background..

k 87 minutes; color; 16mm; 1
)0

971; rent $90
Frederick Cohn and Ralph harper Silver

Cornerstone
P.O. Box 376 AB

(

e

New Lebanon, NY 12125

=ICU

TIME OF THE SAVIOUR

This film, made in 1973, is an examination.of Guru Maharaj
Ji's Divine Light Mission, a critical analysis of the psychology
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of such movements and their effect upon7Americans. The film
uses the Divine Light Mission as a case study, not a target
in itself, and raises questions rather than provides answers.
Even though the nature and phrasing of the questions have an
obvious negative undertone, the issues raised make this film
useful for students who have some background from their study
of Hinduism.

24 minutes; color; 16mm; 1973; sale $300; rent $35
Jim Kasper

Inquiry Films
P.O. Box 60
Newton Center, MA 02159

== =

TRIP TOAWARENESS: A JAIN PILGRIMAGE TO INDIA

This film starts with statements by the followers of Muni
Chitrabhanu, the only Jaina muni active in the United States,
and follows eighteen of them (ranging in age from 18-68) on
a pilgrimage to Jaina shrines in India, under Chitrabhanu's
guidance. There are excellent shots of architecture and
sculpture, and of a dance in a temple.

30 minutes; color; 16mm; 1976; sale $325; rent $35
Elda Hartley

Hartley Film Foundation
Cat Rock Road
Cos Cob, CT 06807

=
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INDEXES OF FILMS AND VIDEOTAPES

TITLE INDEX
( indicates cultural background;

indicates films on Hinduismin
America.)

Altar of ,Fire
Apu Trilogy
The Avatar: Concept- and Example
Balasaraswathi
Bali Today

Page

14
48
15
48
48

Banaras 49
Bismillip Khan 49
Bhoodan-Yatra* 49
CalcuttaA, 50

Cave Temples - Hindu 50

ciranjivan 67
Contemporary Guru: Rajnish 15-

Courtship 50

Death and Rebirth in Hinduism 15

Devi 51-

Discovering the Music of India 51

Distant Thunder 51
Evolution of a Yogi 67

Festival Time 52

Floating in the Air, Followed By the Wind 17

Four Holy Men: Renunciation in Hindu Society 18
Four Religions (Part I & Part II) 18
Gandhi 52

Ganges River 52

Ganges: Sacred River 53

Gazipur* 53
The Goddess Bhagavati 19

Gurkha Country 53
JFhe Hare Krishna People 67

:,-Hatha Yoga Darshana: 'The Yoga Point of View 68
He Touched Me 68

',Himalayan Shaman: Northern Nepal; Southern Nepal 20

-Hindu Devotions at Dawn 20

Hindu Family Celebration 21

Hindu Pilgrimage 21

Hindu Procession to the Sea 22

The Hindu Ritual Sandhya 22

The Hindu Sacrament of Surrender 23
Hindu Sacrament of Thread Investiture 23

Hindu Sacraments of Childhood 24

Hindu Temple Rites: Bathing'the Image of God 25

The Hindu World 25

Hinduism -4?
1
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.'-

Hinduism (in three parts)
27

Hinduism: Many Paths to God 27

Hinduism: Wheel of Karma 28

Hinduism and Song of God 4, 29

Hinduism in-South India
30

Holy Himalayas'
54

Holy Men of India: The Sadhus /
30

How a Hindu Worships at the Home Shrine 31

Imminent Deities'
54

Indian Holy Men: Darshan - 32

An Indian Pilgrimage: Kashi 32

An Indian Pilgrimage: Ramdevra 33

Indian Village Life: Two'Villages in Orissa' 54

An Indian Worker: From Village to City' 54

The Indians and the Sacred
33

An Introduction: Exploring the Religions of South, Asia 34

t vitation to an Indian .Wedding' 55

Ka"lash at Ellora'
55

Ka eidoscope Orissa'
55

Ka an Ramayana'
56

Khajuraho'
56

Konarak°
56

Krishnamurti: A Dialogue with Huston Smith" 69

Kucchipudi--Part One'
57

Kundalini Yoga"
35

Kuttiyattam'
57

Land of the Indus'
57

The Life Cycle in Hinduism: girth, Initiation, Marriage -36

Living Hinduism .
b ",-

37 ,

Living Yoga" (

69

A Look at the Castes' .
58

....--__.-

Madhubani Painters'
-., 58

Mahatma Gandhi: -Twentieth Century Prophet' 58

Mahamilana" .

69

Maharishi Mahesh: Jet-Age Yogi" 70

Major Religiqns of the World 37

Miracle of Bali: The Midday Sun' 59

Monthly A7estral Offerings in Hinduism 38

Mutugan
38

Music of North India: Four Indian Mbsicians" S 59-

A Musical Tradition in Banara' .. 59

Nepal: Land of the Gods'.''
60

New Age Communities: The Search for Utopia" 70

Non-Violehce--Mahatma Gandi and Martin Luther King' 60

North Indian Village'
61

,

On the Fringes of Indian Society
re 61

Pankuni Uttaram: Festival of Marriage and Fertility 39

Pilgrimage to a Hindu Temple
39

-Portrait of a City'
61

Rabindranath Tagore' .

62

Radha and Krishna as Seen through the Eyes of Pahari .

Painters'
62

Radha's Day: Hindu Family Life' 62

SO
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Raga 63
Raju: _A Guide from Rishikesh 63
Sai Baba (His Life and His Message) 63
Sectarian Hinduism: Xhe Goddess and Her Worship 40
Sectarian Hinduism: ,Lord Shiva and His Worship 41
Sectarian Hinduism: Lord Vishnu and His Worship 41
The Serpent Dej.ties 42
Skanda-Sasti 42
The Spiritual Frontier 71
Sunseed 71
Swami Karunananda from Waterloo Australia 43
The Sword and the Flute 43
Tanjore 64
Tantra 64
Temples of Belur and Halebid 64
Therayattam 64
Things Seen in Madras 65
The Time of the Saviour" 71
Trance and Dance in Bali 44
Trip. to Awareness 72

Village in India: Fifty Miles from Poona* 65
Village Man: City Man . 66
Vinloba Bhave: Walking Revolutionary 66
Vishnu's Maya 45
Wedding of the Goddess (Part I and Part II) 45
The Worship of the Deity Ayyappan 46
Yakam 47 A
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SERIES INDEX

Contemporary South Asia Film Series (University of Wisconsin)
Banaras
Four Holy Men: Renunciation if Hindu Society
An Indian Pilgrimage: Kashi
An Indian Pilgrimage: Ramdevra
A MusicM. Tradition in Banaras
Village Man: City MaA
Wedding of the Goddess (Part One & Part Two)

Exploring'the Religions of South Asia (David - Knipe)
A Contemporary Guru Rajnish
Death and Rebirth in Hinduism
Hindu Pilgrimage
Hinduism in So4th India
An Introduction: Exploring the Religions of South Asia
The Life Cycle in Hinduism: Birth, Initiation, Mafriage
Living Hinduism
Sectarian Hinduism: The Goddess and Her Worship
Sectarian Hinduism: Lord Shiv; and His Worship
Sectarian Hinduism: Lord Vishnu and His Worship

Image India (H. Daniel Smith)
Hindu Devotions-at Dawn
Hindu Fapily Celebration: Sixtieth Birthday
Hindu Proce.ssion to the Sea
HindU laordment of Surrender
Hindu Sperament of Thread Investiture
Hindu S6craments of Childhood
Hindu Temple Rites: Bathing the Image of God
How a Hindu Worships at the Home Shr2lhe
Monthly Ancestral Offerings in Hinduism
Pilgrimage to a Hinpu Temple
Radha's Day: Hindu Family .;Life

South/Indian Festivals (Fred Clothey)
Papkuni Uttar'am
Skanda Sasti
Yak&.m

Traditional Art and Ritual in South India (Clifford Jones)
The Goddess Bhagavati
Kamban Ramayana
Kuttiyattam
The Serpent DAties
Worship.of the Deity Ayyappan
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TOPICAL INDEX .,

(Titles from the Cultural ground section are indicated
.

Q
by"; other bitles are from e Religious Tradition section.)

ANCESTRAL RITES - -Death and Rebirth in Hinduism; Indian Pilgrimage,:
-KashirMorthly Ancestral Offerings in Hinduism,

.'

ART--The Goddess Bhagayathe Serpent Deities...; The Si4ord and
.

, the Flute; The Worship of the Deity Ayyappan; Cave Temples--
Hindu; Imminent Deities; Kaleidoscope Orissa; Khajuraho; Konarak;
Madhubani-Painters; 'Miracle of Midday Sun; Radhalband
Krishna; Tantra; Temples of- Belur and lebid

ASHRAM--The Avatar: Condept and Example; ontemporary Guru:
Rajnish...;'Four Holy 'Men: Renunciation...;'Indiantlly Mem.;

..
Darshan; Swami Karunananda... /'

*

AUROBINDOThe Avatar: Concept and Example; /4 On the Fringes of
Indian Society .

,.
.

., . - me

AVATARAThe Avatar: Concept and Example; Sectarian Hndoksm:
-.Loral Vishnu and His Worship; * Sai Baba

BALITrance and Dance in Bali...; * Bali Today; Miracle of Bali:
Midday Sun

BANARAS (KASHI)--Hindu Pilgrimage; Indian 'Pilgrimage! Kashi; Liv-
ing Hinduism; Sectarian Hinduism:. Lord Siva and His Worship;
" Banaras; Bismillah Khan; Ganges: ,Sacred River

15. 11
BATHING- -Hindu Procession to the Se@; Hinilu Temple Ritei

ANAGAVAD
Song o d; Hinduiim: Many'Paths to God

HAVE, VINOBHA!--* V,i.nobha Bhave: Walking Revolutionary; Bhoodan
Yatra

-The Avatar: Concept and Example; Hinduism and the 46

BRAHMANS
Sandh
ships
duism;
Thunde

Ijndu Sacrament of Thread InvesrAre; How a Hindu Wor-
oh; The Hindu Ritualltar of Fire, Hindu Family Caleb

mat
'ffluniP4tthe ,Home Shrine; Modthly AnceStral Offerings in Hiw-

Pilg4tque to a Hindu Traple; Vishnu'-N s Maya; "' Distant
r .

.. .

CASTEHiMaa.ayan Shama . N' rthern Nepal/...Southern Nepal; 'Hindu-
ism in South India; Hindu Sacrame t of Surrender; An Introduction
(ERSA -#1).; Distant 7 under; Ga ur; A Lchook ar the Castes;
-North.Indian Village; Village Man, City ftrl

*
"CHILDREN- -Hind 9 Sacraments of Childhood...; The Life Cycle in Hin-

duism: Birth, Initiation, Marriage; * Apu-Trilogy

,'
k .
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CITY--Hindu Devotions iot Dawn; Hindu Procession to the Sea; Weddinal
of the Goddess; " Banaras; Calcutta;.Portrait of a City; Thing
Seen in Madras; Village Man, City Man Nd4

CONTEMPORARY HINDUISM--The Avatar: Concept and Example; A Contem-
porary Guru: Rajnish; Four Holy Men: Renunciation.:.; Hindu
Pilgrimage: Ramdevra; Hinduism and the Song of God; An Indian
Pilgrimage:ow Kashi; " Distant Thunder; Festival Time; Gandhi;,
Invitation to an Indian Wedding; Mahatma Gandhi--Twentieth Cen-
tury Prophet; en the Fringes of Indian Society; Rabindranatt
Tagore; Sai Baba; Vinobha Bhave

DANCE- -A Contemporary Guru: Rajnish; Floating in the Air ...; The
-Goddess Bhagavati; Indian Holy Men: Darshan; The Serpent Dei-
ties...; Trance and Dance-in 8ali...; The Worship of the Deity
Ayyappan; " Balasaraswathi; Kumban Ramayana; Kuttiyatam; Mira-
cle of Bali: Midday Sun; Therayattam; Things Seen in Madras

DEATH--Death and Rebirth in Hinduism

DEVI--(See'Goddess)

DHARMA--The Avatar: Concept and Example; An/Introduction (ERSA #1)

DRAVIDIAN - -(See South India)

DURGA--(See also Goddess), Hinduis'm: Many Paths to God; " Calcutta

ECSTASY- -(See also Trance), A Contemporary Guru: Rajnish; Floating
in the Air...; The Goddess BhagaVati; Hindu Pilgrimage: Ramdevra;
Himalayan Shaman: Northern Nepal/...Southern Nepal; Indian Holy
Men: Darshan

, EDUCATION, RELIGIOUS--Altar of Fire,, The Hindu sacrament of Thread
Investiture; The Life Cycle in Hinduisd: Birth, Initiationr
Marriage

FESTIVAL-Floating.in the Air...; Hindu Pilgrimage: Ramdevra; Hindu
Procession to the Sea; Hindu Temple Rites:/ Bathing the Image of
God; Hindui'sm: Many Paths, to God; MurugAn; Pankuni Uttaram:
Festival of Marriage and Fertility;- Pilgrimage to a Hindu Temple;
Skanda Sasti: A Festival of Conquest; Wedding of the GOddess;

4,----4,41rvarn-r-e' A Fiie Ritual...; ' Festival Time; North Indian Village;
Things Seen in Ma4ras -

FIRE--Altar of Fire; Hindu Ftnily Celebration: 60th Birthday; The
Hindu Sacrament of Thread Investiture;) Tiindu Sacraments of Child-
,hood...; Yakam: A Fire Ritual...

FIRE:1001.11<ING--Murugan; TYYe Worstip of the Deity Ayyappan..,
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FOLK RELIGIONHlmalayan Shaman: Northern Nepal/...Southern
Nepal; Hinduism in South India; An Introduction (ERSA #1);
The Life Cycle in Hinduism: Birth, Initiation, Marriage;
Living Hinduism; Serpent Deities...; Trance and Dance in
Bali...; " Guikha Country; Madhubani Painters

FUNERALDeath and Rebirth in Hinduism; " A Look at the Castes

GANDHI--" Gandhi; Mahatma GandhiTwentieth Century Prophet;
)Non-violenceMahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King

GANESHA (GANAPATI)--Hinduism in South India

GANGES -- Hinduism: Many Paths to God; An Indian Pilgrimage:
plashi; Bismillah Khan; Ganges River; Ganges: Sacred River;

1404% NObly Himalayas; Rau

GAYATRI MANTRA--Hindu Devotions at Dawn; Hindu Ritual Sandhya

GESTURE- -(See Mudra)

GODDESS--(See also Dur ) The Goddess Bhagavati; Hindu Temple
Rites; Kundalini Yo ; Living Hinduism'; Sectarian Hinduism:
The Goddess and Her orship.; Wedding of the GOddess; " Devi

GREAT TRADITION/LITTLE TRADITIONAn Introduction (ERSA #1);
Living Hinduism -

GURU--A Contemporary Guru: Rajnish; Floating in'the Air...;
Hindu Family Celebration: 60th Birthday; The Hindu Sacrament
of Thread Investiture; How a Hindu Worships: At the Home

zi Shrine; Raga' A

;I'

HIMALAYAN REGIONHimalayan Shaman; " Gurkha Country; Holy
Himalayas; Nepal Land of the Gods 00 -

HISTORY, RELIGIOUS--Altar of Fire; The Sword and .the Flute; Wed-
ding f the Goddess; " Cave TemplesHindu; Khquwho;
Konar k

HOME - -Hindu Family Celebration; The
Investiture; Hindu Sacraments of
Worships: At the Home Shrine; Mon
.in Hinduism; "azipur; Radha's

- Miles from Poona; Village Man, Ci

ndu Sacrament of Threaci

ildhood...; How a Hindu
illy Ancestral Offerings
y; Village in India, 50
Man

ICONOGRAPHY--(See Symbol)
- -4

IMAGE --The Goddess Bhagavati; Hindu Procession to
TempleRites: Bathing the Image of God; Howsa
At the Home Shrine; Pankuni Uttaram: Festival
Fertility

85
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INITIATIONAltar of Fire; Floating in the'er...;s1HindU SVrament
of Surrender; The Hindu Sacrament of Thread Investiture; Hindu
Sacraments of Childhood...; The Lift Cycle in *nduism: Birth,
Initiation, Marriage; Wedding of the Goddess

INDUS CIVILIZATION - -I Land of the Indus

ISLAM, INFLUENCE or! HINDUISMHindu Pilgrimage: Ramdevra; The
Sword and the Flute

KRISHNA- -The Avatar: Condept and Example; Hindu Pilgrimage; Aec-
tarian Hinduism; Lord Vishnu and_His Worship; The Sword and
the Flute; " Radha and Krishna

MAGIC .(See Folk Religion)

MALAYSIA -- Floating in the Air..;

MANDALA-,-The Goddess Bhagavati; Kundalini Yoga; The Serpent Dei-
ties...; The Wedding of the Goddess

MANTRA--(See Gayatri Mantra)

411ARRIAGEHirldu Family Celebration: 60th Birthday; The Life Cycle
in Hinduism: Birth, Initiation, Marriage; " Courtship; In-
vitation to an Indian Weddirtg; North Indian Village

MEDITATION--A Contemporary Guru: Rajnish; Hindu Devotions at
Dawn; Hindu Ritual Sandhya; Iiinduism: Many Paths to God;
Kundalini Yoga; Swami Karunananda

METHODOLOGY An Introduction (ERSA #1); Living Hinduism

MURUGAN--Floating in the Air...; Murugan; Pankuni Uttaram: Fes-
tival of Marriage and Fertility; Skanda.Sasti: A Festival of
Conquest; Yakam: -A Fire Ritual...

MUSIC, RELIGIOUSAltar of Fire; The Gaddess Bhagavati; Indian
Pilgrimage: Ramdevra; The,Serpent Ceities...r " Bismillah
Khan; Discovering Music of South Asia; Music of North India;
Musical Tradition in Banaras; Raga; Tanjore

MYTH -- Skanda Sasti: A Festival of Conquest; Trance and Dance in
,Bali...; Vishnu's Maya; The Wedding of the Goddess; " Radha
and Krishna

PILGRIMAGE, PILGRIMAGE SITES-- Floating .in thee Air...; Hindu
Ioilgrimage; An Indian Pilgrimage: Kashi; Indian Pilgrimage: ,

iRamdeCrra; Pankuni Uttaram: Festival of Marriage and Fertility;
Pilgrimage to a Hindu Temple; Sectarian Hinduism: Lord Vishn
and 'His Worship; " Holy Himalayas; Raju

A
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PRASADAM-rHindu Temple Rites: Bathing the Image of God; How a
Hindu Worships: At the Home Shrine; Sectarian Hinduism: The
Goddess and Her Worship

'PRIEST--(See also Brahman), Altar of Fire; An Indian Pilgrimage:
Kashi; Hindu Sacrament of Stli.render; -Hindu Temple Rites: Bath-
ing the Image of God; Pankuni Uttaram: Festival of Marriage
and Fertility; Yakam: A Fire Ritual...

PROCESSION--Hindu Procession to the Sea; Murugan; Pankuni Uttaram:
Festival of Marriage an Fertility; Pilgrimage to a Hindu Tem-
ple; Skanda Sasti: A Festival of Conquest; Wedding of the
Goddess; " Things Seen in Madras

PUJA--(See also Ritual, Worship), Hindu Pilgrimage:' Ramdevra;
,Hindu Temple Rites: Battling the Image of tod; Hol.4 a'Hindu
Worships: At the Home Shine; Pilgrimage to a Hindu Temple;
" Radha's Day

RAMA--Sectarian HinduisM: Lord Vishnu and His Worship; " Kamban
Ramayana

REBIVHTMe AVatar: Concept and Example; Death and Rebirth in
Hinduism

RENNCIATION-4See also Sadhu, Sannyasin, Varnashramadharma),
Four Holy Men: 'Renunciation.'"; Holy Men of India: .The,

Sadhus; Indian Holy Men: Darshan; Swami Karunananda...

RITUAL- -Altar of Fire; Death and Rebirth in Hinduism; Floating
in the Air...; The Goddess Bhagavat Himalayan Shamlne Hindu
Family Celebration; Hindu Procession to the Sea; Hindu Ritual
Samdhya; Hindu Sacrament of Surrender; Hindu Sacrament of Thre\a

Investiture; Hindu Sacraments of Childhood...; Hindu Temple
Rites; Bathing the Image qi God; How a Hindu Worships: At the
Home Shrine; Indian Pilgrimage: Kashi; The Life Cycle in Hin-
duism; Monthly Ancestral Offerings in Hinduism; Pankuni Uttaram;
The Seipent Deities; Skanda Sasti: A Festival of Conquest;
Worship-of the Deity Ayyappan; Yakam; Bali Today; Calcutta;
Gurkha Country; Kuttlyattam; A Look at the Castes; North Indian
Village; Radha's D y; Tantra

SACRAMENT--(See Sams ara) 1

SADHU--(See alsorSannyasin,4- Renunciation, Varnashramadha4ma),
Four Holy Men: Renunciation...; Hinduism: Many Pathf4to God;
.Indian Holy Men; Swami' Karunananda

SALAGRAMA- -How a Hindu. Worships: At t'he Home Shrine; Sectarian
Hinduism; 'lord Vishnu and His Worship
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SAMSKARA--Death and Rebirth in Hinduism; The Hindu Sacrament of
Threadytvestiture; Hindu Sacraments of Childhood...; The
Life Cycle ih Hinduism: -Birth, Initiation,Marriage 1110

CI
SANNYASIN--Four Holy Men: Renunciation...; Hinduism: Many Paths

to God; Indian Holy Men: Darsh n; Swami Karunananda...

SATHYA SAI BABA--Hinduism and the Song of God; " Sai Baba,

$ECT--(See also Shiva/, Vishnu!), Hindu Sacrament of Surrender;
Living Hinduism; Sectarian Hinduism: The-Goddess and Her
Worship; Sectarian Hinduism: Lord Shiva and His Wor4hip

SHAKTI-L(See alsolGoddess), Kundalini Yoga; Sectariw Hinduism:
The Goddess and Her ,Worship V

SHAMAN--(See also Trance and Ecstasy), The Goddess Bhagavati...;
Himalayan Shawl: Northern Nepal/...Sodthern Nepal; The Wor-
ship of the Deity Ayyappan...

SHIVA/SHAIVAISM--Hinduism in South India; Sectarian Hinduism:
Lord Shiva and His Worship; Wedding of the Goddess

SOUTH INDIA--(See also Sri-Vaishnava), The Goddess Bhagavati...;
Hindu Procession to tbe Sea; Hindu Temple Rites: Bathing the
Image of God; Hinduism in South India; How a Hindu Worships:
At the Home Shrine;'Murugan; Pilgrimage to a Hindu Temple;
Pankuni Uttaram: Festtval of Marriage and Fertility; The
Serpent Deities; The W9rship of the Deity Ayyappan...; yakam
A Fire Ritual ...; so Imminent Deities; Tanjore; Therayattam;
Things Seen in Madras

SRI LANKA--Murugan

SRI-VAISHNAVA1-(See also Vishnu/Vaishnava), Hindu Devotions at
Dawn; Hindu Family Celebration: 60th Birthday; Hindu Proces-
sion to the Seaf-Hindu Ritual Samdhya; Hindu. Sacrament of Sur-
render; Hindu Sacrament of Thread Investiture; Hindu Sacraments
of Childhood...; Hindu TeMPle Rites: Bathing the Image of God;
HoW a Hindu Worships: At the Home Shrine; Monthly Ancestral:
Offerings in Hinduism; Pilgrimage to a Hindu Temple

SYMbOL--Altar of Fire; The Goddess Bhagavati...; Himalayan Shaman:
Northern Nepal- /...Southern Nepal; Hindu Devotions at Dawn;
Hindu Family Celebration: 60th Birthday; Hindu Pilgrimage:
Ramdevra; Hindu Ritual Samdhya; Hindu Sacrament of Surrender;
Hindu Sacrament of Thread Investiture; Hindu Temple Rites:
Bathing the Image of God; Kundalini Yoga; Living Hinduism;
Monthly Ancestral Offerings in Hinduism; Pankuni Uttaram: Fes-
tival.of Marriage and Fertility; Sectarian Hinduism: The God- ,

dess and Her Worship; Sectarian Hinduism:, Lord Shiva and His
Worship; Sectarian Hinduism: Lord Vishnu and His Worship;

I
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The Serpent Deities...: Skanda Sasti: A Festival of Con-
quest; The Sword and the Flute; Trance and Dance in Bali ...;
The Worship of the Deity Ayyappan; Yakam: A Fire Ritual...

TANTRA--The Goddess Bhagavati...; Living Hinduism; Sectarian

Hinduism: The GOddess and HerWorship; The Worship of the
Deity Ayyappan...; Yakam: A Fire Ritual...; ** Nepal Land
of the Gods; Tantra

TEMPLEHindp Temple Rites: Bathing the Image of God; Pilgrimage
to a Hindu Temple; Sectarian Hinduism: The Goddess and Her
Worship; Sectarian Hinduism: Lord Shiva and His Worship; Skanda
Sasti: A Festival of Conquest; Wedding of the Goddess; Yakam:

A Fire Ritual...; * Cave Temples: Hindu; Khajuraho; Konarak;
Temples 14 Belur and Halebid

TRANCE--(See also Ecstasy), A Contemporary Guru:_ Rajnish; Float-
ing in the Air...; The Goddess Bhagavati...; Himalayan Shaman:
Northern Nepal/...Southern Nepal; Hindu Pilgrimage: Ramdevra;
Indian Holy Men; The Serpent Decties...; Trance and Dance in
Bali..;; The Worship of the Deity Ayyappan...

TRIBE-** Gurkha Country; On the Fringes of Indian Society

VARN,\SHRAMADHARMA--Four Holy Men: Renunciation...; Hindu family
Celebration: 60th Birthday; Hinduism: Many Paths to God; ,

Holy Men,, of India: The Sadhus; Indian Holy Men: Darshan;.

An Intioduction (ERSA #1); Swami Karunananda...; VishnuTS-Maya----

RELIGION1-Altar of Fire

VILLAGE--Himalayan Shaman: Northern Nepal/...S.9uthern Nepal;
gtindu Temple Rites: Bathing the Image of Gore; Vishnu's Maya;
-Wedding of the Goddess; * Distant Thunder; Gazipur;- A Look
at the Castes; North Indian Village; Village in India, 50 Miles
from Poona; Village Man, City Man

VISHNU/VAISHNAVK--(See also Sri-Vaishnava), Hindu Procession to

the Sea; Hindu Sacrament of Surrender; Hindu Temple Rites:
Bathing the Image of God; Sectarian Hinduism: Lorb Vishnu.

and His Worship; Vishnu's Maya; Wedding of the Goddess

VOW--Floating in the Air...; Hindu
irSacrament of Surrender;Wed-

ding of the Goddess

VRINDAVANA--Hinduism: Many Paths to God; Indian Holy Men: Darshan;
* Radha and Krishna

WATER--(See also Bathirig), Altar of Fire; Hindu Devotions at Dawn;
Hihdu Procession to 'the'Sea; Hindu Ritual Sandhya; Hindu Sacra-

ments of Childhobd...; How a Hindu:Worships: At the Home
Shrine; Monthly Anceetral Offerings in Hinpluism; Pilgrimage

to a Hindu Temple; Ganges, Sacred River

0
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WEDDING-i- Invitation to an Indian Wedding

WOMEN--Hindu Family Celebration; Hindu Pilgrimage: °Ramdevra;
Hinduism in South India; How a Hindu Worships: At the Home
Shrine; Living Hinduism; Sectarian Hinduism: The Goddess
and Her Worship; The Serpent Deities ...; Devi; Madhubani
Painters; North Indian Village; Radha's Day

WORSHIP--(See also Puja, 'Ritual), Four Holy Men: Renunciation...;
The Goddess Bhagavati...; Hinduism: Many Paths to God; How a
Hiridu Worships: At-the Home Shrine; An Indian Pilgrimage:
Kashi; The Serpent Deities...; Skanda Sasti: A Festival. of
Conquest; Worship of the Deity Ayyappan

YOGA--Hinduism and the Song of God; -Holy Men of India: The
Sadhus; Kundalini Yoga; Swami Karunananda...; On the Fringes
of Indian Society

p
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SLIDES, FILMSTRIPS, MICROFICHE

HINDUISM AS A RELIGIOUS TRADITION

1

F C OF INDIA: RELIGION IN INDIA

Al but seven of these slides pertain to Hinduism. Several ex-

les are given of temples (Chidamb m, Siva temple, Birla
emple in Delhi, Durga temple in Bana s); shrines (-in homes,

t a pipal tree; by the wayside), prie is and wandering ascetics;
temple carts and processions (Kanchipuram, Tiruchirapulli,
Thanjavur, DussehrA festival in Delhi); puja and worship (tulasi
plant, garlands, powdered colors, dedicating a schooll, blessing

a shop); pilgrims and ghats; wedding cou0Tes and a name day
ceremony round out the collection. There is a paragraph of
discussion for each slide, with suggested topics as "religion,"
"festivals," "avatarl" "the 'arts.'" The discussion of the

scenes in tie guides provides little specific information
about' them. The effectiveness of the slides varies from quite
good (e.g., #8 household shrines, #34.wedding ceremony), to
decidedly poor (e.g., #44 Dussehra procession, #36 pilgrimage,

#43',bathing ghats). The quality of reproduction is good.

50 slides; color; 197 ?; s4le $50
henry Ferguson

'Interculture AsSociates
Box 277
Thompson, CT 06277

= =

HINDUISM

This slide survey of Hinduism includes a selection of temples,

primarily in South India, with exterior and interior views,
processions, rites,, priests, worshipers, ascetics, and temple

cars; shrines in Nqrth and South India; bathing scenes in
Banaras; priests, worship in the home; life-cycle rites, lim-
ited to marriages arld cremations;, a selection of typi,Cal images

\in regional shrines,', temples, and households. There is a 40-

'page guide. This slide set was the first of itsokind and after

25 years is still a valuable resource, although it should be
augmented with contemporary materials, particularly-in the areas

of ritual and'pertonal ,worspip.

140 slides; color;\1992; sale $75
Kenneth W. Morgan .\ 1

Visual Education Service
The Divinity Scklool, Yale University
409'Prospect Stieet, New Haven, CT 06511

=Eta!
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HINDUISM

This is'one of seven filmstrips in the award-winning Religions
of India series (others include Buddhism, Islam, Sikhism,
Jainism, Christianity, and Zoroastrianism). The lecture and
guide are.pre-collegiate level, but do supply useful notes for
the individual frames which include temples, home and village
shrines, pri-va-tt and public worship_(especially good), images
of major deities, along with a few gratuitous cartoons and pic-
tures of the elements. The generalizations in the notes are
misleading, still this is a credible visaal scan of Hinduism,
more suited to-independent study than the classroom. This is
available for sale pnly with the companion strip on Buddhism.

2 color filmstrips with cassette, $40
7,filmstrips with 4 cassettes, $98 ,

Adapted by Henry M. Ferguson
Interculture Associates
Box 277, Thompson, CT' 06277

===i

HINDUISM - A VI ETTE

This collection of slides is accompanied by a lecture on Hindu-
ism with a short fhtroduction and a discussion of the.material
covered by the slides--pictures of images and practices in good
quality reproductions. A record of. the lecture is also- avail-
able. (This is one of a series of slide-lectures also covering
Sikhism, Jainism, Zoroastrianism, Islam, and Buddhism.)

25 slides; color; 1970; sale 325
C//lCulkarni

Sheikh Publications
5 Beekman St.
New York, -NY 10038

= =

HOLY PLACES OF INDIA
Part I: The North
Part East, Central, West & South

These two sets provide 108 slides On a number of important
pilgrimage spots, particularly those held sacred by devotee
of Krishna. The views are generally, very good, well photo-

.

graphed and appropriate to suggest the place. In the Nort*
are shown Badrinatha, HriSkesh, Hardwar, Kurukshetra, lath.ural
Birndavana, Naimisaranya,'-Ayodhya, qnd Allahabad (including
shot'of K_;mbhamcla). Across the rest of the country, Varanasi
(Banaras), Puri, Puskart and Shri Rapgam receive special at-
trition among the 23, sites depicted. Each glide and site re-
ceives careful attention in the 18 pages of notes that accompany

ZY
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the slides. The views of the International Society for.Krishna
Consciousness color the presentation slightly in choice Of sites
and festivals and in the notes (Shiva = the destructive manifes-
tation of Vishnu),, but this does not stop these slides from pre-
senting an exceptionally good ONwsview of pilgrimage site's and
the acts of devotion, entertainments, art and architecture, and
festivals that make up such an important part ofjoublic Hinduism.

Part I: 50 slides, color, $50
--Part-/I: 58 slides, color, $58
International Society for Krishna Consciousness

Bhaktivedanta Book Trust Audio Visuals
Y3764 Watseka Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90034

= = =

INDIA - HINDUISM

This set of slides includes historical material, a survey of
Hindu images and monuments, and detailed coverage of ceremonial
and personal ritual activities. Slides 1-15 Indus valley civi-
lization; 16-34 Hindu deities; 35-45 morning rituals; 46-61
domestic rituals; 62-90 lifecycle and sacraments of childhood;
91-96 investiture; 97-101 marriage; 102-111 final krites; 112-120
pilgrimage places,; 121-140 pilgrimage activities; 141-145 rep-
resentative sites; 146-160 19th and 20th century Hindu figures.
The accompanying text includes a'50-page scholarly explanation '

of the= slides that is quite useful. There are also brief ap-
pendices on general resources fin- South Asian studies, record-
ings and slides available, and an extensive appendix on films.
Many of these slides are, of scenes from Professor Smith's Image
India series. This is the most comprehensive an4 useful'sln- _
\gle collection of color slides on Hinduism currently available.
The collection of colored slides is of uniformly good quality.
Users of the film series Image India may wish to use these
slides.in class discussions to provide quick visual recall of-
the films.

160 slides; color; sale $52
Charles Kennedy and H. Daniel Smith

Visual Eddcation Service-
The Divinity School, Yale University
409 ProspeCt Street, New Haven, CT 06511

.

===

PURI - THE CITY OFD' LORD, JAGANNATHA
1( -

This set .of slides provides a glimpse of Puri at festival time
with interesting pictures of temples,-images, the making of
_images, offering of floWers, ritual paintings on the ground,
crowd scenes, and pictures-of the chariot' being pulled. The
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level of photography is-13,jen.erall:y good, the .reproduction is
professional. The ideology of the Hare Krishna People, the
International Society for Krishna Consciousness, is ,not ap-,
-

parent in this set. A useful guide gives a parpgraph on each
slide.

40 slides; color; sale $4.,
International Society for Krishna Consciousness

Bhaktivedanta,Book Trust Audio Visuals
3764 Watseka Avenue
Los Angeles, CA .90034 401,

= = =

SLIDE COLLECTION IN SOUTH ASIAfi STUDIES

This is a highly diversified collection of 753 slides that is
excellent not only for the study of Hinduism but-also for the
cultural context of South Asia in general. Part I, Land ancl
People, slides 1-307, incluces photos of priests, occupations,
landscapes, urban and rural scenes. Part II, Sites and Monu
ments, slides 308-610, is an alphabetically arranged selection
from Aihble, Ajanta, Barabar Bhaja, De9Orhj Elephanta,
Ellora, tran, Halebid,.Khajuraho, Madura, Mahabalipuram,
Mahakut, Mt. Abu, Nag'ral, Sanchi, Somnathpur, and Udayagiri.
Part III, Painting, slides 611-753, is 'devoted to miniatures,
about one-,third of them relev_vit to Hinduism: Krishna themes,
the Ramayana, Shaiva traditions, etc. The quality of the slides
is good. The accompanying catalogue, with black-and-white re-
productionS of all 753 slides, is a remarkably convenient device
for lecture preparation of independent study even though it
has label information only.

753 slides; color; 1965; sets may be purchased
9t cost of .duplication
Walter M. Spink and Edith Ehrman

_Foreign Area Materials Center
r-- 60 East 42nd Street

New York, NY J0017

= = =

SLIDE OF THE RAMAYANA

This set is now available in preliminary form, and consistsof
slides showing a variety of classical artistic and contemporary
po ular style renditions of ,the major scenes of the Sanskrit
e c. The accompanying guide provides a quick sketch of the
R mayana story, and a description of the slides including style
of the paintings and.information about the scene depicted-,

94
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40 slides; color;. 1977; sale $12\
Donald and Jean Johnson

New York University Asian Studies Education Project
735 East Building
Washington Square, New ork, NY 10003

J
i

spa

THE STORY OF KRISHNA

"This slide-essay has been prepared for high school and college
students and is intended to present one aspect of Lord Krishna- -
The Divine Herdsman." The booklet accompanying the slides gives
an introduction to the'different aspects of Krishna and ends
with a "Teaching Strategy" aimed at the teacher or self-teacher.
The body of the text is the script for an available 20-minute'
tape. There is also a section, "The Parable of Krishna," which
uses the same visual material for a more philosophical and an-
alytical discussion. The aspect of Krishna treated'in the slides
is his life in Vrindavan as a child and a cowherd. The narrative
(alseavailable on tape) is an uncritical-recension of the sto-
ries of Krishna's youth. Many of,the slides are paired.'with
translations of devotional poetry from Dimock and Levertov's

',In Praise of Krishna, and from Archer's The Loves of Krishna
in Indian. Painting and Poetry (which seems'to'have inspired this
slide set). Even though most of the slides are of Kangra paint-
ings, and many are taken from books, this is not an art set.
The reproduction of .the slides is good.

40 slides; color; 1976; sale $16
Donald and Jean Johnson

New York University AsA.an Studies Education Project
-735 East Building
Washington Square,. New York,. NBC 10003

VRINDAVAN SLIDE SHOW_

This,33-slide set shows some of the key sites in the region of
India sacred to Krishna. The old and new temples and some of_
the people and activits of the pilgrimage spots in the Braja
Mandela are shown. The slides are accompanied by one-paragraph
coTments.im the six-page,gpide. The sites shown are suitably
'photographed, described, apd selected for Classroom use, although
it is clear that there is 'some bias toward showing the impoitance

. of Sri Caitanya and his successors (the founders of the sect to
which theHare Krishna followers claim allegiance).,,

33 slides; color; gele.$30
International Society for Krishna Consciousness

Bhaktivedanta Book Trust Audio Visuals
3764 Watseka Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90034

M=3- 95
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AMER/CAN COMMITTEE FOR SOUTH ASIAN ART
ARCHIVE'

South Asian Art Photo Collection in Microfiche
'a

Three separate collection' are presently available in micro-
-fiche, with indiyidual fiches and sets also available.

Kushan Period: Mathura, edited by Susan L. Huntington. 516
photographs of, the ushan art of Mathura. The purpose of this
scholarly selectio is to provide an archive that will even-
tually include every useful piece of visual evidence for the
tradition. The work is intended for the research scholar.

Caves, edited by Walter M. SPink, 4,341 Dhotographsand 45fr
maps and plans of the'earliept rock-cut monumentsp Mostly
Budd is ; with 2,669 from Ajanta, these records form the basis
f the earliest development Of Hindu monuments. There are
,5ections, all available separately, dealing with Hindu monu-
ments. The collections have short e)cplanatory notes of,a few
pages. They are photographic archives apd.not,for self-teaching
on a beginning level.

Gupta Period, edited by Susan L. Huntington. This is an archive
of 2,257 photographs plus localion maps from numerous site and

museum collections throughout India showing the earliest wide-
spread,style of Hindu art in monumentallnaterials.

For detailed listing and information, write:
Inter Documentation Company
Poststrasse 14, 63Q0 Zug, Switzerfand''

= = =

AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR SOUTH ASIAN ART
SLIDE ROJ4ECT

Thi eries of slide collections, 100 slides to a set, will
even ally cover all traditions of the subcontinent. In ad-

n to the sets listed below which provide backgrouhd for
the .tudy of Hinduism, other relevant sets are planned for the
fut re.

Architecture and Sculpture of Orissa. This set is a collectio\%
of temple architecture and sculptural.decoration (numbered
.1001-1400) from two well-known sites in Orissa: Konarak and
Bhuvaneshwara. The Bhuvaneshwara,serieS i ludes ictures. of
specific temples: Lingaraa (1-11); Mukte hwar 12-30);
Parasurameshwara'(31-46); Rajarani (47-56). The rPltt of the

96
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slides are devoted to the remains of the great Surya temple at
Konarak. Each slide. is clearly labeled as to temple illustrated
_ancl the location on the temple of each particular detail, e.g.,- I

#1067, "Architecture:, India; Konarak; Sun Temple, Eastern door-
way, right jamb. Detail: Base."

Central Indian Monuments, edited by Michael Meister, numbereTh
601-700. These slides'are of stone temples with details of
sculpture and .architectural decoration. The bites-coliered,are
a wide-ranging selection of interesting temples dating from the
6th through the 12th centuries: Amrol, Badoh, Barwasagar,'
Deogarh, Gwalior, Gyraspur, Indor, Kadwah, Khajuraho (#636-682);
Kuchdon, Masticheda, Mahua, Naresar, and Umri.

Chalak an Ark, edited by Gary Michael Tartakov, numbered 501 -spo.
The slides in this set represent works. within the realm of a
single dynasty. The materials come from the fiire best-known '

of the-dynasty's sites and one museum and include rock-cut as
well as structural monuments., A quarter of the slides are in-
teriors or details of interiors. Sites and well-known monuments
are: Aihole, Alampur, Badami, Mahakuta, and Pattadakal.

Gupta Temples and Sculpture, edited by Joanna Williams,, numbered
1-100. This is a well-rounded selection of temples and their .

sculptural decorations gathered from materials in the field.
Both the best-known monuments such as Deogarh and Npchna are
represented, as well as Udayagiri and Vidis;, and ,there-are a
few slides showing Bhitargaon, Bhimara, Bilsadh,.Dah Parbatiya,`
Eran, Garhwa, Mandasor, Mukundarar Pipariya, Sandhi,*Sarnath,
and Tigawa.

ft

Rajput Miniature Paintings,'edited by Suresh Vasant, numbered
801-900. This slide set is composed entirely of illustrations
from a signed manuscript of the Bhagavata Purana, dated 1648.
There are slides of the flood" myth, the churning of the ocean,
the other Puranic myths, including the last days of Krishna.
The accompanying text is not preiented in either.the original
or translation, but the sources are identified, and Only the
subjects are briefly,described in the-list of slides. However,
the set stand6 as an ideal example of the traditional Indian
art of illustration of religious texts,,and it supplies a fine
resource for illustrating'in4vidgal myths. The quality of-
the reproductions is even better than the usually high standard
of slides in this series.

South Indian Temples, Sculpture, and Painting, edited 1y Job,
Thomas, numbered 101-200. This set covers temples from all .

over Tamilhadu and selected sites in Karnataka, but has nothing
-from Andhradesha or Kerala. There is a balanced selection of
images from every major tradition from the Pallavas to the
present and particular weight is given to painting of that
period. The sites covered are Cidambaram, Aangaikondacholapuram,
-Hampi-Vijayanagar, Kanchi, Kodombalur, Kumbetonam, Lepakshi,

9
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Madurai, Mahabalipuram, Narttamalai, Panamalai, Pul.amangai,
Sittannavasal, Srivilliputtur, Tanjore, Tirukallikunram,
Tirukurunkudi, and Tirumalai.

The.setS sell for $100'fOr a single set, $170
for two, $230 for three, $270'for four, $200
for five sets.

American Committee for South Asian Art
Slide Project

Department of History of Art, Tappan Hall
University of Michigan, 4 .

Ann Arbor, MI 48109

===

ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF AaIA- .

Budek offers 34 sets of slides (10 sli es to a set) on the art ,

and architecture of,Asia,of which 1 deal with India, and 6
provide, background for Hinduism.
Set 5, Sculpture of the Hindu D Oasties, is made up of museUM

pieces.
Set 6 The Mora,daves, inc des Hindu caves XV and XXI.
Set 7-, Khaluraho.
Set 8, t Under the Kus ns I, is misnamed and'actually con-

t ns the Durga t ple of Aihole, the Kailasanatha at
anchi, and two temples from.:Gwalior.

Set 9. Mahabali ura
S- 13,, le at Ellora.

erseas Hindu a t can be found in the Java and Cahbodia sets.
Reproduction i- good and the color is fair.

Sale, ptr set of 10: $3 4nmounted; $4 mounted;,
$1.50 in Blass per slide; 900 unmounted;
$1.20 mounted; $1.80 in glass

Lists sent on request; sets sent on approval
Budek Films and Slides
1023 Waterman Avenue 1

East Providence, RI 02914

ART/SLIDES OF IJJDIA AND NEPAL

Donaldson offers thousands of slides'. Catalogues'are currently
amenable covering.Buddhist, Islamic, and Mughal art; cave tem-
ples; Chalukyan temples; temples of Orissa,. Rajasthan, GQjarat,
Maharashtra, Central India, South Indial temples and sculptures

. of Nepal; and Indian miniature painting. There are no accompany-
ing guides.

= = =
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Sale, 11.60.ekh, with quantity discounts;
in

4

setsf about $1.20 per slide
-Art Slides of India -and Nepal (Thomas Donaldson)
3266 Redwood'Aye.
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118

=IR=

FABRIC OF INDIA SLIDE SERIES

There are 11.iets of 50 slides each in this series, on Art,
the City,- Religion (see page 85), Topography, ArchitectAre,
Rural Life, Modernization, Transportation, Agriculture, Peo-,
ple, and Occupation. 1

Architecture. Twelve of the 50 slides deal with Hindu Tord-
ments at Mahabalipuram, Madurai, Tanjore, Udaipur, Somflathpur,
and Konarak, as well autanks at Cidambaram add
MoAt of the pictures are easily readable, but because they are
often fragments and seldom more than ane from any single Site,
it is difficult to get an idea af whatokis'being shown unless
one already knows other, view". ,The accompanying brochukeala0
a brief paragraph on each slide providing some useful and s me
confusitig information. The color is washede,out, but the i ages
are clear.' Not for self-teaching. \\

Indian Art: Painting and.Sculoture. In this set of 5' slides,
21 deaf with Hindu material: images from Mahabalipur.
Ellora, SomnathOur, Konarak, CidambaraM, Tanjore, Ka chi, and ,
a pair of unspecified bronzi. Many of the slides' Show only
partial images,' images out of context or seen from/cohfusing
viewing angl &s thereby limiting the effectivenes of the pic-

The accompanying descriptions are uncrit al and often
in error. -The tone of the writing is touristy, with question-
able points Of viewand subjective esthetic ju gments.: Dei-
nttely ncitsa good tool for independent study. jThe slide,
resolution is fair, the color is poor.

Sal'', each set of 50 color "slides, $50 /
Htpry Ferguson

Interculture Associates
Box 27)7
Thompdon, CT _06277

INDUS VALLEY--BRONZE AGE CIVILIZATION
6

SchedUled for release i etrly 1978, this set of 100 slides
'and a companion set on the toys of t e Indus civilizationeare -

the only sets on the important pvi ryan roots of Indian civi-
lization. .A guide is to accompan the materials.
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John Frank-,-,Educational Resources.c er
IngUire throtgh: '

The Center for InternatiOna rograms
and ,Comparative, Studies

New York State EdOclition qbartment
99 Washington'Avenue
Albanyt NY 12210

2.111=

p
KHAJURAHO ,' : A.

0 .

.: . . , ,/
This is one\of severs illustrated.Jectures-on Indian es

`offered by the Foreign Area Materials Center. The set 941d
its accompanying text provide,an at history lecture on he
10th-12th century Hindu (andJaina) temples of Khajureho._
The text is printed on 5 x 8 cards with a bladv-and=whtte eh-,
largement of each slide's image on,the reverse of the text ,

associated with i making it convenient fon.indepenclenestU

r
I.

or lecturing. T
illustrated,dis
and of the.Kha
The text is b
good histori
the histor
The discu
particul
tics o
ductio
the i

:teXt and ,the slides coordinate-tO.give'an
ssion of the Hindu temple as a cultural form

uraho temples`-in their. historical perspective:
th scholarly and readablewith an exceptionally

al and cOltural background.1' It Is focused'on
visual'impresildon,4and sYMboiismof the temples.

ionof the use of sexualt imagry on the'temples is
ly well handled; .Theme li-"iittle.about ritual. prep-

the temple use, howeVer.- The guailty of the' repro-,
is good, although the color. is noty bu since most oft

ages are sculpture only, this is no grea drawback. _This
is a'fine tool for independent stud.

40 slides; color; 1960; sale425
Walter M. *pink alkd Deborah Levineti.,

Foreign Area Materials center
60 East 42nd Street
New York,. NY 10017

re WIZ=

KISHAN VILLAGE. JA GENERATION OF'CitANGE
-2'

Kishan arhi is the name applied by, the anthropologist, McKim
Marri t, to a village in western Uttar Pradesh 100-miles from
Delhi The slides in this colkectiOu are take from two is

fiel rk periods in the village, the first in 1951-52 (all
the lac and-white slides) and the second ji.n J968-69 (all, the
co r SI des). The span of 18 years suggested the subtitle,
A eneration of Chan e, and the collection Provides the viewer.
w th an opportunity to observe technological, socialpand_
ultural changes over two decades. The section on Religion,
Hihduism, for the Most part), includes only 12 slides, but .

some 43 others, such as those under Caste and Rank, and A

100 J
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Festival of Rank (Holi)' are relevant. The guide is a versa -
tile and provocative adjunct for independent-learning or
classroom instruction. There are special sections on women's,
roles, castes, and occupations. Profesbor Marriott's con-
tribution ,is ce- uniqucrecord and an extremely useful one,
despite the poor quality of the slides. 'While not allmay

.agree with his evidence for remarkable changes in Kishan Garhi
(which is located in one of the more progressive areas of the

- subcontinent), the collection affords the,student of Hinduism
a highly stimulating glimpse oE villag religion in action.
The numbering system on the companion s tole sets is confusing.,,

81 Wu/ and 100 color slides; 80 page guide; sale $70
.McKims*Marriott

Foreign Area naterials Center
60 East 42nd Street/'
New York, NY 10017

E1=1111

MAtiliBALIPURAM

This set of 76 slides provides a good selection of generalviews
and 'sculptural,details o the 7th-8th century Pal1ava Hindu tem-
ple complex at Mahabalipuram on the tery of Bengal south of 'Madras
city. The final five slides illustrate the continuity of the
artistic-heritage as taught today in the government art school
at Mahabalipuram. The notes are somewhat generaliied and un-
critical. The color of the slides viewed was slightly washed
out.

(
.

76 slides; color; sale $40
Edith Ehrman 'and Walter Spink

k-" Fbreig Area MaterialS Center
460 Eas 42nd Street #

New York, NY 10017 '

...
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NEPAL

These four filmstrips won the blue ribbon,at the American Film
Festival in 1969. e first, two give a survey of history and
geography,. while t e latterstwd provide, information on the cus-
toms of.the villa eloeople, and on religion and art.

I

4 filmstripi 161 frames, color and sound; 1969;
on record r cassette

Inte national Film Bureau
332 S. Michigan Avenue
Ch'cago, IL 60604

(

===
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RAMAYANA MULTIMEDIA UNIT'

While this unit is,iprimarily designed for those of school age,
the makers right'y suggest it may.te used to show contemporary
.theater of myths in India. On the filmstrip is depicted an
elaborately and gaudily staged Ramayana from the Telegu movie
Sampoorna Ramayana, ih which the demons and heroes appear in
full colOr and regalia. It may be interesting to compare this

/ ciriema style of theater with the Traditional Theater set (see.
below). This version of the Ramayana comes with a poster, a'
cassette tape, a wooden'cloth'covered box, and a book Synopsis
of the Ramayanb. Thesr are definitely not intended for adult

.earners. The cassette has an attractive musical background
by Chittibabu,on the veena, while the Ramayana story is nar-
rated.

Complete multimedia' unit - $50
Henry,FergusOn

. Interculture Associates
BOx 277
Thompson, CT 0'627

3=71

6
TRADITIONAL'THEATER OF SOUTH INDIA

'_The firSt filMstrip; "Theater as Ritual," emphasizes that
theater in South Indi6 is more` than just entertainment. Its
.ritual accompaniments in preparation for performance and in
the choice of themes for .performance are explained, and
lustrated: The second'strip, "Theater as Entertainments"
focuses on the theater. craft, of'masks and. makeup and mime.
The tO4q strips include reforences to Kathakali, Yakshagana'
and'Kuttiyattam styles' of performance. Each frame receives
about'one paragraph of and further readings are
suggested - The level is college/adult. The set were made
As part of a series for the study of'theater craft.

2 filmstrips = 63 frames; color; 35Mm; sale4.15.50
Farley. Richmond

Olesen
P.O. Bdx 548
Hollywood, CA 90028

102
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HINDUISM IN THE WEST<.-

THE BHAGAVAD GITA ILLUSTRATED

This set of slides illustrates the ideals of the Bhagavad
Giteas they are interpreted by.the International 'Society
for Krishna Consciousness, otherwise kno *as the Hare Krishna
movement. The slides are of paintings by contemporary devotees
and are in the style of printed publiCatiOns of the sect--
bright, glossymanddevotional. The text supplies commentary
and-veres of the Bhagavad Gita from the translation by A.C.
Bhaktivedanth Swami, the founder of thq Hare Krishna Movement.
In addition to the scenes of Arjuna, Krishna, Dhritarastra
and the opposing armies, there are instructions concerning
the types of beings according to what they eat, the types of
worship, the entire universe contained in Krishna's Lotus,
the body, and all of Krishna's manifestations, including
'Shiva and Indra.

31 slfdes; color;.sale $30
-International -Society for Krishna. Consciousness

Bhaktived4nta Book Trust Audiovisuals
3764 Watseka Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90034

It
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ANCIENT AND ORIENTAL MUSIC: HISTORY OF MUSIC IN SOUND, Vol. 1

Althodgh this 1957 record is not.a current issue, it is likely
to be found in many college libraries because it was part of

4 the History of Music in Sound series used widely in introduc-
tory music courses'. Selections on bands 4 to 7 include women's
songs from a harvest festival, a weaver's praises to God, and'
a'bhajan (devotional song) sung by a group of villagers out-
side their temple; there is also a song by the famous saint-
musician.Tyagaraja, beautifully sung by.anjapidentified woman
musician; and a duet on the,. shehnai, the Aontrument popular
a weddings and temple ceremonies. The'gUide, based on the
N Oxford History of Music, includes musicological notes and
ph tographs of musicians and instruments.

RCA Records - Education.Departmeni
1133 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10022 /

six=

THE BENGAL MINSTRELMUSIC OF THE BAULS

wandering minstrel whohas become i Calcutta fixture,
Purnachandra Das, performs six songs in the Baul tradition,

. accompanied by his entourage. Included are songs ta Bengal
holy places to Krishna,. and expressing his longing for union
with-Krishna. A rough translation of each song is given.
The notes dilcuss the symbolitm and Musicology of the 'songs., ,/
The introduction traces the roots of the Baul tradition to a
fusion of Saktism, Buddhism, Sufism, and Vaishnayism, a view
supported by contemporary scholarship.

Produced by Peter K.Siegel; notes by Charles Capwell
Nonesuch Records.
-665 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022

as=

THE BHAdAVAD GITA

44,

Only the first band of side one is the Bhagavad Gita. Here
Book Two, verses'54-72, are expertly chanted by T M P. .

Mahadcvan. The other half of side one is the reading of an
Englishlranslation (provided in the notes) by Swami Nikhilananda.
The tranWlation is'reasonably accurate but the reading is dif-
ficult to fallow. Side two is readings from Valmiki's Ramayana

104
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--(in Sanskrit). The recitation is somewhat uneven, The second
selection may be of special interest to religion classes. In
this passage, Brahma reveals the true nature of Rama and Sita
as manifestations of Vishnu and Lakshmi (from Yuddha Kanda,
chapter 117). ,The notes'present readable translations and
transliterations of the texts. However, they are very poorly
reproduced..

Texj notes 'by Dr. S.R. Ranganathan; 1951
Folkways Records
43-West 61st Street
New York, NY t0023

= = =

CHANTS RELIGIEUX DU BENGALE-- RELIGIOUS SONGS FROM BENGAL

On one side of this record are four typical Baul songs. The

other side is a portion off' a performance of kirtanas (devo-
tional poem- plays) devoted to Krishna, such as areoften sung'

iihroughout Bengal. The selections are compositions of the .

North Indian bhakta Chandidas whose works are cherished among
the greatest of North Indian vernacular religious poetry.
Such performances might last several days and are an important
part of Bengal''S religious communal life and literature and
art. (Note: this selection is approximately the same as"
band 4 on the recording of .Songs of Krishna, also produced y

Deben Bhattacharya). This record, taped in.1954,,&g, issued'
with notes,in both French and English explaining and trans- \
lating each song. (Deben Bhattatnary& is the author ofa
volume of translations with an.introductory essay, Love Songs
of .Chandidas, New York: Grove Press, 1970, Evergreen paper-
back, E542., $2.95.)

Recorded by Deben Bhattacharya & Shri Nabagopal
MitraiThakur; notes by Deben Bhattacharya'

Boite-a Musique
133 Boulevard Raspail
Paris VI, France

or:
Record and *Tape Sales Corporation
95 Christopher Street
New York, NY 10014

DHYANAM/MEDITATION

Five short works of Smith Indian devotional music are.sung by

K.V. Narayanaswamy, The works recorded are-by religious poet-
musicians from around the 19th century. The .first band of
side one is, a. kriti by a famous TaMil poet, Gopala Krishna
Bharatigar. The second is by the renowned Telugu saint -poet,
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Tyagaraje(1767-1847), _praying: "0 Raghuvara, is it proper
for. you to forget me?" Side two includes a kriti.in Sans4it
to Krishna and end's with songs in.the jhawali and tillana
styles, lighter'modes associatethwith.the devotional, dance,

'lations of the passages sung, butdo not elaborate on the
Bharatanatyim. The notes give-the composer's dates and trans- -

religidus significance of the music. The recording is clear

.
,Produced by Peter K. Siegel; notes by Robert E. BroWn

-Nonesuch Explorer Series H72018
Nonesuch-Records
665 Fifth Avenue
*New, York, NY 10022

t* ===

THE FOUR VEDAS

This two, - record -set deliberately includes styles and selections
not found in the UNESCO collection of- Vedic.,chants (see below),
which contains the'mosf common pieces. Hence, in many ways,
this record may be used fOr more intensive study as'well as to
compliment the UNESCO collection. The notes are much more ex-
tensive and the translations are quite good. Staal takes pains
eo explain the differences between the textual traditions-of
the North and South of India. The entire second disc is devoted
to the traditions of the Nambudiri community of--Kerala on the
grounds that it is a strong tradition and not easily accessible
\in recordings. (This is the community whose perfdrmance df the
Agnicayana ritual was recorded in the film Altar of FiO-Dy.
Robert Gardner and.Staal.) ThiN recording alsoincludes-the
Atharva Vedald not fourid od the recording for UNESCO. It in-
cludes a numb7er of instances of group singing and also a sele.c-

.

tion where boys are being taught to recite. Like the UNESCO
recording, The Four Vedas includes a number of "Vikriti" re=
citations (patterns of repeating syllables-and words within a
passage) and the opening hymn of/the Rg Veda (to Agni) is a
feature of both albums.

2 records, 4 bands
Reftrded by J,F. Staal and John Levy - Asch Mankind Series
Notes by J. -F: Staal

Folkwayi 'Records
43 West 61st Str1eft
New York, NI, 10023

.. 4
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GOLDEN RAIN

Hinduism in Bali has long been separated Yrom its Indian roots,
but still plays an important role in music. Ketjak, the startling,

.1.(;(3
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staccato Balinese Monkey Chanto.highlightsperformilinces o'f,the

AlamaYana in'Bali. On side two of this recording the ketjak is
suggestive of trance and exorcism as well as of Hanuman's army.
The other side has two modern gamelan compositions. The notes
care,adeguatf for; an introduction to the, music and, setting of'

the Monkey Chant. Other recordings of Balines music in the
Nonesuch Explorer Series include: Gaflelan Sem Pequlingan,
recording and notes by Rorert E. BroWn (H72046 ; Music for the

_Balinese Shadow Play (music for a Mahabharata shadow puppet
play and to. lacate demons and make dangeros otcasions aus-
picious), recording and notes by ibbert E. Brown (H72037);
Music from the Morning of the World, which includes a'ketjak
and a sample of musicfor a Mahabharata shadow puppet play,
recording an&notes by David Lewiston (H72015).

Nonesuch ,Explorer Series;H72028
Nonesuch Recbrds
665 Fifth Avenue
Ntw-York, NY 10022

===

HINDU CHANTS (YOGA MANTRAS FOR SPIRITUAL COMMUNION)

'his_ recording consists of "mantras" chanted by Swami;
Shivapremananda, a'reptesentative-of Sivananda'Yoga-Vedanta
Centers. The recordings of his recitation of unidentified
s'anskrit versesw'alternate with readings of,approximate
English translations. The diction. is*clear and somewhat
musical; the selections are arranged according to such.cate-
gories as "shanti mantras," "guru mantras," "arpana mantras,"
"swasti mantras" and "mantras for japat6 This classification
is simply by purpose or. use of the mantras suggested by the
Sivananda sect. Roughly translated, theselare chants used
for calming oneself, for praising the guru, fot dedicating
oneself, for making bleSsings, and for saying ove# and over.
Thts is not a universal scheme for classifying mantras. The
sound quality is 'poor, and the notes are'ivery s4anty and un-
informative,'

)

I

p
Record or cassette; 1970
Performed by Swami' Shiva Premananda; English trans-
lations by Edwin, H.,Kaplan

Sheikh Publications Inc.
,5 Beekman Street
New York, NY 10038

.1.4111,
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INDIAN STREET MUSIC/THE BAULS OF BENGAL

'Six songs are sung by Hare(Kiishna'Das, Lakshman Das,
Purnachandra Das,"and Sudteenanda Das, personal compositions
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addressing the Lord Krishna .or referring to yoga or to the
religious.life of the sadhu: The notes supply appioximate
translations and are helpful for understanding -the symboll.W.
The introduction-stresses Rabindranath Tagorelt interest in
the Bauls, and their place in modern Bengap. cultUre.

.

.
,

.

.'(Produced /by-Peter K. Siegel
Non4such Explorer Series H72035 .,

Nonesuch'Records:
665 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022

1," -.

KARNATIC MUSIC

===

This record is useful as an introduction to the music of Sou,thc
India, for itiutklizes-the yina, a stringed inttrument ex-
tremely popular'in South Indian classical performance,- 6C-
companied-by the typically South Indian mridangam-drum.
Moreover, twoo the pieces are by one-of the most well-known
of South Indian composers,.Muttuswaml Dikplitar--one of the
pieces addressed to the Dakshl.namurtf aspect of ShiVa,.the
other' in praise of the goddess Annapurnaw- Two of, the five .

cuts feature a 1441-khown.male vocalist, who Sings accompanied
by the vina, drum, and arc)ne-like tambura.- in all, twelve
ragas--all distinctively South Indian--are heard in this, re-
cording. The last cut demonstrates the tuning.of the vina.

a

UNESCO Collection
Music of India Album; Record 'IV #

UNIPUB
P.04 Box 433
Murray HUI:Station:
New York, NY 10016

' MEERA" BHAJANS

. These are devotional songs composed by Mira,Bai, the loved and
reveredpoetess-saint of 15th century North India, a princes
who gaveup everything for Krishna. Her devotional songs are
sung' throughout north central India. Two recordings are cur-
rently available with this title. 0ne is sungby M.S.,
Subbulakshmi, the most rent wned female clastiCal vocalist df
post-independence India. Her renditions are in the highest
artistic tradition. The other recording is by Lata Mangeshkar,
the best-loved popular singer of Aodernc,Hindi, film and radio. .

Her playback singing is the sine qua non:of successful films
in India, and her voice, mone.tha any,ofher, has shaped con-
temporary Indian taste. For auth ticity, Supbulakshmils ver-
sion must beheard; for contempgra Hinduism, Lata's singing
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would ,be the most likely to be fOund ..jri a North Indian home.
Playing both records'for comparison recommended. .The notes
for the two recordings are too )ptief to be helpful. Those for
Subbtilakshmils recording da give brief descriptions of the
bands.

M.S. Subbulakshmi - Merra Bhajans EALP #1297
Lata Mangeshkar - Meera Bhajans ECSD #2371

Peters International, Inc.
619 West 54th Street

1

New York, NY 10019

r
MUSIC Off` THE DANCE AND THEATRE O. SOLIITH INDIA

This record provides a good introduction to the mu
companiments of Bharatanatyam and Kathakali, the two ajor
styles of religious art dance in South India, and to the re-
ligious poetry that inspires them. The informative notes
give approximate musical transcriptions of the themes, but
do not provide translations. This record might be used as
preparatibn for an actual performance of Bharatanatyam, or
for seeing the film Balasaraswati, in.which India's great
anddevoutly religious dancer performs Bharatanatyam. This-
record will npt stand by itself as an introduction to South
Indian dance or music.

UNESCO Collection.
Music of India Album; Record II

UNIPUB
'P.O. Box 433
Murray Hill Station
New York, NY 10016

= =

MUSICAL ATLAS BENGAL

The first ten minutes of side two of this retord present a
performance of the Dasavatara (the ten avatars of Vishnu),
pprhaps the best-known verses from the enormously popular
Sanskrit devotional poem Gita Govinda by Jayadeva. Listening
to this recording of the Dasavatara, together with reading'
an EngliSh translation of the Gita Govinda (such as Barbara
Miller's Love Song of the Dark Lord, Columbia paperback, 1977)9:
would give an interesting illustration'of the importance of
music, dance, art and literature in bhakti. 'Other bands, on
the record include three Baul songs by Purnachandra Das; a
kirtana, dialogue song of Radha's reconciliation with Krishna;
and a boatman's song devoted to Krishna. Notes are in English,

,French, and Italian, and provide basic information on the in-
struments and types of music presented.
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'UNESCO Collection
Musical Atlas Series_,

UNIPUA
P.O. Box 433
Murray Hill Station
New York; NY 10016

S%

'AELIGIAS MUSIC.%F INDIA.

= = =

Recorded' anielou in 195f at a time when he was freely
accepted f ny Hindi tetples as a,devOtee, this still remains_
an exemplaty recording for the teaching of music in Hinduism.
The record includes.: a bhajana and vi.na solo sung, and played
by Swami Parvatikar, a ing ascetic who never\uttered a
sound except to sing religious usic; Vedic Chanting correctly
dorm by Pandit Ramji Shastri Dravida in the-ancient, orthodox
manner; Hymn to Shiva sung by .Sri T.M. KrishnaswamiIyer,
famous master of South Indi =an style,singing; Rama Lila,. an
example of the popular singing of 'stories from Hindu epics,
sung by a high peiest of a-temple in Banaras; and Bengali
kirtanas. These'selections were madeby Alain'Danielou from
a large collection of'tapes to serve as an introduction to

Chindu relkious music either in a classrooM or or independent
.study. 'She thbice is apt, the notes are clear apd provide
both trandlationssand transliterations as well-as approximate
transcriptions of'the tunes. Most importantly, the religious

ill
significance of each performance is made explicit.

Recording and notes by Alain Danielou and Kenneth W. Morgan
Folkways #4431

Folkways Records
43 West 61st Street

, New York,INY 10023

= = =

RITUAL MUSIC,OF MANIPUR

The Manipur Kingdom in far eastern India (on the east side,of
Bangladesh, north of Burma) was converted to the Chaitanya
'Sect of Vaishnavism more than two centuries'ago. Their music
includes combinations of imported Bengali bhakti music and
ceremonies mixed with their indigenous traditions. Now
Manipuri dance is considered among the finest of Indian re-
ligious dances. The recording providesan ideal'mixtUre of
archaic and modern Hindu ritual. The notes provide basic
Ethnographic information and black-and-white photos. Each
band is briefly, described, with references to the dances or
other events that properly accompany the music. The recorder
of the music has .written Dance-Rituals of Manipur, India;
Hong Kong, 1960.

110
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Recording and notes by Louise 'Lightfoot
Folkways Records
43 West 61st,Street
New York, NY 10023

SE=311

VEDIC RECITATION AND CHANT

This album includes examples of recitation and chanting of
passages from the Rg Veda, Yajur Veda,. and, the Sama Veda.
The first-two tends repeat an invocation to Kubera, once
spoken and once sung. The third band is the very first hymn
Of theWVede, the hymn to Agni, the God of Fire. (This is
also. eco ed, chanted in a'difficult stylp, on the record
by J.F. Steal, The Four Vedas.) There are seven recordings
of passages from the Sama Veda and four from the Yajur Veda,
Including a hymn to Prajapati, the Lord of Creatures, found t

in the important text Satapatha Brah ana. All but two of
the sections were recorded in Banaras from 1949-1951,1 with
a variety of styles and traditions rep esented. The album
includes condensed but helpful notes in English, French, ang.
German, and translations and transliterations of the texts.`--

UNESCO COLLECTION .

Music of India Album, Rtcord I, Recorded by Alain Danielou
UgIPUB
P.O. Box.433
Murray Hill Station
New York, NY 10016

=
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SOURCES OVINFORMATION AND NATXRIALIS.

INFORMATION ABOUT FILMS, SLIDES, RECORDS

4
AN ANNOTATED LISW OF. THE AUDIOTVISUAL RESOURCES-'AT SOUTH ASIA
MEDIA CENTER, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY; edited ,py Anvita Abbi.

.Manhattan,, KS, South ASia Media Center, Kansas State Univer-
sity. 1936, 24 Pp. This guide includes films, video, slides,
filmstrips, "records, and tapes. It does not give information' t

on sources for these materials and the nnotations are sk tchy. t

Since the collectionwas accumulated width the primary purp
of supplying a resource bank for the jligh schools and judi r .

colleges of Kans'as, the level of the films is generally be ow
adult learning.

ASIA SOCIETY, 112 East 64th,Street, New York, NY 10021.
The AsiaSoCiety produces occasional lists of films on Asia .

which may be of interedt,, but seldom comprehensive or up to
date. The Society for Asian Music, Affiliated with the Asia
Society, provides some discograPhic information and The,Pe-
forming Arts Council helps with,the booking of Indian musical,
performances.

ASIA THROUGH FILM, edited by JoAnn Hymes. Project on Asian
Studies in Education, University of Michigan, Ann-Arbor, MI
48109. 1976, 64 pp. $3.50. Thios guide omits in this print-
ing the major portion of films on Soutri Asia. It includes
films on China, Japan, and Southeast Asia, but does not index
China and Japan under religion. The annotations are clearly
written, but the evaluations are Uncritical. The films are
available for rent through the University of Michigan Audio-
Visual Education Center.

ASSOCIATION FOR ASIAN STUDIES, Lane Hall, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI 48109. The Association for Asian Studies has_.
discontinued its annual Professional Review, including new and
planned films and audio=visual resources for Asia, which was a
significant source of information.' Back issues through 1976
may be helpful. Current information may be found in the AAS
quarterly newsletter.

AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCE GUIDE, edited by Nick Abrams. New York,
Friendship Press. 19721, 478 pp.- $8.95. Subtitled: "Hbw
to find the best in films, filMstrips,slides, records, tapes,
picture sets, and other audio-visuals.4 For schools, Churches;
community organizations, this is one guide that does pay pe-
cial Attention to religion. One subsection of)the guide is
devoted to religions of the Third World.'

A DISCOGRAPHY OF THE ART MUSIC OF INDIA, compiled byElise B.
Barnett. Ann Arbor,. The Society for Ethnomusicology. 1975,

11 -)4
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54 pp.: $.4,00. .This lists 315 records of Indian art/ music
released prior to January 1, 1973. The artists, inStruments,
and ragas (if any) are given along with source and record
number. The annotations indicate reviews in the-Jurnal for
Ethnomusicology. The records are listed alphabetn7777F
distributor. . , .

/

. .
.

/
.

EDUCATIONAL FILM LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, 43,West 61st/Street, New
Y rk, NY 10023. The ,Educational Film Lib.rary ASsociation is
major clearing house-of information on educational films

- -and spodsors the 'annual Amefican Film' Festival' at which se-
lected new educational films, including ethnographic films
and films on religion, are screened and judged.' .

i THE.EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES CENTERS NEW dELHI. AddreSs inquiries
to Center for International Programs, New York State Eduda-

_tion Department,, 99.Washington .Avenue,, Albany, NY 12210. The
/ Educational' Resources Center has produced two catalOgves of

. Indian films and has also been a producer and source ;of as-
fsistance in making films, slides, and filmstrips on India.'

°ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM, by Kati G. Heider. Austin, TX, University of
Texas Press. 1976, 166 pp. $8.95. This book, which lists
about fifty films with annotations, systematically outlines
the history of films, the economics of film making, and the
uses of ethnographic films in the classroom. It is written

,.in a clear discursive style and provides helpful insights
for showing, watching, or making films about another culture.*

FILMAIND THE_HUMANITIES (in press), Rockefeller Foundation Pub -
1 cation Office,. 1133 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY
10036. Free. Representatives in the field write about the
use of films in the humanities. Includes a bibliography of
books and articles and a reference guide for locating and
evaluating films. -

A FILMOGRAPHY OF THE THIRD WORLD, compiled by Helen W. Cyr.
Metuchen, NJ,. Scarecrow Press. 1976, 319 pp. $12.50. This
ambitious guide litts films distributed or mailable in the
United States and Canada. Sources and complete cinemato-
graphic data are given alqng with one-sentence annotations.
Some Univertity Film Rental Library collections tre also ,listed.
There are over 100 films on Inciia, and more on South East Asia.

FILMS FOR ANTHROPOLOGY TEACHING, compiled by 'Karl G. Heider.
' Washington, DC, American Anthropological Association. 1977,

3rd revised edition, 187 pp. $5.00. This guide provides an
alphabetical annotated lis of about 780 films, indexed
by geographic area (over lms on South Asia) arid by topic,
including sections on "ri ual" and "life-cycle."' It.includes
descriptions of several filmS from the 1930rs.( Source data
is given for all films.

113
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FILMS FOR STUDY OF INDIA,'compiled b Mira Binford. New Delhi,
Educational Resources:Center. 197 . Free from Center for
International Programs, NewYork State Education Department,
99 -Washington AvenUe,,Albany, NY 12210. Mira Binford, the
film maker for the University of Wisconsin South Asia Films,
has compiled this guide to films available in India, giving
clear descriptions andfhelpful comments.

FOCUS ON ASIAN STUDIES, edited by Frank Buchanan. Published
by the Service Center for Teachers of Asian Studies, A,s,,soi.
-elation for Asian Studies, Ohio State University, 29 West-
Woodruff Avenue, Columbus, OH 43210. Franklin R. Buchanan,
Director. .$2.00 pef7year. Focus is a quarterly guide to
teaching'materials in Asianostudies, chiefly for high school
use. It includes announcements and advertisements for new
materials.

FOREIGN AREA MATERIALS CENTER, bavid Dell, Mahkger, 60Last 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10017. The Foreign'Arel Materials Center
has published an Oriental,:biscography which includes a number
of Indian records, ha assisted in producing a number of slide
sets and other college level aids, and is completing a seven-
volume guide to the studrbf Asian religions and philosophreS.

GUIDE TO FI S ON ASIA, The Asia SOciety,-112 East 64th Street,
New York, NY 10021. This guide is the by- product of a film
festival nd review held in December,' 1975, on films about
Asia. Over 100 filmS are listed with annotations and evalua-

.

tions. Further information sources are also-given.'

GUIDE TO INDIAN DANCE, by Judy Van Zile. Providence, RI, B-rown
University Press. 1972. '$3.00. This guide includes, a
partially annotated listing of.over1-4<ihty films, afid a list
of recordings. Or

,INDIA ON FILM, compiled by Uma da Cunha.. New Delhi, Educational
Resources Center. 1973, 80 pp. Free from Center for Inter-
national Programs, New York State Education Department, 99
Washington Avenue, Albany, NY 12210. This is an annotated
listing of films made and distributed in India, with a final
ten pages on filmsmade by non-Indian film makers. Over 300
films are listed with clear notes and recommended films marked
with an asterisk. Religion and philosophy is one of the cate-
gories covered. Many of the films may be obtained through the
Government of India office in the United States.

-JOURNAL OF ETHNOMUSICOLOGY, published by the Satiety,for Ethno-
musicology, 201 South Main Street, Room 513, Ann Arbor, MI
48108. The Journal of Ethnomusicology reviews records and
films of musical performances and is a primary source for
information concerning Hindu religious music.

t 114
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LEARNING ABOUT INDIA; AN ANNOTATED GUIDE FOR.NONTSPECIALISTS,
edited by Barbara J. Harrison. Albany, New, York State Educa-
tion Department. 1977. $3.95. Available from Foreign Area
Materials Center,,,60'East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017.
This guide includes listings of over 100 films with annota-
tions, as well as records, slides, and other audio-visual
aids for teaching about India. The guide provides, a kseful
compendium of current books and institutional resources-for
the study of India.

NATIONAL INFORMATIOOCENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL MEDIA (NICEM),
University of Southern California, University Park, Los
Angeles, CA 90007. NICE catalogues provide the most com-
Prehensive.lists of eduotional films,, video, and filmstrips.
They are indexed under a variety of headings including Philo-
sophy and Religion., However, the user is always advised to
cheCk with the distributors of films directly to see if they
.are really available since many films get into the catalogue
without being successfully or long distributed.

NEW AMERICAN,RELIGIONS PROJECT, Professor Frederick W.OBlackwell
and Jeff Zucker, New AMerican Religions Project, Department
of Foreign Languages, Washington State University, Pullman,
WA 99164. This project is conducting a stud of new age
religious movement§, focusirig primarily u on g ups centered
around a guru, whether traditional or innovative. A guide*
with descriptive analyses of groups, bibliographies, and a
comprehensive audio-visual listing is forthcoming. Currently,
a'1 sting of these guru-oriented groups and organizations is
beidg maintained and copies are available for $2.00.

N
ORIENTAL MUSIC: A SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY, compiled by Berlin,

International Institute for Comparative Music Studies and
Documentation. Avai101e from Foreign Area Materials Center,
60 East 42nd StrEN1 New York, 10017. 1971, 100 pp.
5-3-.00-.-----This-d1 -scoaphyincludes about 50 titles of Indian *
music, as well as music of the Middle East, North Africa,
Central Asia, Southeast Asia, East,Asia. Each listing gives
the title, source, instruments used by the performers, and
occasional descriptive notes.

SLIDE BUYERS GUIDE, edited y Nancy Delaurier. 3rd revised
edition, New York, College Art Association. 1976. The College,
Art Association of American 16 East 52nd Street, litw York, NY
10022. This work lists ttrfmajor suppliers of are"slid94,J and
gives generpl information en. their prices, catalogues,AousiT
ness practices, and the quality of 9,heir slides. There is a
subject index referring the reader to the suppliers of slides.
Under geographical areas, 29,dealers are given for slides on
India (seven are overseas). The IntroductiOn gives helpful
information on evaluating, buying, and pteservine Flides, and
on color fidelity and retention of various reproduktion tech-
niques.

4
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THE SOCIETY FOR FOLK ARTS PRESERVATION, Evelyn Stern, Director,
308 East 79th Street, New York, NY 10021. This fledgling
organizatidgalready boasts a 'collection of thousands of
slides of .mdEious folk arts, iritluding a large number from
India. It aims to dbcument foYk'*rt and folk religion through_
visual means including film and video..

AGIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY, Professor Jay Ruby, Temple
niversity, Philadelphia, PA. This organization may be help-

ful in providing information about anthropological materials
that will be useful for background. studies for Asian religions
and current film projects.

SOUTH.ASIA FILM COLLECTION, University of Washington, South Asia
Resource Center, Seattle,.W4. 1976. This is an annotated
listing of films avail'able through the Univeiiity of Washington
film library, giving dates, format, and length of films, but
notother sources for rent or purchase. The list includes 18
films on Hinduism' a good'selection, but the descriptions are
generally uncritical.-

'0 SOUTH ASIA CENTER. For the years 197/1%979, there are eight
South Asia Centers financed by the U. . Office of Education
under Title IV of the National Defense Education Act. They
are committed to spending part of their grants for off-campus
education, which sdmepimes means providing information and
audio-viSual materials about South Asia. The Center' are:

Center for South Aka
University of Texai .

Austin, TX 78712.
If

Center for South Asian Studies
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706

South Asian Center
School of International Affairs
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027

South Asian Language and Area StudiesCenter
University of California

.Berkeley, CA 94720

South ksian Language and Area Center
,University of Chicago -

Chicago, IL 60637

South Asian Language and Area Studies Center
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19174-
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SoUth Asian Language and Area Studies Center
University of Washington
Seattle, MA '9,8195 -

South Aiian Studies Center
University of Virginia
Charlottsville,'VA 22903

UNIVERSITY AZD COLLEGE FILM COLLECTIONS: _A DIRE ORY, compiled
by ,Inaana University'Audib Visual Center & Consortium of
University Film Centers, New York, holucatiorial" Film Library
Association, 43 West 61st Street, New York, 10023. 1974,
76 pp. $7.00. This is ,a stateby-state list ng of 415 film
collections giving the size of the collection addresses,
and availability for rental. Collections lis ed range in
size from under 100 films to over 10,000.

\)
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TO RENT OR PURCHASE

AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR SOUTH IAN ART, Holly Hutchens, Department
of Art, South West Missouri State University, Springfield, MO -.

-65802. The American Committee fof South Asian Art is producing
a large number of slide sets and will expand its collections
in the future; it will also continue with ,the microfiche ex-
periment. The ACSAA,publiahes anewslettet which,includes ad-
dresies of members, sources of slides-available, and an.inquiry
service where slides wanted and slides' available can be listed.N,_

ASIA SOCIETY, PERFORMING ARTS COUNCIL, 112 East 64th Street, New
York, NY 10021. The Performing Arts Council, has currently
over a dozen films and videotapes available Tor loan or sale
on Asian dance, mostly Indian. Those seen .were filmed on a
bare stage with limited technical facilities, performed by
visiting artists on tour in the United States under Asia So-_
ciety sponsorship. This collectionriis expected to grow. (Note
that the Council may be able to assist in booking actual per-
formances.)

BROADCASTING FOUNDATION OF AMERICA, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York,
NY 10017. The Broadcasting, Foundation of America supplies
radio'programs from foreign stations, and has a number of pro-

'grams from India including at least five of.religious music
(one half-hour progtam op the Vedas).

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS AND COMPARATIVE STUDIES, The' ('
State Lducftion Department, 99 Washington 'Avenue, Albany, NY1

_12210,-New York-State-has-laken e- leading -role in' the pro-
duction and dissemination of audio-visual materials for the
past 15 yeara. This office currently lists film slide sets
and tapes which it either sells or has arranged the sale of
through other sources.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA ETHN RAPHICA, American Archive, The Pennsylvania
State urir Audio-Visual Services, 17 Willard Building,
University 16802. This is a film lending archive
primarily of s en films of ethnographic importance. Films
generally come with a guide,or- monograph, and many are under
`five minutes in length. Film rental prices seem to average
about $1.00 per minute. .

FOLKWAYS RECORDS, 43 West 61st Street,liew York, NY 10023. In
addition to-the recordings cited in the section on music,
there are a number of other recordings available from Folkways
that may be of use to teachers of religions including sectarian
recordings from Hinduism in the West, and recordings of Indian
art music. Folkways employs printed guides which are generally
much more helpful than the notes found on record jackets. Many

Ct
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0
of the recordings go back to the early 1950's and have been
continually available. A_ten-page mail-order catalogue of
nearly 2,000 titles includes over 25 recordings of Indian
music.

THE FULL CIRCLE ARCHIVE, P.O. Box 4370, Boulder, CO 80306. The
Full CirCle-Atchive proirides a Opoiefttive distribdtion and,
lending service to members. Taped and videocassettes may be
rented for $1.00 plus postage. 11 transactions are on an
honor system, with the aAsumpti that those wanting their
owncopies will buy them from t e commercial distributors-or 1

owners. Curfently their catalogue ($2.00 which can be applied
to a $12.00 membership) lists about 500 items, ranging from, /
"A Conversation with Joseph Campbell" to "Zen: The Eternal. '

Now--Alan Watts." A number of modern American spiritual gr u s
are represented, including Gurus Yogi thajan, Swami.Amar J o ,

Ramamurti Mishra, Yogeshwara Muni, MuktanandalSivananda d a,
Venkatesananda. '111.

J GPVERNMENT OF INDIA, (Northeast and Midwest) Consulate General of
India, 4 East'64th Street, New York, NY 10021; (South) I or-
mation Service of India, 2107 Massachusetts Avenue,N.W.

',Market Street, San Francisco, 94105. The Government of n4a
Washington, DC 20008; (West) Consulate General of India, 21

has a large number of fi ms 'which may be obtained for s owipg
free. However, dist but n is unreliable, the physics quality
of the prihts is often poor, and the information dealinig with
social issues may be misleading. Inquiries regarding the purl

-chase of prints of films produced by or for the Films 1ivision,
Government of India, should be addressed to the fallow n4
agencies: National Education & Inform4ion-Films Na-

.tiona-lHouse, Tu-lloch Road,' Appolo Bombay 40-0-001,
India; Ministry df Information &Broadcasting, Films Division,
Government of India, 24-Dr. G. Deshnukh Marg, Bombay-26; India.
A few of the better films produced by Government of India
are handled by Public Service Audience Planners, Inc. at yo
charge for borrowing. Audience Planpers usually has more cop-
ies and prints'of better quality than the'consulates.and they
can usually be relied upon to send films when promised. Au-
dience Planners addresses are: One Rockefeller Plaza, New

%, York, NY 10020; 645 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611;
6290 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028.

ASSOCIATES, Box 277, Thompson, CT 06277. For nearly
Dr.. Henry Ferguson and Joan M. Ferguson have. been
and distributing materials for the study of other
With substantial emphasis on India.- They are sup-
imported records and books in translation, in ad-
the slides'and filmstrips mentionedin the slides

INTERCULTURE'
ten years
producing
cultures,
pliers of
dition to
section.

NONESUCH RECORDS, 665 Fifth Avenue, NewYork, NY 10022. Also
available through local. record shops, the Nonesuch records,
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especially the Ekplqrer Series, are a good source for re-
cordings of Hindu religious music, as well as religious re-

- cordings from other Asian traditions.
.

OPEN UNIVERSITY EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISES, 1717 Massachussgtts-
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036. The Open University and
the British Broadcasting Corporation combine to form the '4--

largest.educational_establishment of'higher learning in Great
Britain. Open University is rettasing in 'early 1978 a four-,
teen film course--Man's 1Religious Quest--with accompanying
mbnogaphs and additional tape cassettes of ed4cational radio,
rprograms. In addition to Robert McDermott's Avatar: Concept
an Exa le already complete, at least one other film on
H du sm, and.a tape-slide presentation by Norvin Hein on
r ligious,theater of North India are expected.

PA IFICA AUDIO PROGRAMS & PACIFICA TAPE LIBRARY, 5316 Venice
boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90019. Selected interview and
other public information format programs from ele'Pacifide,
radio network stations_are available for purchase. Of over
15,000 programs in the archive, approximately'one-sixth have
been announced in annotated catalogues, The two most recent
are available for $1.00 each and list over 1000 programs,
including a number on India, modern religious movements, and
world religions. Both the library and the, catalogues are
expanding and this is likely to be an increasingly signifi-
cant source of radio (especially -educational jadio)/programs.
Tapes are for sale on either reel or cassette, and average
$12.00 for a one -hour program.

p_ETERS_INTERNATIONAL. INC., -619-Wet- 54th Streeti. New-York, NY.
10019. Peters International Inc. is the sole United States

\distribqat for .the leading Indian recording companies and
turopeanIcompanies as well. Records may be ordered directly
from their Illustrated Catalog of Imported Indian Recordings
(price of,catalogue $1.00). This currently lists over 200
recordings including loth film tunes and classical recordings.
The guide includes a number of albums classified by language.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES are frequently a good source for films about
India, particularly through Inter-library Loan. However,
these are generally intended foriself-study, not borrowing
for. classroom use.

SOUTH ASIAN MEDIA CENTER, Universityof Kansas, Manhattan, KS.
. The South Asian Centers, listed above under Sources of Infor-

mation, may be sources for borrowing films, videotapes, and
slides about Hindu religious practices, or for assisting in
finding suitable audio-visual resources.* In addition td
those Centers, the University of Kansas, ander-a grant from
NEH, has created a significant lending achive for use in the
state of Kansas. See the Annotated"Lisf of Audio-Visual Re-
sources.

At
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UNIPUB, 245 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10010. Unipub is
the official US distributor for manyUN and UN-sponsored
materials. These inc ],ude the UNESCO series of books and
records, some of which have been cited above, and also a
number of slide sets on the art of the non-Western world.

UNIVERSITY FILM RENTAL LIBRARIES. These are the first sources
a teacher should"look to for low-cost film rentals. Univer-
sity film librars seldom have more than one print of a.
film, however, and the potential user should make sure the
film will be available on the day which he wants ktrthis
also makes it difficult to be sure of having time to preview
a-film,before showing it. The Syracuse University Film
Catalog states that priority is assigned to orders as re-
ceived and that requests for the following year start ar-
riving at Syracuse in March. Listed here are some of the
larger rental libraries with sizable collections ofalms
on Asia. (Note that currently 415 libraries are listed in
University and Colle2e'Film Collections: A Directory, cited

. above.)

Educational Media-Center
University of California
Berke ).ey, CA 94710

)Indiana University Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University
.Bloomington, IN 47401

Instructional Media Services, Audio-Visual Materials Library
B-54 Administration Building, AC-30
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195

New York University.Film Library
43 Press Annex
Washington Square
New "Yo0c, NY 10003

The Pennsylvania State University
Audio Visual- Services
7 Willard Building
University Park, PA 16802 .

Syracuse University Film Rental Center
1455 East Colvin Street
Syracuse, NY 13210

University) of Michigan audio- Visual Center
Universit of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

SI
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FOREIGN AREA MATERIALS CENTER

a
Established in December, 1963 by the New York State Education Department, the Foreign Area

Materials Conter develops materials in the social sciences and humanities useful in teaching about
foreign areas and world problems, mainly at the undergraduate level. It operates under the auspices of
the Council for Intercultural Studies and Programs and the New York State Education Department's
Center for International Programs and Comparative Studies.

p
'lift he the Cleesissol Publklatillni Seeks: t r\......-7-\

al
No, 1 Werd Morehouse, editor, n Alva Studies and the College Library. 1964. $2.00IsNo. 2 L.A. Peter Gosling, Maps, s and Gazetteers for Asian Studies: A Critical Guide.'

1965. $2.00

No. 3 Patrick Wilson, Science in South Asia, Past and Present: A Preliminary Bibliography.
1966. $2.00 sr

'IR.). 4 Ward Morehouse, editor, The Comparative Approach to Area Studies and. the Disci-
plines: Problems of Teaching anfl Research on Asia. 1967. $2.00

No. 5 Lyman Legters, Language and Arta Studies: A Bibliography. 1967. $2.00

No.. 6 George Fischer, American Research on Soviet Society. 1967. $2.00
T

No. 7 Theodore Herman, editor, Tre Geography of China: A Selected and Annotated Bibli-
ography. 1967 $2.00

No. 8 Ward Morehouse, editor, Understandingng Science and Technology in India and Pakistan.
1967. $2.00

No. $ Winston L Y. Yang and Teresa S. Yang, editors, Asian Resourcesvain American Lib-
raries. 1968. $3.00

1

No. 16 International Institute for Comparative Music- Studies and Documentagon, Berlin,
comp. Oriental Music: A Selected Discography. 1971. $3.00

No. 18 Robert B. Oxnam, et tor, The Ch'ing Game: Simulation and theStudy of History. 1972.
$2.00

-
No. 19 Edith Ehrman and Ward Morehouse, editors, Students, Teachers and the Third World

in the American College Curriculum: A. Guide and Commentaryon Innovative Approach-
es to Undergraduate Education. 1973. $2.00

1 c.,
No. 20 Peter Boyd-Bowman, editor, Self-Instructional Language Programs: A Handbook for

,Faculty and Students. 1973. $1.50

No. 21 The Chilli Council of the Asia Society, compi'ers, People's Republic of China: Press
Briefing- Materials. (Second Edition). 1976. $2.00

----,\.,

No. 22 Marvin Williamsen and Cynthia T. Mairehouse, editors, International/Intercultural Ed-
ucation in the Four-Year College: A Handbook on Strategies for Change. 1977. $3.00
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LEANINGNINIG RESOURCES IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Learning Resources in International Studies* is a cooperative program of the Consortium for International
Studies Education, Foreign Area Materials Center of the New York State Education Department and Council for
Inter6ftural Studies and Programs; and the Maxwell School of Syracuse University.

Single copy orders of'material distributed by Learning Resources in I nternational Studies can be purchased at
the listed priCes. Bulk orders will receive discounts; a statement on discount policy is available upon request, from
Learning Resources in International Studies, 60 E. 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017. (All orders for single copies
must be preliaid. Checks should be made payable to The University of the State of New York.) A complete list of
materials available may be secured from Learning Resources. .

Learning Resolirces in International Studies is a flexible, low-cost, user-oriented, cooperative mechanism for
disseminating learning materials, both to faculty and to students. There are three series of publications at present:
the Consortium for International Studies Education Learning Packages, the Foreign Area Materials Center
Occasional litiblications, and the Maxwell School of Syracuse University Learning Packages in International
Relations.

a
LEARNING RESOURCES IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES at present includes publications
issued by the three agencies listed below.

The The Consortium for.International,Studies Education
Consortium was established in 1972 by the Education Commission
for of the International Studies Association. The
International broad purpose of the Consortium is to improve the
Stales quality of international studies education in the
Education United States at a variety of educational levels

through the operation of an institutional network
for developing, testing, and disseminating inno=
vative materials in the field.

..

The
t The Foreign Area Materials Cenqr develops ma erials

Foreign useful in teaching about foreign areas and w rld
Area problems, mainly at the undergraduate Ve It
Materials
Center

.The

Maxwell
School-
of
Syracuse
'University

12:s

operates under the auspices of the Council for
Intercultural Studies and PrOgrams and the New York'
State Education Department's Center for Internation-
al Programs and Comparative Studies.

The Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and
Public Affairs; Syracuse University, specializes
in educational,,and research programs in public
policy problems. The International Relations series
is sponsored by the International Relations Progtam
under the editogpip of William D. Coplin. The,.

series On PolicVSciences is sponsored by the
Public Affairs Program under the editorship of
Michael K. O'Leary. Both programs are part of the
4nterdisciplinary social science efforts 011 the
Maxwell School. 40,


